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'FOREWORD'.

In many correctional institutions today, more than Ralf of the inmate have
drug problems. The. presence of such large numbers of addicted 'offenders pos-

--, . es special problems for the correctional administrator.
The long-range aims of correctional drug programs are to reduce drug abuse,

and related criminal activity goals that have not generally. been achieved.
\ However, as this manual points out, drug treatment prograns can contribute to

the efficieht management, of correctional institutions by'improving the correc-
' rtional environment and enhancing the relationship' between inmates and staff..

Accprding to the authori, this manual is less thin "prescriptive' in some
_ways, because thinking in this field is in a "constant state of flux and change
as new approaches to treatment and rehabilitation are introduced, modified-, or
abandoned in the light of the realities of the correctional. setting." Many inno-
vative programs are now being.undertaken, and correctional s and insti-
tutionstutions should encourage initiativevand experim4ntation in their pr grams.

This prescriptive package shotild be useful to correctional administrators as
well as those who set policy and direct drug taatment programs at the federal;
state, and regional levels.

.

Gerald M. 4aplin
Director t

National Institute of Law Enforcement
and Criminal Justice

Decerq'ber 1976
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PREFACE

Over the.last two decades we have witnessed
many new.- and promising developments in. the
treatment of drug dependence or abuse. In the
late 1950's gynanon successfully challenged the
notion that drug dependence could be-treated only
within the confinesjof a crosedinstitution. hi the
mid- 1960,'s literall thousands of community-
based drug treatment programs dei.ft.loped nation-

, wide, utilitzing'a diverse array of treatment meth-
' ods. Widespread use of methadone maintenancet

and other chemical treatments aided yet another
-dinienSion:to the treatment pr,ocess.
' Correctional programs for drug offenders. have
Iikewise undergone many significant chartges with-
in recent yearS. Many ,Orthe new treatment meth-
ods initiated in community programs have been
transplanted into.ctirrectional institutions. CiCrrec-
tional efforts have also been greatly aided by the
expanding liaison between institutions, parole, and
thee network of community drug treatment and
rehabilitation agencies.

. In some way, It may be premature to become
i prescriptive with respect to correctional program-

ming for the drug offender. Thinking in the field is
in-,a constant state of flux and change as new ap-
proaches to treatment and ehabilitation ,are in-
troduced, modified, a doned in the light of
the re4ities.of th correctional setting. There is
no consensus garding the most effective ap-. .,

.propchtb, the drug offender; indeed, ,there are
many who argtie that corrections cannot provide

7-such services and, should abandon their efforts
altogether. 'Cortviersely, there are others wh6 feel
that we can mount effective programs in correc'-
tional institutions. .

In this prescriptive package we will review sev-
- erat key areas in correctional drug treatment pros

grammitig. If we are less "prescriptive than
expected, it is because we feel that con'ections
has no yet reached the stage in progdam develop-
ment witere em ation is patical ter even desira-
bte. Without e 1stion there are aspects indivi-
dual prOgrams which ace worthy of emulation-
staffing practices: treatment methods, therapeutic

ti

e

environments, etc. However, there are
grams which we would recommend as
other settings. :

ew pro-
els for

Throughout this manuscript seyeraj, major
themes are emphasized. Most imports is the *
stress on inpoyatio and.experlmentation in pro-

.

gramming, particul ly in the institutional setting.
Closely related to this is the stress on evaluation
which will allow usto understand both the poten- . 1

tial 'and the -lirnitations of drug programming in
.this .setting. 'Throughout 'this package, we will , A

_ ess the'goal of invotGing offenders in communi;
t programs upon their releage.`

Some reviewers of this manuscript felt that we
were unduly pessimistic about the value of drug

treatment efforts with offender We have tried to
reflect the viewpoints of many individuals with
whom we spoye during the course of this roject
who urg4 us to stress the Ned to to

tic'about drug tratment programs.' Too o en we
have kt unrealisti goals for socialprograms and
then had. abandon Them altogether ,vhin they
failed to' live up to our high expectations.'
Throughout this prescriptive package we reiterate'
the fact that drug dependence is a chron* condi-
tion which may riot be overcome in a matter of
few months or even years. Drug offenders often
bring to treatment a host of other social and per-
sonal deficiencesin addition to their use of drugs
which makes treatment difficult.

Many individuals contributed to the preparation
of this document. The many inmates and parolees
who shared their thoughts and perspectives on
drug treatment programs will find their pout V
view well represented.' Staff members of correc-
tional prograns also contributed much" helpful
information andighte4enerally very candid aboul
their experiences. Many valuable > insights were
contributed by individuals who function as plan-
ners or administrators in either corrections or
drug abuse' ,

Drs. John Kramer and Thomas Ungerleiter
served as -advitors to the project and assisted in

10 r
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-4' r
identifying the major areas which needed to be
covered i9 this feport. Reuben Stromine brought a
wealth of information and experience to Us frbm
his fornier4ositioil as a counselor at the NARA
program at Terminal Island, California. Theresa
Edwards assembled :mist of the bibliography and
contributed, much to the organization of the man -
uscript. Editing and typing was !ably done °by Av-*
erie Cohen.,

The .chopter on Evaluation of Programs was
written by Dr. Dan Glaser of the University of
Southern California,' who brought. a Wealth of
experience and information to this task. The ad-,
ministration of the project was handled b' Ray- .,
Mond S. 'Olsen, of the American Correctional'As:

x

11#

I

..^

sociation, and by Louis Biondi of the National,
Institute of Law Enforcement and.Criminal Jus-
tice. 'Both proN4ded many .helpful services' and
were highly supportive of the work wfroughout:

Readers,will discover that the bujk of thii man-
uscript ideals with drug Mograms within correc-
tional institutions. It became apparent that there
was much information to' present on Institutional
programs. Covering: aftercare programs in dePth
would have expanded the prescriptive package to .
Unmanageable 'size. Special.programs in parole is
tke.subject of a future prescriptive package and
should satisfy 'those readers wbo are. primatily
interested in the post-institritionai period> .

4
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CHAPTER 1.. DRUG ABligktREATME.NT.AND.
REHABILITATION J.1:!OPftAffliSltil CORRECTIONS

-t

A. Introduction, - t
.

Within recent yeaPttbe number of drug depen=
dent individuals entering the criminal justice sys-
rem, has increased dramatically, placing an tnor- '
mous bun on all of the involved agencies. Past

riences with drug abusing offenders lake led ,

most gencies to conclude that .traqitional meth:
Ods of crimiwc frrO'sectitio,n, incakeration and'',
rehabilitationlave had little impact on subsequent,
drug- taking an4 associated criminal behavior.

courti.and criminal prosecutors, particularly,
have beerbbverwhelmed by the'seemingly 'unend-
ing fldw of drug involved offenders_ Their pdsition..
on the "front end" of the system, meafis they
have felt the full impact of tbe increase in drug
related cases. Not Surprisingly, a varietrof.alter-
native methods has been deligloped at the prose-
cutorial- I'vel for disp9sing of 4iese Cases. In
same jurisdictions, addicted or drug dependent
defendants who are unable to raise bail,' or who
dp not qualify for release on recognizance or oth-
er bail progFams, may be released under-supervi-
Sion and assigned to a treatment program- in the

if. community as a condition of release. In areas
where drug abuse constitutes ,a malovzrimipal
problem, a iariety of pre and pot -trial diversiora
programs are normally available.

As the means of identification .and selection of
eligible cabdidates for diversionary programs be-
comes more sophisticated, centrally located
screening and referral agencies have been estab-
lished, serving as brokers between the courts and
community treatment agencies' Some probation
departments operate their own ?treatment pro-
grams, including methadone maintenance pro-
grams therapeutic communities;, or out-patient
couhselinig centers. Clearly whenever community
treatment is consistent with public safety, itis the
most desirable option for atte.mpting. to interrupt
drpg abuse befote it becomes 'an established be-
haviorpattern..

*

q

4, , ' -1.. -=-.... . .., , ... ,

14spite the increasing availabili4 of community
alternatives to -institutionalization; -die current
reality is that a sizeable percentage of inmates in
state correctional. sygerns.,,anfl on parole, supervi-
sion histories of drug abuse. A nationwide
drug abuse survey vitas recently cnne ted instate
correctional licilities.1 Questionnaires 'wee ad-,'
ministered to, 10,359 inmates in 190 facilitieS si-
lected to in the survey. The findings
were not surprising: 61% of those interviewed indi-
cated that at some point in their live§ they had
used drugs without a prescription or outside of u :. .
treatnikt ram.: The .drugs used were: heroin
(30%),,,me orte-(9%), cocaine. (28%), marijuana
(56 %); emillhetamines (Z9%), barbiturates 728%),
and other drugshattCcinogens, glue, cough syr: .

up.'etc. (16(70)° About oneethird 'of the inrpates
had A history of daily or almost daily , use-of
drugs: two out of ten used heroin daily, or almost ''s
daily prior to imprisoriment. One out of every
four inmates was under the influence of drugs lt,-
the time of the offense(s) causing the preseht 10-
piitt nme'nf.

Despite tile large number of irimates who were
involved /in drug use, only: a small percentage
(23%) of. those who used drugs on a daily basis
had tzet.n i lved in a drug treatment program
'prior-to inc ceration; the majority of>them (two-
thirds) in me hadone maintenance programS.

.,_

In California, the percentage 'of jnmates, classi-
fied at intake as having. a 'history, of narcotics
usage has increased isignificantly in a little over a
decade despite the widesePread use of diversion-
ary)rograms, community-based oorrect lc)* nal pro-
grams, improve# probationary services, and other
state and local.'strategies fordealing with drug

4 abusers.' . .. .

In June of 1961, 20 percent of the male inmates...
and 30 percent of the female inmates, lig the Cali-
fornia system weie identified As having a.history
of narcotics usage. Bythe end'of 1974, that figure

ti
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had risen to".37 percent of the males and.41 Per-
cent of the females. Similar data are 10 be.found
in many other states2. What this steady incre
suggests is a pressing need for:correctional insti-

. tutions to provide services for those Inmates who
need and goultitilize.treatment and rehabQitation

_programming. : -

However, there is currently little agreement in
'-the field of' corrections regarding the usefulness of

drug treatment Programs which are operated by
the system-itself. Indeed, tt ere is growing <doubt
and confusion regarding The entire range of treat-
ment and rehabilitation programs whiCh have been

Initiated. over the last several decades. Although
' the "era of rehabilitation was ushered in with

high hopes, the recent findings of MartinsOn3 and
his.colleigues have cast the -shadow of doubt over
most of those therapeutically-oriented rogrirns
Initiated since the .end of the Second World Var.
In .their reviewof over 3011 therapeutic programs
which were operated ,during- the period from 1945
through 1907, Martinson fdund few that. had any
significant impact on recidNism,rates.

Theilational Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals acknowledged in
their 1973: report on corrections that there are'
many difficulties inherent in providing effective
services to an inmate population. They concluded,
however, that we must continue to make an ef-

.

"As long as drug users 0,s, sentenced and
committed to institutions, correctional agencies'
and institutions must, attempt to deviSe pro-
grams that will deal with, the problem.and.pro-
vide the' basis for later jreatmerft in a More ap-

. propriate community "Staff, including
ex-offenders, should be especially selected and
trained to- work in drug programs. Every institu:
tional resource with potential usefulness should
be brought to bear. An effort must be made to
align drug use* with group affiliatidns thRt can

. substitute 'for Tie drug subculture.. Because no
sblutions have yet beerilleveloped that proiide
effective treatment for add is in correctional
institutions,, the correctional agency and institu-
tion should encourage initiat ve:and inpovation
on the part of persons' operating these rm.

Researqh,atpd experimentation should be
ligundamental feature-of every drug treatment

grprn "4
4

We essentially: concur with the Commission's
viewpoint. De'spite the uncertainty which suf-

,i

z

roundtiorrectional programming for drug' treat-
/6

mentl4e ceed to continue to experiment wit in-
stitutional -programs, utilizing new staffing pat- .
terns, treatment, Modalities, and aftercare -strate-
gies. Corrections also needs to aggressively ex-,
plore new ways -of effecting' solid working .rela--
tionships with mere recently established commu-
nity -based programs' so that 'service delivery be-
comes unified and 'continuous..

Community `treatment progras,' as well as in-
stitutional treatment programs, have passed
through a euphoric stage..MoSt programs and
approaches have been carefully if not, widely eval-
uated and much has been learned. The unrealisti
cally optimistic goals of a few years ago have, in
host instances, given wa to pragmatic
and reality-based notion s tics treat-1
rent end. reh'abilitatiOn can and...
cannot be expected to iccomplisb.

4

B. fcicus and Scope of this
'Prescriptive Package,

This -prescriptive package is intended to be a
practical and useful resource for a variety of ac-
tors in the correctional- processcorrections and
drug abuse Rig:nne4s and administrators, as welt as
those on Ke firing, lineclinicians, para-profes-,

'correctional counselors, and custodial
personnel..

As we began' to collect information, it became
apparerit that we had, to Mil this. presentation
cgnsiderably, if we were to "sent information in
apy depth. Thus, we dote nrst oFthis.prescrip-
five package to inItitutionalTrograinming.

. Our primary ncern is with adult offenders,
both male' and female, correctional institutions
and pre-release prog ns. There is-a more lirriited
discussion of parole. Our focus, is in Those pro-
grams or strategies which are 'system-- operated
or directed. While We recdgnize the imporirce of
self-help program§ such as,,Narcotics Anonyrpous,
Narcanon, Seven Steps, and ethnic or.T.Agious
approaches, it is not our intention fo suggest ways
in Which theymight modif,,V or improve their oper-
ations. We: also recognize that it is important that
individuals in a correctional "setting be 'given an
opportunity to make choice's .regarding thl types
of programming they wish to 'participate in, if,

indeed they choose to participate at. All. Diversity
of options is stressed thrOughout thiS document.

13
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Self-help programs represent an important aIterna-
Oe urinstitutionally-operated and staffed pr,
graffig:,

As ice, began to assemble data for inclusion in
this prilscriptive package, several ,general areas of

' .coricern emerged which we'intend to develOp. We
began by posing questions which we hopedwould
become'cifluminated during the course of our dafa
collection,anst site visitations. They inOluded:S

,

I..What splific treatment, modalities appear to
have licabilitx within a correctional setting?
What th'e ecific' techniques utilized, 'and
what the gCralsof theS'e specific modalities?

2: Under what 'environmental or physical condi-
tions is the possibility of treatment enhanced and.

- conversely, under what conditions is the task of
providing treatment services undermined? Can
one effectively provide driig abuse services while
the client remains within a general inmate popula-

,tion, with all of the negative attitudes and pres-
sures which exist? We began with the assumption,
that positive change is not possible in an annos7
phere of fear and mistrust so intense thatpersonal,
survival necessarily becomes an- inmate's first
priority, Ls it possible to create a positive environ-
ment for treatment within institutions where the

,prevailing initiate value system is'antithetical to..
at of the treatment program?

What are the roles of the .major actors in.the
treatment process, and how do their attitudes, ac-
tions and interrelationships influence the dynamics
of the treatment process itself? Is it possle to
'undo the , manipylative and suspicious" attitudes

: whin inmates almost necessarily' hold toward
custodial staff, correctional, counselors, or treat-
ment personnel? How do attitIldes vary between
voluntary, and involuntary participants and what
effect does this ultimately have?

4. Given the fact that custody is the primary
function of correctional institutions, can a balance
be maintained between an institution's responsi-

',bilities for security and' the need for effective
treatment, programming? Is it possible or even
desirable to alter some of the basic assumptions
about.both cult y and treatment in order to im-
prove the qu of correctional services?

5' Ts there any reality to the phrase "continuity
of treatment" is it really possible to effect any
meaningful relati
grams and their c
what is the natu

ship, between institutional pro-
mmunity counterparts? If so,
of this relationship and. how

might we improve,-it?'

As we moved from an investigation of program
models and problems inherent in providing serv-
ices within the, correctional -setting, we beiame
aware of;other important considerations. Drug
programs cost money. How would they be fund-
ed? They required staff: what 'kind, with what
qualifications, and what experience? Could ex-
offenders become an integral part of the Correc-
tional treatment process? Were there administra-
tive or legal probler9S with the employment of
such individuals?(

As we looked at the question pf continuity of
services, it became apparent that if corrections is
to move out of the vacuum within which it has
operated for decades, planning efforts at the high-
est levels must be improved. In particular; we
were interested in ways in which the Single State
Agency (SSA) for drug abuse and the State Plan-
ning Agency(SPA) for crirpinal juttice might in-
tegrate their efforts (which often overlap) in or-
der to maximize the resources available to the
correctional client.

'Finally, in keeping with the recommendations
of the Commission, we sought thethods 'which'
would be helpful to the program administrators,
ccirrectigNol administrators, and others in evaluat-
ing the success which programs or particular as-
pects of programs wert achieving.

The questions and the scope proposed by the
above represent a monumental task. Titus, we'
shall attempt to cover a good deal of territoryrin a..
brief space. This publication should not be viewed
as a "coqkbook" which provides step by step in-
structions on the design and operation of a

correctional drug abuse program.' Rather, it prov-
ides broad guidelines as well as specific examples
which may be utilized in conjunction with other
resources. Tet assist those yho Wish to explore
particular issues in more depth, references to the
literature are provided at the end of each chapter.

There are many differences of opinion regarding,'
drug abuse programming in the correctional set
ting. Some of the differences involve lasics--
definitions of drug abuse, issues ;volu/Rariness
and coercion, appropriate goals for institutional
and aftercare 'programs. Some of the program
managers interviewed would argue that the notion )
that 'there is a condition called drug abuse which
can be identified and treated is absurd and that
before change can occur,'the nature, of the change
proceis'must be redefined. 9n somerather ipnpor-
tant issues we will take no particular position,.
preferring instead-to simply present both sides,) of

14
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an issue. In those instances where our biases are
t. interjected, we hope to make clear our reasoning.

This prescriptive package will explore many of
the innovativapproaches to drtig abuse which
have emerge within recent. years, as well as
pose persistent problems to,,effective program-
ming in the institutional setting. We have no pana-

4
cea for treating the drug-abusing offender, nor is
.one ever likely to exist. ,DrUg dependency comes
in a variety of forms and we must recogni2e and
reiliond sensitively to the differences.

C. Sum Mary of RecommendatiOns

1. Drug treatment programs in a corrections set-
ting must establish and articulate reasonable
and attainable goals. There should be a clear
distinction between client goals, societal .goals,
institutional goals, and program goal. No one

.set of goals. is applicable to all populations.
2. Community resources must be fully utilized

whenever possible during both institutionali-
zation and after release.

3. There are many natwal barriers to'establishing
a successful program within an institution such
as negative inmate values and attitudes, staff/
inmate.communications pioblems, staff dissen-
sion, and the inherent organizational 5tructuie
of) the institution. :therefore programs must
work to change the environment as well atlii
individual thrOugh the use O6 separate unit
programming, establishing functional units,
separate facilities etc.

4. The etiology of drug abuses diverse as the
institutional, population. Therefore the content
of the program must be considered as carefully
as the context.

5. ,Within the limits inherent in the institutional
setting,.any treatment program should be vol,
untary. Clients should be allowed to refuse or
terminate treatment without such a decision
having impact on expected parole dates.

6. Professional, paraprofessional and custodial
staff assigned to any treatment program should
lie carefully screened and selected. All three
types of staff should be molded' into a "treat-
ment team" in an effort to provide a reasona-
ble treatment environment. There is a natural
antipathy among the three groups of personnel
which must be dealt with and minimized.
Continuity of service must he established be-
tween institutional programs and after-care

4.

programs. Without such continuity, the client's.
chances of continued success upon release will
be greatly reduced.

8. It is -recommended that each state .establish
inter-divisional pimping and coordination
committees involving the Single State Agebcy
the State Planning Agency and the Department
of Corrections.

D. A Note on Data Collection
Procedures

The information contained in this p1/2criptive
package was obtained .in two distinct -Nu*. First,
we began our efforts with a search of the profes-
sional literature, utilizing a variety of sources. 1p
addition, a computerized listing of federally fund-
ed programs in the correctional area was re-
viewed.

It quickly became obvious that While there is an
overwhelming amount of inforination and a ple-
thora of articles in the general area of drug abuse
and its treatmenthere is very little which specif-
ically relates to drug-abuse treatment within the
correctional context. Much of what does exist is
dated, overly optimistic, or highly critical of
correctional treatment in general.

Two general surveys of correctional drug abuse
were also reviewed The first., appearing in the
1972 Proceedings of the 102nd, Congress of
Corrections,* was a report on the results of a ques-
tionnaire survey conducted by Richard H. War-
fe1,5 a Supervisor Tor the correctional drug abuse
programs in Florida. The second survey was con-
duCted by Research Concepts, Inc., for the Na-
tional Commission on Marijuana and Drug
Abuse.6 They focused their efforts on adult males
in correctional programs. They drew their sample
from curectional, programs in seven stales, and
included programs conducted by probation,
correctional institutions and parole agencies. Al-
thdugh both di these surveys were useful in iden-
tifying some of the major issues to be dealt with,
they too were found to be somewhat dated. The
latter survey also reviewed the professional litera-
ture and found it dated and totally unrepresenia.
tive of the level of activity in the field. Our expe-
rience generally confirms their impressions)that
there are little data available in the professional
literature which describes correctional drug abuse
programming.'
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Thus, in many instances the best sources' of
information, aside fro(n actual observation, were
grant proposals, in-ihouse program description',
and evaluation reports for funding agencies.

We sought *to locate a numbef of distinctive
models for providing services the correctional
setting, In some instances, highly regarded (and
published) programs, were found, upon inquify, to

(rely.
-to
nge
rug
of
of

have,been radially altered or disbanded e
.: During the collie of our site visits, we ca
' accept as a natural phenomenon 4 rapid c

which seems to characterize correctional
abuse programming. In the long run; wor
mouth proved to be the most effective way
locating correctional programs of prom'
Though quite limited, there is an informal comm
nication network among institutions and agertcie
and.between one state system and another. Oven
the relative se se of isolation that many in this

.field'experie , a more formal' network ,might
well prove valuable. ,

As institutional programs were located, contact*
was made with administrators and others connect-

'ed with their operation. Itior to a site visitation,'
we Sought descriptive materials so that we 'might
have a more detailed background on the particular
correctional system, the restraints under which it
operated, its levels of support, etc. This informa-
tion was not always available, nor was it always
currant. -

Site visits were normally one day in length, al=
though in some instances we spent'several days in
one program. Normally we met with superintend-
ents or wardens, sometimesfor an ,ponest ex-
change of opinions and information, sometimes as
a mere formality. Interviews, both formal and
informal, were conducted witti key administrative
and clinical staff, as well as programpartif.ipants.
Whenever possible, we attempted to pay particu-
lar attention to correctional officers, for their atti-
tudes toward the program were often quite reveal?,.

Aside from the .standard procedures described'
above, We tried to listen with a "third ear." How

4

'did staff 'really Teel about dieit job§? Were in-
,

Mates- genuine)), involvtedin the program or were
ttrY cynical and manizilative? What was the lev-
el of (norale? Was drul use a major problem in
the institution? In the program itself? Was "disci-
pline a filajor probleth within the'program? How
were dfciplinary matters dealt with? These and
other-less tangible featules of a program often' tell
much more about' its operation than can be
flearned froth' analyzing flow charts or reviewing
statistical data.

In-general we were highly gratified by the-coop-
eration ancropenesS which characterized our site
visits. We 'emerged ,from the ,experience with

g* deal more optimism than we had at the out-
set& and the conviction that there is much positive
and constructive programming going on in correc-
tional institutions around the country which is
worthyitof a wider audiencosphan it is currently

.comrhanding.
Note to Reader: See- Appendix B for Recom-

mended Readings relating to this *Chapter I.

NOTES: .

I Barton. William I -"Drug Histories of Prisoners - SurJey
of Inmates of State Correctional Facilities." paper presented

' at the National Drug p,buse Conference. New York. March
1976.

2' "Narcotics Use History." Administrative Information.
Information Section. Research Division. State of California
Department of Corrections. February 10, 1975

3 Martinson, Robert. "What Works? Questions and 'An-
swers about Prison Reform." The,Public Interest, Spring 1974.

4 National Advisory Commission on Criminal ,Justice
Standards and Goals. Task Force on Corrections. Corrections,
Washington. D C January 1973. p. 375

5 Warfel. Richard H. "A Report of Drug Treatment Pro-
grams in AmeEica's State Prison Systems.in proceedings of

,othe One Hundred and Second Annual Congress of Correctioa
of the American Correctional Association, Pittsburgh. August
1972, p 42-51
.6 Research ConcePts, Inc "Treatment and Rehabilitation

Programs for Drug-Involved Offenders in State Correctional
Systems." In Volume 111 The Legal System and Drug Con-
trol. Appendix to Drug Use in America Problem in Perspec-
tive, National Commission on Mauhuana and Drug 'Abuse.
Washington. D C 1973. R. 810-852.
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CHAIrriR U. ESTABLISHING GOALS FOR
INSTITUTIJONAL DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAMS

.
The numerous expektations placed upon drug

treatment programs in correctibnal instittitions_
may be 'defined by i legislation, by sentencing
courts,

'will
by correctional administrators. This

chapter will examine the major goals established
.by the 'facilities which were observed. One bf the
purposes of outlining: program objectives is to

`explore the "real goals" ofitreatment programs.
which are generally recognized only by program
administrators or participants. We are presently
concerned pi-im 'lyr with organitational goals as
they (1) dine t £road paramelers of treatment
programs, (2) es bah prograin guidelines, and
(3) legitinize progf s to'important "outsiders."'

A. G is for Corrections
I

. Trtionally, the field of corrections has con-
, Cern d itself with two major goals: the protection

of iety through,lsolation of offenders, and the
re bilitation of offenders. The focus of drug re-

ilitation, though varied to some extent, has
most exclusively centered on individual t'pathol-
ogy," regardless of the environment which gener-
ated and_;sustained the criminal behavior. This
"medic-al model" approach to treatment has fallen
into disrepute in many correctional circles.

The National Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals recently emph4sized, the

1
necessity of community. as well as individual,
change as avrerequisite 'to effective sectional

// treatment program's:
A

crime and delinquency are symptoms of
failere and disorganization in the community as
well as lin the offender himself. He has too little
conlacti with the positive forces that develop
law - abiding conductamong them good
schools, gainful employment, 'adequate housing,
and rewarding leisure-time activities. So a fun-
damental objective of corrections must be to

6A

secure for the offender contacts,,experiences,
and opportunities that provide a means and a
stimulus for pursuing a lawful sple_of living in
the community. Thus, both the offender and the
community become the focus of correc%ional
activity. With this thrust, reintegration if the
offender into the community comes, to the fore ,

as a major purpose of corrections."(Emphasis
added)2

V reintegration of the drug offender into the
community is our primary focus, then the goal% of
the community must change appropriately. For
xample, no amount of institutional treatment can

overcome the many legal and social obstacles fac-
ing a job - seeking ex-offender. Identificati6n and
removal of such barriers _thus becomes an ins or-
tent goal for correctional planners ad administra-
tors.3

Correctional treatment begins in the
andlor most offenders it should continue beyond
the period of incarceration, and sometimes be-
yond aftercare supervision. Therefore the import-
ance of continuity in the delivery of services,
cessitates the establishment of liaisons between
correctional institutions and community re-
sources such as community -based drug treatment
and rehabilitation programs of all types, voCatiori-

'al training and counseling agencies,aoffender em-
ployment services; and various othei health qt
counseling agencies.

Establishment of institutional/comMunlly liaison
will help to alleviate some of thefragmentation of
service delivery which has characterized correc-
tional treatment programs in the past., A recipro-,
cal-floviof information and ideas, plus access to
this information by inmates, reduces the geo-
graphical and, social isolation which is also typical
of most correctional institutions.



B. Real and Ideal Goat% for ,'
Correlational Drug Trinetment
Programs

.
Unequivocally stating goals for drug, abuse

treatment programs is an elusive task at best. At
the most elementary level, definitions of what
constitutes individual "seeress" or "failure" are
extremely variable. By some definitions, one who
completes a 'treatment regimen and subsequently
consumes any amount of an illicit substance is
deemed a failure. According to other definitions, a
substantial reduction in drug ingestion, or a
switch from one illicit drug tonothtr less. dan-
gerous but also illicit 'substance is considered

r,-"success." 1.
A successful "program may be defined /as one

which' diminishes the amount of criminal behavior
accompanying drug taking. The waters become
very_murky, however, when we considet the ad-
dict who is able to bstain from heroin, but be-
comes an alcoholic. ertainly, the alcoholic ex-
addict has achieved many of the Major purposes
,of ireatment, but this overall abVity to cope may
b e' significantly impaired by. alcohol.) Cin he be

,judged a'"sticeess"?
''While every drug treatment program establishes

;' ideal goals-57 those broad,loag-range outcomes
expected by Societymost accept a set of ;ec-
oudary'-'aims which are more in tuneawith malls-
tic attqtrtprat altssing compulsive drug abuse# Dr.
Jerome Jafiee,-former director of the. Special Ac-

. tion ("ince for, Ortig Abuse Vreventiem, c,ontrasts
the. treatment expectations thick are placed on'
drug abuse with someonesuffering a conven-
tional medal

"Ideally, eareatment program 'should attempt- to
help all compulsive narcotic users become emo-
tionally:mature: law-abiding, productive mem-
bers of society ,whO require no ch-Oigs° or addi-

. tional-medical or social support tu.maintain
ideal status, But, this is an ideal set of goals, a

. set that society does not expect any..other 'group
to meet. For example; we do net expect people
with mild Congestive, heart laildre to become

'marathon runners4 we do n9; even insist ;';hat,
after some arbitrary period ,of treatment, they

'abstain from ;digitalis, diuretics, and visitss.to
the doctor. Compultsive drug use should also be
thought of as chronic disorder, and many gases
require cokinual or intermittent treatment over
Et period of' years. It follows,.then,'that, White

1

treatment programs should attempt to help eV-
.

ery individual reach all the coinponents of the
ideal set of 'goals, any evaluation of the. overall,
effectiveness of any *specific treatment rhust
take into consideration the ;act that different
programs tend to place ,their` emphasis on dif-_

ferent goals."4

Or. Jaffee /was referring primarily to treatment
programs operating in the community.t Cortection-
al drug treatment programs contain all the limita-
tions ot their community counterparts plus addi-
tional. and unique constraints. They operate: -in an
environment where their goals may conflict with
thosof the institution. ,Their' activities are always
limited by,the necessity of maintaining the securi-
ty of the institution. Limitations imposed by the
physical plant are liken 'significant. The social and
experiehtial .distance between the ,rural, white,

"treators" and the urban-bred, heav-
ily minority "treated" is oftedenortnous. Inmates.
bring multiple personal and social problems with
them to the treatment setting, in addition to their
drug problems. Often their primary ,motivation for
participation is, a- desire to use the 'program to
obtain early release, a dynamic which results in a
"games" atmosphere.

'Drus treatent modalities which are effective in /
a-cgmmunity program may be entirely inappft
priate in the correctional setting. Indeed, sore
progaMs which "be--"hybridized" to accoMmo-
date the demands of the correctional setting may
produce behavior and attitudes which ere the
epos& of those intended.

The enormous difficulties which attend estab-
l ishing an effective drug ablIse treatment prdgraff,
in the. correctional setting Tank; C be overlooked.
Past .experiences with such programs have demon-
stratedtthat dr'u'g abuse is difficult for the imp/id-
hal to overaeme under the best of circum-
stapces: It is with this note of caution that we

'examine both the idyl and the realistic goals for
such progranis.

'C. TreatInent GOals for the Individual
Offender

. In this societyflrug abuse is closely linked to
triminal activity. Drug .abusers almost inevitably
tomeminto contact with law enforcement agencies
at some time during -their careen: This may be
the result of, such drug-related offense as posses-
sion, sales, ur importation, or offenses which

1
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support the drug lifestyle, i.e., larceny, forgery, D. Goals for the institution
etc.

Drug treatment programs 'in corrections might!'
reasonably dstablish as high priority, long-range
treatment objectives such as abstinence froth illicit
drug use, and elimination of criminal activity as-
sociatedowith drug - caking. Thesejgoals., are as dif-
ilcult trachieve as they are desirable. TtrVer=
ruption of an, established pattern of existence rd--a
drug-driented subculture requires'the ibrmation of I proved fr correctional environment. The
a viable alternative which is acceptable to the in- "cli te" of an institution is a critically ,impor-
dividual as well as to_eerrections or,society in qt factor in the ther.apeUtic process.5 A suppor-
general. : - .

.
Yve eqvirotment nurtures personal groWth andIf <

""
- . cihange, whereas a threaping and kdistrustf ul-en-
In addition to the above mentioned aline, var-.,- vironment 'may iii factepromote behai,ior antitheti-

ions secondary goals of correctional drug treat- cal to the major goals of the treatment process.
merit include: - Pig -v-

43.

Institutional abuse treatment . programs
hold many poten al benefit for the institution as
well as the pr am participants. Many of the
geneial goals elaborated on belciw arse' latent"
goals, in the sense that they are rarely officially
stated. Nonetheless, they are important d

_achievable.

1. Improved
drug.

sta'(us. Successfut (re- 2 Developtpent of laketive 'management
'enunciation of. drug.nse is closely linked.ivith- the ,f,,,,approaches..In, ofder to imp ove serviCe.deliverx

issue of employment: Many drug -abliseis' have :-'systems within, institutions, traditional manage-
ic limited vocational. skills,- spotty Work histories; 4 'bent' concepts often must be:supplanted by more ,

And no ,motivation to engage in.egitimate wQrk; innovitive approaches. The: utiit-'manSgemiet
when illicit activities rmay:.appear ttore fruitfill. . plan, which 'radically alters. traditional lines li,.
Realistically, many legal and social:harriers fimit authors through the process oft ctecentiafizipgg
employment possibilities for the ex:offender., ..actinintstr4tion, is one..piontinenl eiample- of a,

_/ '' .
. - , ':, drug apse program ,e,nvploPing new management

.

- 2. Peisonak growth. Drug allUsers often- have,
. .1r, t- ...

iileas-4 '' -'' . i

. :
,'extremely poor self - images. Drugs may be-titlitzed .., 1.- Itnfirove4 'staffing patterRs.TinigisV3use pro. ..

to mask the. many personal add' social inadecillk- gracpsm'ay. require the em'ploymelit of itiv-lividuals
ciertfleriltrarienCe., In orQer to' pull. away% frorn with ipe'cial tkills, such *Abe ei7addia Paranto-
the drug subculture.kihich provides' a flegre"ee of fessional,t A new ,approaches 40 'staffing have
support and status, they, must developg*alternaltve ..Ixen'analyzed,:.it hAs been found Alit the additidn
ways of deriving-satisfaction in theirx, socials' inter 'ot "such stafkican riaVeiniplicatinns for the entire
actions4V1 treatmentprograms include such per- - institution. ' . , .sonal gr wtVgoals,'Itiough, approached 'to their - -, g

,. 11,

4AeduOng-',the 4solation of theinsatutiort from, . .i

attainment inay vary., ., - ' .
. tit,. , the t.dommunily. As 4itioned earlier,''a major ';

goal of instintiOnalf diug.abue in-bgeanidis estab-
. 3. I.iveloping connections with corn tild'nit t-

. .

114 fishing rel4hOnships with community \ agencies...'
resources: rn many ways this may be 'the Trues v .;Obis may involve- Or 'institution's allowing in-important goal vfdr the institutionalizid offendet,'.,

v. .mates,/tO initiate 'Contacts with goientially -helpful.as it gallows anindividualo to choose the kind or
Individuals 'rd agencies prior to: their 'release:

...9- assistance necessary for the attainment of his Per:
This in ,tutp could 'provide' the institution with a .

sonaf goals., Information about existing: tominuni-
ty resources is' insufficient in 4 itself, 'however. .

;more-open proiphere. -
- . ,

.. Inmates must feel that the.cornmUnity resdurces" .. '5.-ImproveAreiltionships bttwee'n inmates and
can 'help/them andthey 'Must feel comfortable 'institutional staff.'Mutual distrust and suspicion of

4 apprdaching , those agencie4. IN many 'cases, per-
,s9nal involveineid-with cotnniunity agencies prior..

'' to release or'as part of a furlough agendois betie-
ficial. Whileidtug treatment agencies are irlipor-,

1 taut as after care resources. a variety of other
social, health, or vocational agencies mkght also
provide assisiance` , i
8

H.

each others' Ives have traditionally barred
effective c munication, between inmates ,and
'staff in most corActional institutions. Improved
relationships here can. prevent bath individual and
collective ,violence, can lead to a safer, more
humane institutionarinvironment, and' may en-
hance the qualiti of therapeutic interactions. '

, v ,
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.E. Goals- for SOclety

.One of society's Itriajor problems 'is drug abuse.
and the crimes related to it. Therefore society can

\dra various direct benefitilromeffective correc!
programs: reduced Zriminal- activity,- and

the eijormOus costs of dealing with it. Ex addict
offenders . who have successfblly adjusted to, the
community betome tax-payers and contributing
members of sdbiety. Thus society h&s a large
stake in the outcome of correctional drug Abuse
treatMeht programs.

F. Summary

The long-range aims of diminishing drug abuse
and reducing recidivism remain high priorities

. ,
among correctional drug-'programs. In view of the
Many COnstraints'und which such programs op-
erati however, a nbmIter of other, more realistic,
goals have been suggested. Many of these second
ary drug treatment objectives have importance for
the' entire institn; i.e., improved .correctional

'environments; management concepts,. im-
proved ,relationships between inmates and staff,

etc. In some .ways, drug *abuse programs may
make major contributions to the Jnanagement ,of ,

correctional in4titutions, despite their relative lack
of success to date in achieving4heir lohg-range
goals<

NOTES
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CHAPTER III. THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT OF
FtiSTITUTIONAL DRUG PROGRAMS -

The social environment of as drug treatment
, program is critically important. Such programs'do
. not operate in a vacuum; rarely are they isolated,

fro% "parent" institution activities such as educa-
ti411 or vocational training programs, prison in--

&Aries, canteen, and recreational facilities. ,

The National Commission, on .Criminal Justice
Standards. and Goals has recommended the fol-
lowing challges for inititutions wishing to improve
the quality of _their environments:

Piomotihg inmate-staff commimication
Giving inmates a more active role in the deci-
sion-making process
Gearing grrectional staff recruitment and
training prOcetfurei, program ,evaluations,
public relations, and administrative- policy
toward specific ends,
Preserving the individual's identity through
liberalized.dress and hair style codes, and
improvement of family visit conditions
Expanding the inmate's communication with
the free world by means of telephOne privi;
leges, irfore home 'furlough, and unlimited

., mail privileges
Encouraging institutional sensitivity to itnnc

.. groups; increasing efforts to recruit minority.
'Staff ntembersA
IncreasirIg contact Ivo,veen the institution

. and the Community through joint program-
m4. with ',community groups, educational

work'w 011, release programs,' and visits by
representatives of different- labor, ethnic, or
religious- organizationk
Employing the least restrictive security ,meas-.

ures
, Improving distipliitaryprocedures:1

We strongly endorse these recommendations.
Treatment programs reflect the institution's basic
philosophy:, if the latter is seek as being arbitrary

, or insensitive to inmates' needs, ;he programs
may become ineffective.

4

`Al

'Therefore the first third of .this chapter will ex-
plore known environmental impediments to effeC

.tive drug abuse treatment. The sgednd third of the
chapter will address the efforts by individual pro-
gramsto overcome some of these problems. The
'final section will discuss social scientists' recent ,
efff3rts to quantify the social climate of institution-
al programs.

A. Barriers to tffective institutional
Drug AbUse Programming

1:-ItiThate 4titotte4 nd values. Most of the proL.
q.arn di,recliTTr interviewed agreed that inniates'
negative- attitude toward "treatment" in general
constituted one of the biggest obstaOles to pro-
gram success. Some inmates regarded treatment
as a method of social control, an emasculating
praceis which gave them nothing:Many had be-
come cynical after previotis bad experiefces with
community drug `abuse programs. And many in,
mates generalized negative attitudes about coun-
-seling or "group therapy" which they had pre-
viously experienced in the institution to the drug
program.

Negative attitudes toward treatment may be
reinforced or engendered by the informal "con
code,",/which puts down inmates who choose to
.participate in drug abuse programs as well. s the
programs themselves. Inmates who join the pro-

'gram, may be ,labeled as weak, naive, homoseaci
uals_or "snitches.". As several staff-members at
the Clinical ResearCh Center in Ft. Worth, Texas,.
-condluded:

""ilr: the system of altitude's, system of status
and roles, and system of social control main-
tained by our informal_addict Ratient communi-
ty were more forceful determinants of attitudes,
behavior, and self -ecept bf indiyidual mem-

, bers than were the forinal systems of influence
maintained by treatment staff:"2

r 11
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Another antitherapeutic influence on the inmate.
population, pointed out by these same research-

. ers, is the hotbe .town clique. Groups of indivi-
duals from the same area form natural groups in
the institution'. This provides access to current
news of. the neighborhood such as the status .of
other "partners" and updated information about
the drug scene. Stories are exchanged and partici-
pation in this subiAlture is generally reinforced.
The clique ilraWs enough strength from jts mem; .
bership to protect newcomers from the more cri-
rninalized or aggressive prisoners. In group thera-
py sessions, clique members tend to protect their
own from confrontation other inmates or staff,
thereby supporting behAior appropriate to the
drug subculture. Personal growth is, of course,)
seriously undermined.

9

When modalities. such as the therapeutic _am=
mute* are employed, if is essential that group -

. participantslearn to' confront their fellows' nega-
tive attitudes. This type of peer confrontation/
reduces the opportunity to rationalize self.de-
structive behavior, at 'the same time creating a
reciprocal process as the confronted becomes the
confronter. The danger with this approaoh lies in
the possibility of it becoming a counterproductive
"con gatne" if inmate prohibitions against peer
confrontation are not surmounted.

It should also be recognized that -there are
many realistic reasons for the protectiv0 ,methods
of communication which are part of the inmate
code. If an inmate "gives up" a peer who-is sub-
sequently punished as a result, then this prohibi-
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, tion is reinforced. The point is that the inmate
code may offer functional ways of surviving the
prison experience in the absence of more produc-
tive alternatives. Expecting change in inmate val-
ues Without concurrent changes in the attitudes
and practices of'institutional staff is unrealistic. .

Inmate participants in treatment programs are
often described as highly manipulative. Manipula-
tion of "dissimulation" `has been widely analyzed_

- in the Correctional jild ature.3 Typically. the ther-
apy group is a stage f elaborate games, in which
the object is -fig toapproximate whatever "path-
ology" the tIpist appears to favor (a common,
situation with Ntrdined treatment staff). The "pa-

, tient""gradualfr begins to acquire, "insight" into
4 his problems, impressing the therapist with his

'personal growth. The therapeutic "breakthrough':
normally coincides with the parole hearing date.
If fellow inmates`are unwilling or unable to dealr

2'2

-
with this 'manipulative behavior, the' distorted
group process will' quickly become oUt ofthe
therapist's control.

2. Staff-inmate i 'ans. The 'probleins
which exist in inn* 'communications, are
often related to the vast v.:Keal and experiential
gaps between the' two grotips, as. de Bribed in
Chapter Two. Inmates often compiai6 that both
professional and custodial 'staff have little under-
standing of their lifestyles and have unrealistic
expectations of them.:

Historically, treatment grafi .members have
played dual foles.which inmates ten perceivetas
contradictory. On the one hand; t staff member
is a therapist, a liaison between in ate and com-
munity, and his advocate in front disciplinary
or parole boards. Simultaneously, staff members
must fulfill disciplinary or reportorial duties which
may ultimately postpone release dates. In the
inmate's view, where these duties come into ap-
parent conflicts they are usually resolved,in favor
of-the institution.

Dissension among staff members is highly dam-
aging to an 'inmate's perception of the treatment
process. Duringour Site' visits We observed many
serious philosophical disputes between treatment
and custoda staff. The latter, particularly those
who were assigned to the treatment program rath-
er than volunteering, often downgraded the value
of treatment by ridiculing inmates for participat-
ing or chiding them-about "running numbers on
die shrinks."

Dissension is not limited to conflicts between
the treatment and custodial force, however. Ili
many cases, staff will actively seek inmate sup-
port in their disputes with other staff. Inmates
have been known to divide into "camps" and
waste much time and energy on petty arguments
about staff personality conflicts.

A dangerous person to have in an institutional
setting is the professional who identifies with the
inmates and openly criticizes the institution's poli-
cies or correctional pffiiers in their presence. This
is apparently done at Teast partially to gain the
inmates'.liking.

It appeari that therapeutic communities, be-
cause of their emotionally- charged natpre, must
periodically be overhau th in organizational
structure and staff. atter often become
"burned out" and cynical.about the.ultimateval-
ue of their program, which inevitably affects the
inmate-participants. Several Staff members who
had experienced these periods of reorganization

2
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remarked that they seem to occur predictably
every 18 to 24 months, and are generally followed
by a period of renewed energy and high optimism
on the parts of both staff and inmates.

3. Organizational structure. According to crimi-
nologist Donald Cressey, many of the personal
traits exhibited by an institution's inmates and

- staff are' merely a 'reflection of the organization.4
Inmates' and stag's definition of their respective
roles, as well as their communication patterns, are
influenced by organizational style. The extent of
staff's flexibility in allodating decision-making re-
sponsibility to inmates is also determined by ad-
ministrative policy. If staff members are inflexible
and authoritarian, potential oinnovativeness will
give _way to the previously established "mainte-
nance of 'institt4n" routine., However, from

°what we have ollErved, it is possible for a high
security institution to grant program administra-
tors.the power to make decisions which appear to
be in' the inmates' best interests.

'traditions for program participants. We
favor voluntary participation in treatment pro-
grams; as one director put it. "You shouldn't
'crowd your program with people who don't want

"participation will be elaborated on in Chapter
o be there." (The issue of voluntary vs. coerced

Five.)
An important issue is the incentives which are

offered to fotential program participants. ile
incentives reinforte positive behavior in tes
play join the program solely because of tl)e prom=
ise of (for example) an early release. The thera-
peutic value of the program will be radically di-
minished fAr inmates with an "intentive, orienta-
tion." ,

B. "Creating EnyliOnments Conieucive,
to 'Drug Treatment Programs

In several of the institutions we observed, the
models on which drug abuse programs were based
were so'successful that they were adapted to ac-
commodate other inmate sub-groups. Drug pro-
grams improved personal- relationships -betwsen
inmates,o as well as, between inmates and staff. On
several occasions we observed correctional offi-
cers interacting with' inmates in highly charged
confrontation stoups, discussing their feelings
about di& program, the staff, or the inmates, as
peers and co-participants, without concern that
their custodial responsibilities might be threat-

.

ened.
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We' also visited programs in which inmate's
were genuinely enthusiastic and sometimes pro-
tective 'of "their program." Racial, ethnic or
home-town cliques which were common in -the,
general inmate population appealed to be unne-
cessary in those settings which encouraged honest
communication acrossotraditional role barriers.

We share the enthusiasm of those -administra-
tors and program staff members who recognize the
potential value of the models developed for drug
offenders to the'larger institution. At a time when
many correctional 4Institptions4te experiencing
growing tension-and-Violence, new approaches are
certainly needed. The long-rangegains of these
programs remain to be seer( Meanwhile, they
have had the short-term effec s or reducing insti-
tutional violence, improving communications
tween inmates and staff, and minimizing the ne
tive impact of the inmate code.

This section describes the social environments
of three typei of institutional drug abuse pro-
grams. We are concerned here with the context of
treatment rather 'than the 'specific modality em-
ployed. ,

1. Separate or :functional unit programming.
Several drug abuse progra4we observed were
located in separate dormitories,- cell blocks, or
houses. The degree to which this housing is isolat-
ed from the larger institution depends on the ther-
apeutic approach used, the -internal resoues
available, and the program's autonomy.

The functional unit concepi, was duel by
the Federal Bureaucpf Prisons and is us 'clely
in both state and federal peniten iaries. A funC-
tional 'unit is a "small, self-cont ned institution
operating in a semiautonomous la ion within the
confines of a larger facility," haviiig*Itfollowing
features: "(a) a relatively small numbeaff offend-
ers (50-100); (b) who are housed together tgeneral-
ly throughout the length of their,institutional stay
or as they near completion-12 to 18 monthsof
a long term:lc) and who work in a clote, inten-
sive treatment relationship with amultiatIciplin-
ary, relatively permanently assigned team of staff
members whose office( are. located on the,,,U it;
(d) with this latter group having decision:m ing
authority in, all within-institution aspects of pro-
gramming and institutional living; (e) and the as-
signment of an offender to a particular Unit being
contingent upon-his need 'for, the specific type of
treatment program offered"."5

Ftinctional units decentralize and institution's
organizational structure, placing most responsibili-,,
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ty fOrdecisidn-making on those who work daily. in
programs, those who are most in touch with in-
mate needs. Functional units also reduce tiP ilag-
mentation of services which frequently occurs in. ,
cotwenAonally institutions, improves inmate-
staff -relations, dt.prdmdte group f ohesiveness
and staff morale. They permit the "differerr-
tial al ation of resources"; that is, urces
such as educational, vocational, mental 'health,
alcohol or drug. specialists can be concentrated
where they will be most useful. , -

The establishment of functional units necessi-
tates a revamping of the lines of authority. For
examplo: correct anal officers are responsible to a

i unit manager rattier than to an Associate Warden
for Custody. This rektruCturing of the .correCtional
hierarchy may, cause transitional difficulties. New
responsibilities for management Personnel must
be spelled out as supervisory. functio s become
subordinate to the "overseer" role. Th evelop:
ment of close knit, multi-digciplinary s teams
which share includirf treatment, secretarial, cus-
todial: educational,sand other functions may be
threatening to those who prefer rigidly delineated
roles. .

'At the institutions we visited where only one or
two functional units existed, they presented a
strikingly different social environment from that
of the general; population. himates felt free to
criticize openly, dr support the program with
which they were involved. Their relationship_ with
staff, including custodial staff, appeared relatively
open and sometimes ighly animated. In some.
prograffis, alternative dis nary procedures used
reduced the level of distru t and manipulation
between correctional officers rid inmates. *Inmate
prohibitions against "snitching" were broken
down in the interests of promoting the goals of
the treatment program. . .

The functional unit is not a modality, but a Con-
text for treatment. A recent article in Federal.
Probation . described. three . dimensions around
Which a funCtional unit might be 'organized: (1)
problem areas such as drugs, altohol,' mental

- health, etc.; (2) personality types, including I-level
subtypes, Quay's Behavior Categories: etc.; and

IA (3) work /training:In which offenders who are in-
volved in special academic or work programs live
together.6

Separate unit programming permits varying de-
grees of isolation...from the larger institution. For
example, functional units were difficult to differ-
entiate frdm traditional, housing in several of the
programs visited.

( 24

a. Drug abuse program - Lompoc, Cal a.
nmates in the Drug Abase Program (DA

the Federal Correctional' institutir at Lompoc,
California, were highly integrated into thegeneral
population. They ate, worked:, or attended classes
with otber inmates. The therapeutic modalities
o ffered included body movement, biofeedback,
and various learning opportunities. The staffifelt
neither that the institutional setting was conducive
to traditional- drug abtise treatment, nor that rt

was their role io"treat"--rather it was to make
resources available, to assist inmates in properly
utilizing them, and to placejhe ultimate responsi-
bility/for personal change on the inmate himself.
Given the program's basic philosophy, and its indi-
vidual rather than group focus, daily interaction of
participants' with others in the general population
waipnot regarded, as a Threat to the therapeutic,
process. The Functional unit, housing program
staff and facilities (library, biofeedback equip-
ment, tape library, etc.) provided a -comfortable
setting for exploring the various theraplutic op-
portunities offered, while allowing for full partici-
pation in other institutional programs or activities.

b. Drug offender rehabilitation program - Mem-
phis, Tenn. The iug Offender Rehabilitation
Program located at the Shelby County Penal Farm
in Memphis contrasts sharply with the Lompoc
program. The program is housed in a building
which.is inside the prison walls but physically
,separate from the general population. Proponents
of this program assert -that the use of daily indivi-
dual or group therapy sessions over a period of
monThs is ineffective, as it tries to undo 'years of
learned behavior in relatively few hours. They feel
that the possibility of -changing behavior is much
igfeater if the inmate's entire-waking life Is a
corrective learning experience designed to replace
dysfunttional with functional behavior, an ap-
proach known as, Environmental continger*
management.

The program has developed into a self-con-
- tained therapeutic community, free from outside

influences, within which both positive and nega-
tive reinforcement are applied in 'response to the
smallest element of the individuals behavior: One

of the program's- primary objectives is to teach
positive methods for dealing with stress. This is
accomplished by subjecting inmates to gradually
increasing pressures within. the environment; and
by insisting on strict adherence to seemingly insig-
nificant rules (i.e., de not have work gloves jn*
your coat pocket except on work call; after wash-
ing clothes, dry the bucket off before securing it;
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when looking at the bulletin board, do pot block
the aisles, etc.).

The Drug Offender Rehabilitatioft Program op- 1
crates on a modified functional unit concept, And
is isolated, to the extent that it provielbs its own
foOd services, recreation, work details, and secu-
rity. Participants in the program have no contact
with the correctional officers serving the main .

population. The use of positive social reinforcers
such as field kips, private phone 'calls, 'civilian

clothes, and salaried positions within the program
are possible because of the latitude permitted by
.the organizational arrangements and physical set-

.. tiro
The enforcement 'of the hundreds of seemingly

petty rules, along with the constant observation
and confrontation over misbehavior, impressed us
as being °vet-bearing and unattractive to the in
mate who simply wanted-to do his time and get,
out. However; we were struck by the inmates'
positive attitudes toward, their' program. Most that/
we intersiie47ed regarded the DOR as A situation
more desirable than being in, the ,general popula-
tion. They felt that there was much they could
learn, that the program was effective; and that the

j sense of support and kinship they felt with staff
,and peers made it all worthwhile. The'delegation
of authority to peers added genuinenessto the
treatment process and reduced the "us-them"
separation between staff and inmates. There was
general agreement abobt the ,social and personal

. goals which the program sought to.develop, an
important element in their attainment. In short,
the social environment which had been created in
this setting was very responsive to the particular'

-modality employed, and generally supportive of
many of the institutional and individual goals; as

' Well.
In general, we were - impressed with the poten-

tial which the functional unit offersinstitutiOnal
programs, regardless of the degree of isolation
from the general population which sought. This
approach, which integrates staff, provides autono-

. my and flexibility in programming, and allows for
an altering of staff-inmate interaction, seems to us
td merit increased attention. The -functional unit

cent can be adapted to a variety of institution:
al settings, and has applicability fsr 'beyond drug
abuse programs.

2. Conducting programs with inmates in the
general population. Not all treatment techniques.,
require the development of specialized units with-
in a correctional institution. The prpgrams des-
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cribed in this section we. conducted with offend
ers who live in the general inmate population.
They attend separatetj%. scheduled drug program
activities; but participate The other institutional
activities as well. -

Our experience wath such program has been
mixed. In general, We, found that program goals
hadto be limited somewhat- because of the envi-
ronmentaLpressures which exist in the general
population. ,

a. Chemical abusers program - Texas Depart-.
ment of Corrections. The Texas Department of
COrrections is Currently in the process of develop-
ing a 'five stage, multi-modality Chemical Abusers
Program (CAP) which will draw participantsAboth
sale and female, ftom several'insfitutions witfrirr
the Texas'Department of Corrections.The activi-
ties during Stage I will couAist primarily of orien-
tation, instructive courss:on drug and alcohol
abuse, and a communication skills course. Addi-
tionally, inmates complete a. behavior contract
with TDC staff, specifying what they intend to ' -

accomplish duringthe period they are in the CAP,
and what they may expect in return.

Stage II, the "intensive phase" of the program,
lasts three to six WeekNnd takes place in one of
two institutions.'Here inmates are given extensive
educational and vocational skills" tests, and ate.,
exposed to varinits' therapeutic techniques, includ-
ing biofeedback, group and individual therapy,
desensitization techniques, and a limited amount
of aversive conditioning. The final three stages,
which involve group meetings,, developing con-
tacts with community service agencies, and re-
viewing the interpersonal skills learned during the
first two phases, are .conducted while the inmate
is involved in the. normal routine of the institution
ter-which he or she-is assigned.

Again, the emphasis in the TDC Kogradi is on'
the development of _specific skills which will aid
the individual upon release.. Secondary emphasis
is given to group interactions.

.b. Chemical dependency program - Lincoln,
Nebraska' The Chemical Dependency Program,
located at the Nebraska Penal and Correctional
Coinplex in Lincoln; is currently implementing a
pilot program for drug offenders~. This three stage
program is planned to last 15 weeks, with meet-
ings twice weekly for a total of 30 educational or
therapy sessions. The first phase involves six 'in-
structive presentations on the physical and psy-
chological effects of drugs. The second phase,
lasting 12 sessions, is devqted to small group.
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counseling, while the finat-12 sessions are used
for more intensive group and individual counsel-
ing. Attempts arimnade during the final phase to
conikect,,those inmates `about to leave the institu-
tion to community agencies.

This\program operates in an institutional Wang
with feW other resources. Its -goals are certainly
limited and,, -in" the absence of other institutional
resources, the counselors assigned to the program
will undoubtedly fulfill 'additional flinctions for
inmates.' It is interesting to note that the program
has recently employed an ex-convict counselor,
whiCh represents a significant, breakthrough for
ibis institution. This program may make important
qamribution; to the institution's policies in ways
which are only indirectlylrelated to drug abuse.

c. Gaudenzia, House, Inc. Philadelphia, Pa:
Gaudenzia House:. Inc., a Philadelphia-based ther-

'apeptie community providing drug treatment serv-
ices to several institutions, is a relevant example
of the problems which may dev elop when inmates
from the general population are placed' in treat-
ment programs. Mr. Howard Berne, presently an
area director for Gaudenzia, began volunteering at
the Gratersford 'prison in 1971. The staff's pri-
mary objective was to involve inmates in groups,
with the expectation.that some might subsequent-
ly participate in Gaudenzia's residential programs
upon release. Also, they hoped to provide treat-
ment services to inmates where none existed.

The Gaudenzia staff were primarily ex-addicts.
Some, .who had priviously been incarcerated,
eXperienced intense anxiety about working in this
setting. Numerous obstacles were placed in their
'way. For ex-ninple, correctional officers would
often "forget" to unlock doOrs .to group rooms,'
causing group sessions to be canceled. On several
occasions, according to Mr., Berne, staff were
kept waiting to get into the institution, and some--
times were refused admittance altogether.

Many of the inmates joined the program hoping
to manipulate, Gaudenzia House staff members
into writing favorable reports to the paroling au-
thorities. Oftentimes inmates would promise to
enroll hitaudenzia House upon release, with no
intentionof doing so.

Initially, confrontation groups were The stand-
ard technique used by the Gaudenzia staff. How-
ever, this approach was altered because of the
inmates' 'inability to handle the pressure they
were*tubjected to in the group. Nothing in 'their
environment had- prepared them to deal with the
confrontation techniques,'and there was no assur-

tinge that whanwas said to ggroups* would remain vt% 4
confidential. 'The confrontation 'group ly

i.
became modified to .a "rap group." 1

t . .
. Relationships between Gaudenzia Hotise pe .-
sonnel and institutional -counseling staff varied
from 'one institution to another. In one there was

. opposition to their presence,. whereas in another
they were welcomed, and format inter-staff meet,
ings were established to share information and
facilitate the group work.

A crudial point to be made here is that the con-.
frontation &dup, was itt appropriate to this set-
ting. Efforts by Gaudenzia ;staff. to establish a
separate unit for a therapeutic community eventu-
ally failed, leaving the program with little to ion-,
tribute to the institution or the inmates.

Private agencies such as Gaudenzia have much
to contribute to institutional programming.. They
cannot operate in an environment which, is hostile
or unsupperive, however. If priVate agencies are
to make meaningful contributions in this setting,
they must receive the full suppoit ,of the adminis-
tration and key staff persons. Their role should be
made clear to correctional officers in particular.
Expectations should be clearly spelled, out, so that
they are not exploited by inmates- or used inan-

e'
pro 'ately by 'other staff members. .

3. Conducting programs in separate facilities.
Many state correctional systems have established
drug abuse (as well as other) programs in untradi-,
tional rural. camps. Normally, participants are
carefully screened to meet basic program qualifi-
cations such as age, security needs, psychiatric
background, and time-before release.

a? Wharton Tract INIfircotic Treatment Unit -

New Jersey. The rurally-located Wharton Tract
Narcotic Treatment Unit in New' Jersey is fairly
typical. of most forestry or work camps. It is a
minimum security 'facility with very restrictive
condition4 of acceptance. The residents are pri-
rnarilyptithful first offenders with less than five
years ntics history, wlio volunteer to partici-
pate. The emphasis at this residential therapeutic
community is on gaining personal insights, im-
proving appropriate social skills, handling stress
situations, and developing positive -work habits.
The many 'treatment methods employed include
guided 'group interaction, community meetings,
and family counseling.'Inmates live in a dormitory
and are responsible for food service, laundry, fa-
cility maintenance, etc. They hold a variety of
daily jobs, including grounds maintenance in
parks bordering the camp,.
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The treatment regimen here is not that different
front- that foubd in any institutional program. The
major difference lies in the staff's unanimous per-
ception of the program's purpose. All agree that
their ptinviry, job is. tojiasist inmates in develop:
ing the 'sills and insights necessary for them to

-readjust successfully to the outside community.
While custody is an important concept, it is-sec-
ondary to-treatment. Thus, the conflicts betkeen
treatment and-custody found in larger institutions,
are minimized. .

The setting, can be effective, at cording to. the
program director and several staff jnembers, only
if' there a core group Of enthusiastic inmates
who e able nsmit their commitment to The
program to newcomers. The program director and
staff 'personally -interView candidates from the
'briarent", institutions. Participants are slowly'
brought into the program (two or three at a time)
anti expOsed to members of the core group. The
41iregor pointed out that without the authOrity to
accept or reject candidates, or stagger their admit-
tance to the'pr.ogrant, they might easily be over-
whelmed and the core gimp's influence dimin-
ished. Their goal :is to 'sustain a "culture" which
is more attractive and beneficial to the inmates
than the convict culture. The staff's involvemeni,
in the selection process may be a key to maintain-
ibis social enyironment.

Cr. AtteMptstO Define and Measure
institutional Environments

'TO support their assertion that the interaction
between petson and environment is the primary
determinant orrbehavior, researchers' have con-
ducted studies in psychiatric hospitals, schools, .
military training camps, and recently, correctional
institutions, both juveni10 ana adult. They have
sought to relate specific environmental factors to
certain kinds of behaviej:

"'That prison is- a complex social system is
Is, oftetLoverlooked. People of various psycholoiD

. cal make-ups and social rand cultural back-
grounds interact with each other in fulfilling
their respective roles withi e boundaries of a

`, highly confinpa space: the 'son environment.
&Life in- these total institutions, includinj; the

1
.behavilor shown inmate` and staff, is, as
elsewhere, a -joint I. ion of both personality

IP- factors Of the indivi als sand their interactions
with the environment. The qdWof this.insti-
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tutional life is determined by both the attribute's
of the people and the attributes of the environ-
ment and the resulting interactions."7 *'

, In an institution which heavily emphasizes se-
curity measurelliattitudes of both inmates and
staff will differ significantly-from those manifested
in an institution with a more therapeutic orienta-
tion. One researcher dei"cribes the impact of an
institution'S orientation on communication pat -'
terns between inmates and staff, certainly anim--
portant factor in the treatment process: .

"Patterns' of' authority, communication and de-
cision-making are based on manageinent policy.
Authority A punitive-custodial prisons is based

Won rank and. incumbency. InVreatment institu-
tions authority is presumably Med on technicat-
comptilencies. Communication in punitive-gus-
todial prisons is downward but not upward;
decisions are made at the top whe'never ,possi-
ble. Treatment-oriented facilities" maximize the
autonomy of staff memllirs and. encourage ex-
tensive communication among staff members to

.facilitate treatment of inmates."8 J
Researchers in recent years have been deyelop-

ing measures for quantifying environmental varia-.
bles in order to relate, the% to institutional and

poSt-iristiibtional adjustment.9 -One scale which
has been extensively tested within the last several
years is the Correctional Institutions EnAironmen-
tal Scale (CIES), developed by Dr. Rudolph Moos ,,
at the Social Ecology Laboratory at Stanford
University. The scale's 86 items attempt to mea-
sure three major environmental dimensiOns,
Whig) he labels (1) relationship, (2) treatment pro-
grams, 'and (3) system maintenance. Table 1

summarizes the nine subscales Whith measure
these three dimensions. The involvement, sup-
port, and expressiveness subscales 'are part of the
relationship dimension, and measure the quality
of interaction between staff and inmates. the ex-
.tent.t%which sp;ontaneotis expression of feeling is
encour ged, and the "spirit" of program partici-
pants.

The autonomy, ,practical orientation, and per-
, sonal problem orientation subscales .are part of ,

the treatment program 'dimension., The autonomy
subscale measures thee 'extent to which partici-"
pa:nts, take leaderShip roles in the program. The ,

practical and personal problem sigascqles reflect
the Major 'entation of the piogiam; whether it

.emphasiz acquisition of practical, "survival"
. 44
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I. Involvement

Support

3.

4. 'Autonomy

TABLE 11

CIES Subscale Descriptions

Relationship Dimensions

measures how active and energetic residents al, in the day-to-day func-
tioning of the program, i.e., interacting socially with other residents,
doing things On their own initiative, and developing pride and group spir-
it in the program

measures the extent to Which residents are encouraged to be helpful and
Supportive towards other residents, and how supportive the staff is to-
wards residents.

. .

measures the extent to which the. program encourages the open expres-
sion of feelings ncluding angry feelings) by residents and staff.

assesses I extent to, which residents are encouraged to take initiative
in plan tivities and take leadership in the unit.

- _ .Treatment Program -Dimensions.
,

.

S. Practical OrientatiOn assesses the extent to which the resident's environment orients him
' towards preparing himself for release from the ,program. Such things as

training for new kinds of jobs, looking to the future,, and ,setting and
wo*.ing towards goals are considered.

61.4 Personal PrOblepi measures the extent to which residents are encouraged to be concerned.
Orientation pe rsolial problems ail feelings and to seek to understand

them.

7. Order and Organization
=ik

9. Stall Chtmol
'

System Maintenance Dimensions
.

measures how important order-and organization is in the program, in
terms of residents (how they look), staff (wh they do to encourage
order) and the,facility itself (how well it is kept , , o' .

. measures the extent to *chi& resident knows what to expect in the
day-to-day ioutine of his program and how explicit the prograni rulei
and procedures are.

.

assesses- the extent to which the staff use measures to 'keep residents
under necessary controls;- i.e., in the formulation of rules, the. schedul-
ing of activities, and in the relationships between; residents and staff.

iftep roduced by special. permission from the Manual of the Correctional -Institutions Environment Scale by Rudolf H Moos.
PhD.. copyright 1974, publisheil by Consulting Psychologists Press
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skills or whether the emphasis is on the develop-
ment of insight into one's betas*. Bath goals
may, of course, be emphasized simultaneously in
varying degrees.

Ilit.final three subscales, order and organiza-
tion, clarity, and staff control, primarily reflect
or nization Or system maintenance dimensions..

interest in this seem are such factors as in-
stitutional housekeeping standards, general rules
concerning dress codes and daily procedUres, and
form'al patterns\okstaff-inmate interaction.10 ,

Moos and enk suggest that measures of envi-
ronmental variable's will have significance for
correctional program planning, for placing intriates
in environments which reinforce positive behav-
ior, and for assisting clinicians in improving treat-
ment environments.] I According to them such
Measures may aid in distinguishing the relation-
ship between the individual's treatment environ-

s *ment and his subsequent behavior; although they
concede that there are many_ difficulties here be-
cause of our inability to control many significatt
variables. .

Note to}Reader: See Appendix B for Recom-
.. mended Reading; relating to this Chapter III.
4 V
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CHAPTER IV. APPROACHES TO INSTITUTIONAL
DRUG TREATMENT

A. Background i

"The history of the treatment and rehabilitatioil
of drug-dependent persons has been and contin-
ues to be a series of largely unsuccessful'efforts
toiseparate opiate-dependent persons from their
opium, morphine and mote recently,' heroin.
For at least 200 years, society's attitude toward
such dependent persons, has oscillated between).-
the belleKihat Their dependence is simply an,
example of willful self-indulgence deserving
contempt and sanction, and the concept that it,
is a pathologic condition meriting conlpitsgion
and treatmentri
The treatment of drug abuse in the United

States reflects'the wideshread confusion and de-
bate abOut its basic cause, and therefore, what;
constitutys an appropriate response to it. Is addic-
tion primarily a physical condition? If so, then the

thodS of traditional Medicine shOold be capable.
of of providing us with a solution. However, experi-
ence over the last century has repeatedly demon-

.
strated that withdrawing an individual physically

,
from a drug dependence does riot necessarily, or h
even normally, lead to Continued 'abstinence. Re-
lapse is the rule, not the exception. 4, , 411

Ar\e the causes hmarily psychologictl? Again..,
there is little evidence- Which' supports this posi-
tion, and very little reason, for optimism given the -

limited. results obtained with traditional psychia-
tric methods. / 4

The National Commission, on Marihuana and
Drug Abuse suggests thaii, in large measure, the''
diversity in treatment methodologies is related,
both to our uncertainty about the cause and na-

'lure of rug dependency, and confusion over thed--
object' es of treatment. We are treating an "ill-
ness" which mayor may not exist, Which we do
not fully understand, which varies from one per-
son to the next, and which eniploys methods
which are highly limited and have questionable
goals in any case. The Commission continues:

"The confusion which' still charkteri*.con-
temporary-treatment of drug dependence raises
a central, question which cannot be avoided
simply by labelling thE Condition an illness.

Perhaps vedical science has been unable to
explain the condition or to develop a substan-
tially effective response..to it because drug de-
pendence is not really an 'illneSs,' but only a
pattern of human behavior particularly resistant
to the usual forms of social control. In less
prosaic terms, drug dependence may be primar-
ily an illness of the spirit whose 'cure' is bes
yond the powers of medicine. "2

The treatment methodologies which we employ
are also feflectide of our view of who drug abu-
Sers are. For example,

.
most therapeutic communi-

ties assume that they are dealing with a character
disorder. Methadone programs stress the physiol-
ogical aspects of heroin addiction, religious pro-
grams stress the individual's spiritual deficits, and
so on. Perhaps the.best we ican do at this point is
concede that there are many different types of
drug abusers, with varying reasons for their in-
volvement in 'drug abuse and, therefore, with
varying treatment needs.

Until approximately 1960, drug abuse treatment
was offered almost exclusively within institutions
such as .Lexington and FOrt Worth, and the ap-'
proach was what might generally be labeled as
"medical." Since then, however, several signifi-
cant events have revolutionized drug treatment
methods. The first was Synanon's immensely at-
tractive concept3 that addiction can be overcome
by a total restructuring of the personality through
intense communal experiences with others who
have been ,addicts. Verbal confrontation and a
complex punishment and reward system wets the
basic tools of Synanon andtthe many, variatjons
which subsequently developed.

Another major breakthrough was isfyswander
'and Dole's utilization of methadone as a substi-
tute for heroin!: The initial succiss of pick 'work
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promised a-quick and easy solution to the prob-
lems of heroin addiction. Moreover, it could be
:done on an out-patient basis, obviating the Aged
for the outrageously extensive residential faCili-
ties of the past.

Since the mid-1960's, drug abuse treatment pro:
greams have proliferated by leaps and bounds.
They have taken numerous forms: resi'd'ential and
out-patient, professional -and peer-oriented, drug-
free or 'chemical, etc. As the multiplicity of social
types involved in the drug scene has become ob-
vious, the multi-modality program, offering a vari-.
ety of services under one- roOf, has come into
vogue. Often, methadone maintenance an& drug -
free modalities exist siderby side in the same pro-
gram, a dilution of approach thai therapeutic
community "faithfuls" often find totally'nnac:
ceptable.

. With the rapid expansion of community pro-
gramming has come evaluation, and with evalua-
tion, a more realistic view of what treatment can

.accomplish. As each approach has fallen short of
its initial great promiSe, new. approachei have
been' tried._ Innovation has become the key word
in drug' treatment today, as we continue to search
ipr.rnethods toNreplace those of the past.

B. App
j roaches to Drug Treatment in -

the Correctional institution ,
.

It is not surprising that the approaches em- ,
ployed by drug abuse 'programs in correctional
institutions vary so widely., Likg their community
counterparts, institutional programs continue to
search for methods which have more relevance to
inmates than those traditionally employed: group
counseling, psychiatric treatment. reality therapy.
etc. Institptional programs areJobviously restrict-
ed in the methOdologies which they can employ:
methadone or narcotic antagonists are, of course,
not' appropriate to this setting. Likewise, the. use

eof certain practices which are standard in thera-
utic communities might be legally questionable

. (or forbiddfn) in a correctional setting.

This chapter ill present some of the more
promising t atment modalities 'currently being
employed. Our intent is not to desgribe spegific
modalities in detail, but to briefly present an over-
view of theiabtheoretical bases, their applications
to corrections, andthe methods which are used in
each modality. In some instances,wwill present
examples of programs in'which spefific modalities

.
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are used. A list of references will be attached to,
each description.

In the last chapter we discussed the importance '
of establishing a social environment in the institu-
tibR which is conducive to treatment efforts. We
referred to this as the 'context of treatment." In

s chapter, we fqcus on the centent of treat -
ment: Again, we reiterate the importance-d the '4\

V physi41,-management, and relational conditions
of treatmentfor if the conditions under which
treatment services are offered are not supportive, '

, then the content of treatment is essentially irrele-
vant.

Biofeedback. Biofeedback involves the use
of instruments which monitor certain physiologi-
cal states and provide information about changes
in those states. As one experiences changes in.
what are essentially inyoluntary bodjlyresponses,
one develops the ability to alter. or control them in
a desired direction' Physiologic states are tete&
to what we are experiencing mentally_ or emotion-
ally. 4

"Every change in the physiological state is ac-
companied by an appropriate change iti the
mental-emotional state, conscious or uncons-
cious, and conversely, every change in the
mental-emotional state, conscious or, uncons-
cious. is accompanied by an appropriate change
in the physiological state. "s
Using a variety of instruments which measure

and feed back information on physiological statel,
individual can reduce their levels of anxiety, re-
direct moods and ,thoughts, and relax in situations
which are normally highly stressful. -The fpllowing'
is a description of the use of irdevice whic:h meas-
ures skin temperature (as an indicator of the ley-

' el of stress the person Is experiencing) on inmates
of the Kansas Reception and Diagnostic Center:'

"Following the introduction and initial testing,
the first eight sessions are spent in biofeedback
training. I use only Jr.mperature control training
for this. It is on(' of the easiest physiological
processes to get hold of. so Wrtuallx 'everyone
experiences some degree of success. By the
end of eightsessions, most of the men can
raise the temperature of their hands ten degrees
or ,rnore in five minutes' or less. The physical
correlates of increased circulation in the ex-
tremities are deep' relaxation and a sense of
well being. As they gain some competency in
relaxing, subjects encouraged to.experimint
internally with their feelings by recalling inci-
&Tits which have produced anxiety, anger.
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embarrassment for ,them in the yist, while
watchihg the temperature. deter dial and main-
taining a relaxed state. 'Emphasis is placed on
being aware, 'owning' one's. feelings rather
than trying to deny or repressfeelinis,.in order
to have control, Subjects have AN' successful'

,. in learning thiskkill in t shdri periOd.qf time.
Being able to relax is of benefit in itself, but ,in
addition The experience is usually accompanied
'by agreatly increased sense of s'elf-maste5yt."6
As one learns to tune in to and alter hisowth

physiological' states, Smith resultant changes in
feelings and moods one discovers. that many'as-
pects of the Self which were previously,thought to
be, controlled by external forces can be internally
controlled. ,

. ,
Many drug abusers (and others) feel that- they

have little control over what happens to -them ,in
life; the pressures WhiCh shape their behavior are
regarded as being external. In a sense, they view
themselves as victims:One psychologist describes
many offenders as behaving in a self-defeating or
"Counter- phobic" fashion; that is, they, are aware
of their desire 'to- be *free from institutionalization,
but they behave in such a way a; to insure 'that
they are institutionalized. Without adequate inter-
nal way,s. of Coping with uncomfortable feelings,
thy.often act out in such a way. as to prEcipitate
an external crisis which completely commands
their attention; iri the .erocess, they, are relieved of
the necessity of dealing with disturbing internal
experiences: As the individual begins to learn,
how to control these internal experiences, the

g necessity for creating .au® external "dip rsionary
action' aiminishes,, and with it, /
behavior. The individual

-defeating
earned self-sontrol.

Biofeedback is successful with those people
who do not wish to participate in verbal psy-

An interesting.lagLeaback program, has been
established, at the Abuse- TEeatrnent`Center
of the FederAl Correctional Institution in,Lompoc,
California., Reasoning that interest in tneditation,
self-awareness, and -inner -states is keen in the
drug subCiiIttire, they have sought Ways tt relate
biofeedback to. these concerns. Two analogies
1Setween,drugs and biofeedback have been drawn:
drugs modify moods in a rapid but.uncOntrollable
wag, while biofeedback suggests that 'the 'mood

estates can be controlled; drugs produce the illu-
sion of insight and self-awareness, whereas No-

' feedbacksttrothises 'real insight and gelf-aware-
. nessl They. are also aware that drug use involves

good dealiof ritual behavior. Thus, they have ..

designed, the'prOgram in such a way as to include
ceremony and 'ritual.

Often, Inmates are advised to "cool_ off," or
relax Efforts to do so in a highly motivated, in-
tentional and stressful fashion often produce bp;
posite results one cannot try hard to relax,\one
must try less hard. Thus, they have wined two
terms to describe human skills: active volitiohal
skills, and passive volitional skills. Active voli-
tional skills are abilities developed through the .

expenditure of energy trying hard to accomplish,-
something. Passive volitional skills are just the
oppositerefraining from certainibehaviorjnor-
der to 'achieve certain desired siates: Stated 'in'
another way, some things are made to happen,
while others allowed to happen.

How.cah oni change a self-image using these
techniques? Can one force oneself to change?

`!What if changing the self-image Was more like
relaxing? You couldn't -make yourself relax.
The higher your mOtivation.the more tense you .
would-become:Thu(0u coul*learn how to sys-
tematically allow yoursel4 td relax. If changing
the self-image was dependent .uPon self-obser-
vation in any way, then,. perhaps, such obser-
vation demanded passivity. After all, could you
really defend and/observe the self simultane-
ously?

...Dr. Colin Prank," a:pioneer fn the use of .bio-
feedbatk with inmates, describes several adVan-,
tages to using biofeedback with this population:

t\First, biofeedback teaches individuals self-
control in a direct way by making them
aware of internal states and teaching them
methods for dealing with these states.
Biofeedback, as well as meditation (a prac-
tite closely related to biofeedback) can be

, done alone, without disrupting institutional .
prolcadures.

s If obviates the need for, 'sick call by some
persons who constantly seek medication for

, tension.
Confinement can be redefine4 by the person

. throbgh inner exploration.

32

What if most people just naturally refused to
accept responsibility for things .they honestly
feel "they have no control over? You couldn't

. be responsible for how yoq...thight feel if you
knew you -couldn't controripow you felt. Were
we reinfoicing` the idea tIkt people couldn't
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control, What 014 did. es en thotigli-=what they
were doing wm.ssumed to be in part. a con-
sequence of how they felt') What would happen

-if we created and maintained an enyironmqnt
that consistehtly, emphasized and reinforced thg-
idea thatpeople could help how they feer1"8
An area was set aside within the institution for

biofeedback' 'equipment which monitored brain
rhythms iEPG): muscle tension (EMG). and in

resistance (GSR). and an instrument to measure
skin temperature.

Staff then selected seven aphorisms ("The Mind
cannot' be stilled by force." "I'mnot my name," -
"This too *shall pass," etc.), which they consid-
ered to be related, to passive volitional skills. The
program consisted of 25 45-minute sessions. each
using ,a separate symbolic object which would as-,
silt the individuals in visualization, concentration,
kind contemplation. Rituals which would associate
the-aphorisms with the notion of passive volition-
al skills were designed for.,each session Subjects
were asked' to listen quietly to the ritual instruc-

'tions; neither accepting nor rejecting anything_
A nurnber of biofeedback techniques, which are

beyond the scope of this chapter., have been de-'
veloped at LompoC and elsewhere. What has been
learned in correctional institutions where biofeed-
back is utilized is that it has riormous potential
for helping inmates gain cont h over' their own
feelings'and, therefoi-e, their be avior It does not
involve any of the traditional psych herapeutic
techniques, such as group therapy or individual
counseling, in which control i5 divided between
the individual Sand the therapist In this aPProach,
the total responsibility for "treatment" rests with
the individual Skills which are learned in this set-
ting ha,ve application in the "Leal ,world" as well
as in the institution.

At Lompoc. as at other institutions where bio-
feedback is beinP utilized, the 'techniques are con-
stantly changing as more-effective ways of using
this techn,plogy emerge. Biofeedback may be used
as a single modality, or it may be one of many,,as
is the case7Tor example. at the Texas Department
of Corrections

We expressed concern to staff members at

'Lompoc over the acceptability of this modality to
inmates, given the elaborate instruments which

'are used, and the appearance of a "mind control"
laborator0,,:hich they give at first glance. At both
Lompoc and in Texas. however. we found inmate
acceptance high Many, found that the use of bio-
feedback made themAcel "mellow," more relaxed,
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and better able to ciipe with stress or the pres-
.sures-of confinement.

.

According to Byron 'Allen. a staff ,member, of
the LompoC program._ the basic biofeedback
equipmerVt needed for an institutional program can
he purchased for approximately $1500, although
tosts can go much higher. This figure includes a
corribintion EEG and EMG (WO), a differential
ihermon4te,r,($650). and.a combination. GSR and
basal skin resistance meter ($200).,He wisely *stig-'
gents limiting the use of the more sophisticated
and highly expansive biofeedback equipment.

2 Behavioral techniques. There are many pro-
grams based on learning eheory currently operai:
ing lin correctional ,institutions. These programs,.
generally labeled "behavior modification" or
"behavioral analysis," focus on modifying specif-
ic behaviors Briefly. behavioral theory is based

_on the notion that behavior is afther maintained or
modified by its conseqiiences Consequences
which increase the likelihood that behavior will be
repeated in the future are labeled either positive
or negative reinforrei-7." Punishment, or aver-
sive conditioning, may also be used to modify or
extinguish certain forms of behavior. ,

a Behavioral therapy is distinguished from dthet
-forms of therapy by its emphasis on' .

,a. specifying prtblemsand goals.-in concrete.
behavioral terms; .

h. using principles of learning and conditioning
to facilitate behavioral change; and

c. measuring change in behavior from the prob-
lematic to the desirable!,

A recent review of behavioral approaches to
drugabuse pointed out numerous methods which,
might he helpful in .extinguishing the individual's
desire for drugs. Viewing drug abuse as a behav-
ioral excess, it -discusses methods for reducing it
dire,ctlythrough punishment. aversion condition-
ing or extinction; or indirectly by removing cau-
sal factors rough, for example, systematic de-rth
sensiOat in Programs might provide alternative
responses through the use of assertion training.
token economies, or contingency contracting.lo ;*:-,-

Many early attempt at using behavioral tech-
niques in correctional, settings have .resulted in

abuses. particularly with respect to aversive con-
ditioning techniques. In some instances. token

economies in institutions have been adjtidged
'unconstitutional. It is thus important to involve
the inmate in the setting of treatment goals'

Some of the techniques which are based on
behavioral analysis May be useful. in conjunction
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ith other forms of freatmept, in redwing an in-
dividual's desire to return to drug use. One tech-
nique is called "covert sensitization. and in-
volves the pairing of a description of undesirable
behavior (i.e., shooting heron)) with a noxious con-
sequence of that behavior. The previously men-
tioned review of behavioral techniques i hides
The following description of a covert se ation

session:
. ,

"Imagine. jhat you are in your, room and you
decide ttilet you want to fix. You get up from
the chair you ate sitting in to get the syringes
Just as you get it, a wasp dies ink) the room
and sirs buzzing. You get a little fearfil as an'
ugly brown wasp flies in front of you. As you
get thesyringe and get the fix ready, you see
more wasps flying around the room. They are
getting louder. You think how nice it will be
once you shoot up and try to forget the wasps
flying all around you*. Just as you put the sy-
ringe into your arm, a whole mass of wasps
attack your body. They are clinging to' your
face and. your arms. You can feel them sting
your whole body. Their high buzzing pierces
yours: they get into your clothes. You decide
it's not worth it. You throw down the syringe
and start to leave the room. As you are leaVing
the room. the wasps start flying away: the far-
ther you go, the fewer wasps. there are: You
feet much better, everying is quiet, and you
feel good now that you resisted the fix."II . '

Behaviorally-oriented programs are normally
very intense experiences for participants. The
Drug Offender Rehabilitation program at the Shel-
by County Penal Farmoin Memphis is one example
of a well-conceived and'tightly operated behavior-
al program. In a carefully controVwironment.
inmages are subjected to a pro which exam-
ines even ilke most inconsequential behavior oc-
curring during all waking hours. Each program
participant is required to abide by an incredibly
long and complex set of rules and regulations. and
failure to do so has immediate negative consequ-

ences. As the individual moves through a series
of stress-producing situations in this controlled
environment, functional behavior is reinforced
While dysfunctional behavior is extinguished.
The inmate clearly understands the process he

,is going through, the methods that %are utilized,
andhie goals sought. One vehicle for doing this is
the "feedback group." in which progress is evalu-

ated and the methods to be used subsequently are
elaborated on. The client may add his own evalu-

4

atidn of treatment efforts and may make whatever
cc-laments he feels are appropriate. , ,

. .

The DOR utilizes five distinct groups' in, "Re-
sonation Therapy:" .\

mComencementIkkoups. are primarily con-
,

cerned with organizational mattyrs. i.e.,
cleaning up., work assignment s,4tc. They
also establish' goals, levels Of reinforcement
for various individuals, etc.
Orientation groups are used simply to allow
each program participant to descnbe his-OWn
personal history to other members of the
pcoglrarn, so as to; allow others to better un-
derstand him and to realize that they are not
unique.
Conatioh groups are used to help the indivi-
dual develop his' own system of self-rein-h
forcement and motivation. ,

Confrontation groups allow the individual his
only opportunity to express anger, which can
only occur after a lengthy procedure for ini-
tiating confrontation has occurred. This pro-.
Cedure stresses the development of impulse
controls. improved ways of dealing with
stress, and appropriate "ways to express ag-
gressiveness.
Stat* groups are similar to many group; tec h-

niques which seek to explore the background
of behavior through discus'sion of.ithe situa-
tions which contribute to drug-taking or
criminal behavior. Because topics include
sUCh areas as ho'mosexuality, incestuous rela-
tions, etc., these groups are closed and con-
fidential.

In each of these groups the expectations are
clearly stated, and appropriate behavior can be
rapidly established and suppdrted.

Different reinforcement schedules are;applied at
different stages. of the )OR treatment program.
During the early stages. when the individual-is
responding to the confusing array of rules and
regulations, continuous positive reinforcement is
provided for functional behavior. and continuous
negative sanctions for dysfunctional behavior.
During the middle stages of treatment, as more
functional behavior is elicited, the schedule be-

more varkable. In the final stages, an lanom-

alou reinforcement contingency schedule is

adopted. in which correct behaiior may receive
either a positive verbal reinforcement or a nega-
tive sanction. The reasoning is that this more

_nearly approximates the "real world" in which
"correct" behavior is not always followed by
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rewards, may, in'fact, sometimes elicit nega-
tive sanctions. ,

The rewards that constitute reinforcements
range from promotion within the, hierarchy -of the
program to a staff position, to phone calls home,

t small amounts of money to purchase soft drinks,
or tri* outside the institution.

. Although the Pressures which are exerted on
program participants are often severe;the pro-
gram fosters a community feeling. Participants,
who are known as "brothers,,' tend to be ex-
tremely supportive of .others as they begin the
struggle to deal with their attitudes and behavior.

The DOR program is unique in many ways. It
must operate, withih a closed environment, and
yet must have a relatively free hand in designing
and operating the program. conditions which are
too often infeasible in the correctional setting.

'Nonetheless, it is possible to operate behavioral
programs of various types in correctional,settings
without the elaborate envirOnmehtal controls
which are present in the DOR pro-
gram.12

Iliehavioral concepts have also been used suc-
cessfully in .conjunction with other treatment pro-* cedures. For example, at the )federal Correctional

,Jlnstitution in Terminal ISland, staff developed a
technique known as "COM-MAND,", which they

. applied to a traditional group therapy approach.
Staff observe the group 'from behind a one-way
mirrpr and issue instructions to group partici,
pants, who are equipped, with ear plug receivers.
Participants may be given verbal "prompts" to
say something, do something physical, respond in
a certain way to another person, or stop what
they are ffoing. Some communication may simply
I e reinforcement. Through the use of these tech-
niques, the individual is taught to observe his
behavior, its cohseqtrences:and its effects on oth:
ers, and reinforcement is provided when atrpropri-
ate.13

. .

3. "Thraptutic communities. Synanont the first
therapeutic community (TO, was founded in 1958
by Chuck Diedrick,' an ex- alcoholic. The early
TC's, having borrowed many of their basic princi-
ples from Alcoholics Anonymous,. were based on
abstinence models. The original TC model basical-
ly sought to radically alter' an individual's, seff-
imade through group pressure. The Process of
change began with a period, of self - examination

4 and "confession"'which was achieved by several
methods. includinp extremely brutal group con-
frontations or gamec Which sought to force arkindi-
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vidual into adniittin that his or,-her destructive
behaviovas caus d by his/he? sapidity and ir-
responsibility. Da 'd Deitch, former director" of
Daytop', a New kork TC, has summarized the
change process:,

.

"To effect the change, the subject's self-image_
must be altered. Group pressure provides the

. influencing force and extracts the behavioral
change in two ways: first the individual is en-

I° countered, reacts and gets ,feedback from the
grotrp relevant to his reaction, The feedback
information informs him how he is perceived
by the group. The group- is his mirror reflecting
in image of his behavioral reaction pattern,
Secondly, the group provides a role model. The
group:during encounter sessions, provides the

. individual with tie model of honest concern for
one another and brutal disapproval for manipir-
lation by the neophyte. Daily, as the therapeu-
tic communit*-meinbers perforrh their job tasks.
'the individual sees concrete manifestations of

%his assumption of responsibility and improved
self-image."14 ,

CorrectiOns.4sOon began to emulate some of the
techniques which had been pioneered in the thera-
peutic community, including' peer-directed
confrontation groups or -games."Tbe ,notion that a
group of persons with similar social and peisonal
problems could promote radical attitudinal and
behavioral change'was very appealing toc-orrec-
tions, ihAew_of the inability of most professionals
to affect this population. Thus, therapeutic com-
munities have ik"corne common in correctional
institutions nationwide. Currently, they'operitein./
most adult and juvenile, correctional systems.

Because therapeutic communities are not new
programs within corrections. we will not attempt
to describe their operattoh in any detail.They
assume myriad forms. and the specific treatment
techniques which are utilized Wit in each vary
widely. In fact, it might be asserted that, the term
"therapeutic community" has lolt its specific
connotations.' and is currently, synonymous with
any residential program Which employs group
rechhiques and affempts to -change behavior
throe peer pressures.

One basic ingredient of a successful TC in an
institutional setting is' tie articipant belief in its
efficacy. We observed oeveral Te's in which the

-sheer exuberance of, the "faithful" overwhelmed
the newcdmer, forcing him to buyinto the values
which the program sought to promote. However,
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we also visited three TC's in which admission pol-
icies were not carefully controlred and the p.so-
gram therefore lost its selectivity, resulting in a
larger number of "nonbelievers" than "believ-
ers." The faithful were overwhelmed and pro-
gram Morale was destroyed.

A therapeutic community normally has distinc-
ve phases through which,partidi atlustust pass.

enter at the 19west level, are assigned to the
most menial tasks, and are heavily confronted
about their attitudes and behavior. 'As they pro-

. gess through various stages, many attain quasi -
staff positions. In the final re-entry pliage, efforts
are made to he=lp the person begin the process of
reintegration, through the use of work furlough,
family counseling, and various other activities.

However, a major - remaining problem for most
TC's in correctional-settings is the lack Of follow- a

up upon release. Few inmates we spoke with indi-
cated an intention to 'continue their involvement
with a therapeutic community after release. The
time commitments required were regarded as too-
demitiding, or the atmosphere "too much like

Many of the problems associated with the Opor,_
atton of therapeutic communities in the correction,

fal setting have less to do with the specific tech-
/ niqUes which they employ: than such factors 'as
' their social environments, how they relate tm;,.,

correctional officers:' .administration.' and other
programs within the institution: and how inmates
are selected. how the program is 'staffed. and
what types of incentives are offered to partici/ft\
pants. These problems are explored, depth in
Chapters III. V and VI.

be expo' sed. and dealt with in a setting 'which per-
mits,the expression of these feelings without the
fear of repriN. When properly run, TC's can
decrease racial tensions. .They can offer inmates
the oppyrtunity to feel pride and ownership in
their program, and to experience a sense of ac-
complishment as they advance throitgh, the status
hierarchy. In short, the existence of therapeutic
communities is justified not only by their possible
impact on drug users, but also by their.potentially
humanizing effect ontinstitutions._.

4. Other approaches to drug treatment. Regard-

less of the specific modality which a program 01-
izevia variety of other techniques may be simul-
taneously applied. Often,, new techniques 'are_in-
troduced by staff -members who are perkmally
ihvolved in themactivities such as sensory
awareness, body movement, meditation, Gestalt
or Transactional Analysis groups, or other ap-
proaches. In some instances, inmates promote the
introduCtion of activities which personally interest,
them

Because these activities are' too numerous to go
Who in this publication, we' include a list of rec-
ommended readings which descrite some of these
approaches. HOeefully, they will stimulate inter-
est 'in explosing other innovative methqds which
might be of value in this setting.

Note to Reader- See, Appendix B for Recom-
mended Readings relating to this Chapter IV.

NOTES .

One criticism which is often made of Itt*-C7
approach as it operates.within a-correctional set-
ting is that 'the attack groups catalyze violent re-
actions ing&e inmates. This has appeared to be
particularly true in programs-where There is a lack
of group solidarity. where attack therapy is re-
garded as a "free for all" outlet for aggression. It
also may be destructive for individuals Who.are
essentially non-verbal, or those who come from
cultural backgrounds which discourage aggrAsive
forms of verbal communication.

Where they do exist. well-run, cohesive correc-
tional TC's have great potential 'for making the
institution more liveable for both inmates and
staff: Decision-making can be made more demo-
cratic in these settings. The anger and conflict
which frequently build up among inmates or be-
tween inmates and staff in closed institutions can
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( CHAPTER V. SCREENING AND SELECTION OF
DRUG PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

An institutional drug program's manner of §e-
leeting its participants is'a critical factor in main-
tailing its integrity. Although objective criteria
may be used to eliminate such unsuitable candi-
dates for treatment as psychotics or the mentally

-.retarded, screening is basically a subjective pro-
.cess.

This chapter is concerned with the selection of
participants for "voluntary" programs, those
which inmates must make an independent deci-
sion to' join after finding out about them either
throw!) official channels or through the "grape-
vine." The decision whether or not to seek admis-
sion to such a program is made on the basisof an
inmate's perception of a program's usefulniss and
advantages to himself, and the relative attractive-
ness of the program compared to other institution-
al options.

The existence of true "voluntariness" in pris-
ons has- always been debatable. There aie, how-
ever, circumstances which can allo(the inmate a
greater degree of self-determination in choosing a
Program. to join. As mentioned pfeviously, in-

o mates should be provided withirdiversity of insti-
tutional programs from whiCh to choose. They
may feel particularly encouraged to volunteer if
there are inmate-run, self -help, programs Available.
Such programs provide a valid alternative for
many individuals. It is essential tha* prison
administration support these options by providing
necessary space, resources; and access to com-
munity agencies.

Screening and-selection is -a two-way street.
Once an inmate has made the decision to partici-
pate in a program, he must choose the option
which ems most suited to his needs. By the
same t ken, the program staff may choose the

nts whom they feel will benefit most from
wha they offer and who will not-diQurb the pre-
viously established environment.

.Coercing inmates into "volunteering" for a
progrim is a counter-productive practice, since it

denies the individual the responsibility for his
own decisions and destroys 'the internal integrity
of the program, A convict whose sentence stipu-
lates that he participate in a drug treatment pro-
gram is actually being coerced into joking. Coer-
cion may also take the form of a -1-lobsons
Choice" that is, if the inmate doesn't ``volun-
tarily" enter a program, he may'end up serving a
significantly longer'sentence in the general inmate
population.

Few individuals can be fOrcbd to change their
behavior or attitudes. People are helped in this,
context primarily bokause they want to be helped.
Despite the fact that a majority of many inmate
populations have histories -of drug abuse, only a
small percentage may desire, need, or effectively
utiliie formal treatment programs, whether they
ye sponsor 0 by the institution or are self-help in
nature.

The Nationaj Commission on C riminal Justice
Standards and Goals has taken a strong stand on
thi question: "No offender should be required or
c6erced to participate in programs of rehabilitation
or treatment nor should the failure or refusal to
participate be used to penalize an inmate in any
way in the institution.; Dr. George Steinfeld, of
the Federal Correctional Institution in Danbury,
told us, "People have the right to refuse treat-
ment. Then, it become o r sponsibility/to influ7
ence himtry to get, awareof the per-
sonal consequences no .ng involved in /he
progiki."

, This view ,essentially defines the relatiOnship
between treatment programs and the inmate popu-
lation. A program_which is regarded by inmates as
irrelevant to their needs witr-simply not be util-
ized. Treatment goals Which programs establish
for themselves must closely resemble the goals
which inmates set for 'themselves. This as ilot
mean that institutional counselors and others
should avoid, "selling" the merits of theious
institutional programs in an attempt to *emit
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inmates who might profitable utilize programs. It
don. imply, however, that programs/ must be
Made increasingly responsive to the needs of the
inmates themselves.

A. The Screening And Selection
Process

I.. "Advertising' institutional, programs. In-
mates are made aware of the availability of drug
abuie programs in various formal and infornial
ways. The Texas Ipartment of Corrections, for
example, merely posts a 'notice. on'the. bulletin
board. Most institutions inforfn,new arrivals of
the range of program alternatives available during
the course of a formal orientation session. In oth-
er instances, case managers or correctional coun-
selors will suggest that inmates with histories of

c drug abuse should consider participation.
Moit inmates we interviewed.wggested that

they learned through the "grapevine" which pro-
grains were legitimate and which were "jive."
One of the most frequently mentioned reasons for
'entering a program was the possibility that it
would be "easier time': 'or that participation
would,be looked ,upon favorably by paroling au-,
thorities. The

will
of incentives for program

participation will be more fully discussed in the
latt rtion of this chapter. n

2. Establishing criteria, for admission. The de-
gree of restrictiveness of ,a program's l'aigibility
criteria is often related to its particular focus.
Those progfams which require,a significant com-
mitment of time' and energy from an inmate gen-'
erally artiablisb rigorous *admission criteria, and
ultimately eliMinate applicants who fail to meet
the gross standards. These criteria include age,
length and type of drug use, previous liminal
involvements, propensity toward violence, sexual
orientation, length of sentence; time remaining on
sentence, and presence .of criminal detainers.
Other factors include the level of educational or
intellectual functioning, mental stability, and any
physical handicaps which might limit one's ability
to participate fully in a particular ig'ogram. For
example, it would be inappropriate t2 accept into
a highly confrontatiVe therapeutic community

gram an ,inmate who is disabled by intense7
anxiety, or who is unable to 'control feelings of
frustration and rage.

Most eligibility criteria straightforwardly define
the kind of clientele a program can best serve.

28

Three issues relating to criteria deserve efurther
discussion, however. The' first is related to the
inclusion or exclusion of ,applicants for treatment

',on the basivof,either the length of their drug use
history or the' type of drug used. For example, the
Wharton Tract rirogram" specifies its length re-
quirements precisely: "A minimum of six months
useof heroin, but no more than five years depen-
dency." l9rug.abuse histories are difficult to docu-
ment, even if an individual has an arrest history -

. which is directly related to drug possession or
sales. Many- inmates are _ npt "tagged" as drug
abusers at intake because court records, proba-
tionafy reports, or other institutional data do not
mention it, and the inmate, himself may feel that
this label will hamper his chances of early release.
Further, styles of drug use are extremely difficult
to diffe?entiate, as drugs play different roles in
different styles of use. While heroin'addiction rep-.
resents a serious personal and social problem for
most individuals, the same could, be said for other ,

forms of drug ,abusepsychedelics, barbiturates,.
stimulants, and Iarious drug combinations, includ-
ing alcohol. The fact thaean individual perceives
his drug taking pattern as a serious problem re-
quiring outside assistance, should qualify him as a
candidate for institutional programming. In gener-
al, we found little, justification for excluding indi-
viduals on the basis of length or type of drug use
alone. Even assuming that one could thoroughly
document such factors, they appear to be relative- ,

ly insignificant. . ..

A related issue is the individual's previous his-
tory of arrest... In marry .statutory programs
(NARA, for example) individuals with prior felo-
nies are considered ineligible for treatment. Other.
states exclude those with histories of drug, sale(
or violence. An extensive criminal history may'or
may not be a good . indictor of an individuars
readiness or motivation to . fidly participate in a
treatment program; it must be balanced against
other factors: . . .

'Finally, many programs exclude individuals
' with histories of homosexual behavior, reasoning '
that_their presence will prove threatening to oth-
ers and ultimately ,disruptive to the program's,
environment.; We found little agreement among
either program staff or participants on-this ques-
tion. Homosexual behavior is certainly a-fact of --'w
life in institutions. The ability of program-staff
and clientele to cope with homosexual behavior
varies grea ly, however. In one 'program, homo-
sexuals we e scapegoated by their heterosexual



peers, and issue of sexuality was -totally
avoided in gropps and community meetings. In
another program, homosexttalS were routinely.in-
cluded .in the program, and- their behavior and
others' reactions to it was "fair. game" for group
discussions. Again, we found little evidence to
support the contention that homosexuals should
be arbitrarily excluded from institutional pro-
grams.

3. Providing medical diagnosis and treatment
Or program participants. It is im.p.vrtjant ,that in-
mates with extensive histories-of drug abase be
eXamined by a physician and specific' medical and
laboratory testing be conducted- during the early
phases of incarceration. Normally, acute medical
problems such as withdraWal from a drug depen-
dency,glexic reactions to drugs, etc., have been
dealt with'prior,$0 the inmate:s.arrival at the insti-
tution.,However, manj, individuals involved in
drug use have chronic medical' conditions which,
require diagnosis and treatment. .

LEAA has issued guidelines for states which
well out the minimum levels of care which should
be provided to inmates identified as drug abusers
in the correctional systeminstitutional and
`community-based. (See Appendix A.) Institutional
programs should require such medical and labora-
tory eicaminations as a matter of,course, given the
high probability that-the.inmate has not attended

,..../ztIc:ealth matters while_an active drug abuser in
community.

4. The orientation period:A mutual screening
process. Programs which demand more of partici- .

pants, including a change in institutional lifestyle, .
normally require a pre-aCceptance orientation peri-
od. During this period, the program's staff and

<participants are introduced to the inmate, its phi-
losophy and goals are described, and the inmate's
needs and expectations are shared. In most of the
programs we visited, the final acceptance. of a
participant was left to theprogram direttor,
though other staff might haveelped in the deci-
sion making process: Following the orientation

. period, the inthates were-genera119,\ given the op-
portunity to accept or reject a probram, withbut
fear that a negative decision would 'adversely

-affect future institutional placements or parole
decisions. .

The Drug Alternative Program at the Youth
Correctional Institution, Bordentown, New Jer-
sey, utilizes this orientation'process in the selec-
tion of candidates. Their first phase is described
as follows:

.44

"Phase I consists primarily of orientation the
entire DAP concept. Group therapy sesfka in
is 'phase are directed toward making partici-.
pants aware of their problems and assuring
them that such Oreperns are shared by others.
It is through Group Encounter that the concept
of confrontatippr, challenge, and change is in-
troduced. The participants in this phase are.
taken from the general population in the institu-
tion. They are usually given work assignments,
such as, the laundry detail, which makes them
available for this therapyi by consolidating peo-
ple in one area for easy access. Those who are...,
willing to accept the challenge may to par:
ticipate in a- more intensive program which, is

.offered in Phase II. At this point, they' are fully
apprized that a commitment to Phase II also
intludes a commitment to Phase III."

The Therapeutic-Community of -"B Ward" pit-,

gam at Cramp Hill, Pennsylvania, requires a simi-
lar period of "mutual sizing up" prior -to accept-
ance. All .inmates who request consideration for
entrance into the progra% through theiravec-.
tional counselor are interviewed by.,botfi program
staff and inmates. If the individual meets the bas:
is eligibility,requirements, he may be "prov.ision-
ally" accepted for a trial period of ,twO to four
weeks. During this time, an experienced partici-
pant is assigned to acquaint him with the program

, and its procedures. The inmate is thin given ex-
tensive tests and is asked to sign a contract agree- .

ing to abide by .basic prograth rules, i.e., no vio-
lence, do chemicals, etc. At the' end of this pert
iod, the decision to accept or reject the mca%
is made jointly by inmates and staff.

5. The role of inmates in the selection process.
The involveinent of participants in the selection
Process, has greatly influenced .true success of-
those programs wh. h are mpting to establish

' or " Responsir`
se who \vill_participate -in '.

ome ownership of the pro-
the Shelby County, Penal

der Rehabilitation Program
followiog. description of the-

e ss and their tole in it

'

cohesive "cOmmunit
bility, for selecting' t
the program implies
gram. Participants
Farm Drug Offe

Jo. wrote
on proe

4_2 ' .

"When a 'Man arrives at .the Shelby County
Penal Farm' (with 9.0 days or pore), he spends
his first five days at the Psychodiegnostic Cen-
ter, where he lakes a battery of twelve psy-
chometric tests which evaluate him thoroughly:
This classification indicates which program' or,
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job is best' suited to the individual. The tests
. also determine whether the man has any sort of

brain damage orgeitintal disorder. The Califon a
Achievement Test is used to determine his edu-
cational revel. After testing, the individual jails
the main,p0Pulation and is assigned to a job.

Candidates are referred to the Drug Abuse
Progiarn by the Diagnostic Center, the Courts,

Est assottations; Or word of mouth. Since it is
a volunteer program, these are The only means
it has of getting applicants. Once word is ,re-
ceived that a man Wants torjoin The program,
bispsychodiagnottic tests are reviewed by pro-

- fessional ,staff; if qualified, he is scheduled f9r
an ,orientation interview. During the orientation
The candidate is given a bri ndOwn of the

a program and told. what is ex of him. - -

After, the initial orientation entire Fathily
will meet and 'evaluate the candidate, asking
questions pertaining to his' Sentence, his family,
atc,;..4fier the, iftterview the applicant sterlibut
of the room and a vote is taken. If the nilority
vote for 'acceptance, -the candidate, i osj
cases, will join the program at a later date. The

orientation iS important bcause, (1) it lets he*.
candidate know the situation he is placing him-
self in is a demanding one; (2) it prepares him

, for a complete change of environment and at-
mosphere; (3).it familiarizes the program parti-
cipants with'the man so they can better evalb-
ate change in his behavior -and attitude; (4). it

*provides each member 1:4 the Therapeutie,
Cemmunity with a voice and vote in deciding
whO joins the Family." '

-

At the correctional institution at Leesburg, New
Jersey, .participants in.the Mpha-Meta therapeutic
community produce a-pamphlet for distribution to
other inmates, desiitibing their program's basic
approaches and philoephy. reening for this
program may `begin beiTre, an and idu'Or is. physi-
cally located in the progrant'as-wej
in -house orientation phase:

I

as. during 911,

OS

"Step I 1 .

. A man is first a prospect if he has a history
of drug abuse or drug related problenis. He is
interviewed by tation Department.- In
this interview' he is'scree d end tested for his
dincerity in resolving his g problems; also

-Through this interview if is d termined Whether
in is receptive to our type: of treatment that is

" dispensed, throughout our program.
.

'Upon the
. "
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result df.thii interview, if he is accepted, he is
recommended to the Institutional Classification
Committee as a membla oCAIpha -Meta.
Step II

The 'prospect is a ssigned a "Big trotivr,7-
Who teaches' him thebasic rules and regulations'
of the program. The "Big Brother" is responsi-
ble fbr all. "Little Bnithers" actions for a peri-`
od of two (2) weeks.
Step III

The prospect is then placed on a probationary
period to which he is responsible for all of his
actions and behavior. At the completion of that
period the residential staff members and a
member of the treatment team evaluatei the
pro'spect's behavior in the programp

Men orrthe waiting list to enter Alpha Ueta.,*
TheraneutiC Community must participate in two .

hours of groUp therapy sessions once a week
and exhibit a genuine interest in the groups
prior fohis adnilission."

4
Participaiion in pre- admission groups seivesAkaa

additional purpose (if ape, $ing out those Who. are
not motfated,enough 15 mike the effort required '

to participate in groups.

tondiiions of _Program Participatiop

Participation in drugeprograms often represents
a major commitment on the part of the inmate.
His lifestylewithin'the institutioti is radically al-

:es; the expectfitiOns placed- on him increase
ramatioally, and his participation often, causes

unanticipated legal consequences...Wkile the ori-
entation phase describ above normally is' Used
to inform i*nates of tk11ths of program partici-
pation, we suggest that staff parparticular atten- Jlion to clarifying the following points:

What conseque ces, if Mt, are *ther to an
inmate's Ocisi o leave the program after
a periodikartici ation?
Wh'at consequen s are there, If 'any, 'to ex-

, pulsion from t program for ()allure to ad=
just or for rul violation? This is a particular-
ly important considefation when the inmate-.
is subjected to of ' live or defile-Nino ptac-
tides (i,e., wearing signs, losing *ppivileges,
etc.). . r

Does partication in the in-houie, phase of .

the jwagra carry with itan obligati& to
participate in pre-releaser or aftercare .,pro- ,

gramming?
mow
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. HON is confidential information handled in
the program? Is any information made avail-
able to paroling authorities without the con-
sent of the inmate? Are participants reqUired

' to .sign waivers releasing protected informa-;,
don? e.

What specific privileges are related to particf-
pation?
What is the relationship betyveen participa-,/

tion.and. release date? c,

Seve rograips we 'visited have both inmates .

ands a contract in *Lich bgth agree to
abide by the stipulated condition. These, co tracts
may also spell out -specific personal cha ges the
inmate Intends to accomplish durihg hi or her
stay in the program. These contracts e 'helpful
to inmates,in clarifying' what ikapecte of t m
by .tlt program' and what the can 'reasona
'expect from the staff. Violation of thOerins of
these contracts may lead to expulsionffoms.the .

program, while achieviment .of specified goals-
rnight-support0a paroled readiness. , r

%;
The contract slescrIbedsabove is normal?y be-

`tween the inmate and
in

drug program, and is
not' considered binding in ihe legal sense. Recent:,
ly; however, several states halie begonuiiiii con-
tracts which are regarded as legally binding on the

Inmk,.institution, and parole board. This` proce-
:-. dure, kntwn as Mutual Agriimett Programmihi

(MAP),, basically requires inmates to establigi
concrete goals which will be achieved during a
specific period of time. These goale' include

,
.

obtaining a GED, completing a p ar voca-
onal tranThig course, attending counseling ses-

sions and avoiding major disciplinary "iaractions.
The institution agrees to prdvide 'these progfams
or resources, and the parole board commit itself'

. .
to a specific parole datq if the agreed upon goals
are aChi6,ed: Normally MAPagreements can be
re- negotiated during .the course of the- inmate's
period of incarceration.. -

ile we.did not fisita drug program in which
\vas utilized (Wisconsin currently is devel-

-Aping plans for a drug pgagrarn, which pray include
P contract), this itic tire ap0eartitolhave

41ICnise as one way of an' inmate manipu-
,lafion of treatment proAns, making institutions
moreresponsive to inmate needs, and reduCing.

nre the often arbitrary parole decision-making pro
4 FeSs.

The American'Correctional Association carried
put the initiO MAP proiects,, with fimding from
'the Departnient of Labor, and. they continue

Alk.

.

to collect and analyze data onits effectiveness.
(See recommended readings at the end of the
text.)

C. Incentives for Program
Participation

4

Why does a prison inmate, choose to pai-ticipate
in a drug treatment program4:ising motiva-
tion for treatment is a compl dertaking; for
the inmate may not be fully aware-of his own rea-
sons for sfeking adthission. Also, the incentives
-which are offered for participation may be differ-
ently interpreted by applicants. For the most part,
we must simply Yet; upon verbal assurances that
the individual believes 4 will -benefit from the
program. His,subtequent havior is then the best
yardstick of "motivation."

iWe quern:a numerous inmates and staff about
' their opinions on at-

rnent*Most oft -aling with one's "drug prob-
- left" was not t e incaive. For some, drug

programs simi4y,. red More creature comforts
than were availa to the general population...

*Living guar' ters'were more comfortable and cheer-
ful, food was more carefully prepared, and the
atmospheie was more relaxed. In some programs,
guards interacted with ininat. ,a -first name-
basis, and their disciplinary functions were played,
down.

4

5 14!r
. Many' programs hav e the 'reputation of making
"tore privileges available to inmates, a distinct
advantage over .the generq,1 population. These
would include hie use of thf telephones, trips to
recreational or cultural event liberalized visita-
tion *policies,. or more involvement, in .woly-tpr-
lough or work release programs.

The incentive which lenerated the most) interest`
in the programs we vitifed had to do with the re-
lationship between participation in the prograni.

. and release date. Nearly all of the programs pro-
'ided hif maTion to .parole authorities and, in
some insta s, assumed- an advoCacy role for the
inmate, a o e which most.staff members cnjoyed
as they felt it. enhanced their esteem in the dyes
of the inmates. :41,

' -

Most programs offer the ssibility of a. time
reduction as 0:rewKrd for'achi vement However,
a significantly large time red tion will radically
affect reasons fOr Participation. Release' from the

4
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institution is the 'ptimary concern of most in:
mates, and to-expect otherwise is invite de-
tion. In general, linking program participation°
significant leductionnititilignces reduces-the-de-
gree to which a pr be seen as truly vol-
untary.

. Note to Reader: See Appendix B 'for Recom-
mended Readings relating to this Chapter V.

-'
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CHAPTER 'Vlo, STAFFING INSTITUTIONAL
PROGRAMS

. .

Experimentation with various aspects of institu-
tional drug abuse treatment hes produced radical
innovations in staffing Staff roles and responsibil-
ities have been considerably modified by the de-
veloppent of decentralized ,.unit's. plus the in-
creased use of multi-disciplinary teams. In many
programs the line correctional officer has assumed

therapeutic role. a rarity only a few years ago.
Some program% using a veer confrontation model
have incorporated ex-addict paraprofessionals,
many of whom have been incarcerated. into their
staff. Their presence often effects drarnatic
changes within an institution.

The selection, training, and appropriate utiliza=
tion of staff is a critical problem for correctional

*drug abuse progrannt as it is for corrections in
general. This chapter discusses some Of the issn
related to staffing programs, focusing hbavily on
the ex-addict paraprofgssional and the line correc-
tional officer.

A. The Paraprofessional in the 2
institutional Program

With the rapid expansion of drug abuse.treat-
ment services at the community level during the
19601's and early 1970's, ex-addict paraproW-
sionals found themselves in positions of responsi-
bility in a diversity'of drug treatment modalities.
The claims of success emanating from the early
self-help programs such as Synanon, Daytep'Yil*
lage, Phoenix, Odyssey. and Gaudenzia 1-lousq"
paved thr--;'vay for paraprofessional involyikent
in a variety of clinical and administrative rein'

settings. OVA

The entrance of the ex-add' into the drug
abuse treatment field was relcoied by,m4zot pro-
fessionals, whb, often utilizefil jahein to4atilitate
honest communisation betweenpatients a pro -

gram staff.

0

e,
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The ex addict staff member may make v#tuable
contributions to a treatment team irr -the fbrm of
his personal experiences. and insights, which ena-
ble him ,to .recognize manipulative and self-de-
structive behavior in other addicts. However, ex-
addicts. like others assuming therapeutic roles,
must have 'other qualifying skills. Additionally, ,

they must have the support of those with whom
they work. Some community and institutional
proirams, recognizing the pressures that are
placid on these paraprofessionals; harm initiated
training programs which sometimes lead to formal
accreditation. This typec9f evosure lo a variety
of therapeutic techniques' forces the paraprofes-

?atonal to break qut of a-narrow view of tliethera-
peutic prqcess ("w4fat works fpr Me"), and to deal
with 'the multiple, roots' of, addiction and drug
abuse. Conversely, exposure of professionals to

rex-addict trainees may lead their views awaS, from .

the "medial'" model of drug abuse treatment.
In the, course'of our site visits. we observed ex-

addled fuiictioning.in kevejal distinct roles. with'
varylrigdegreesk involvement and responsibility.
They are'briefii"mmarized below:

The :paraprofesslopMa consultant in the
institdr.lon. At the NARA unit at the tederal

Xorrectional Institution in 'Danbury, knectic,ut.r
eVaddicts who had been, rehabili ed in the
Community through jhe .%.ytor program 'were

,,b,rought into thejnstitutiorr to. help -organize a
-therapeutic som nity. The Dayton consultants
° taught staff and inmates the'basic philosophy and
° procedures of a therapeutic community, and when

the prograp went into.operation, they assumed
advisOey roles. They 5articipated in group therapy

..,seAsions, confronted individual inmates about
ticeikibefiavior or attitude: and worked wi lt,Lboth

Y <inmates iind staff in making prograin decisions.
The presence of these ex-addicts bridged the so-
cial and experiential hp' between prgfessional
staffsocial workers and psychologistsand the

1
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.inmate,population. lt,particularly helped in break-
lingdowninmates"inhibitions against participating

in group therapy: Lying, evasion, -and manipulat-
init "straights': were devices well-known to the
Daytop consultants, and they were able to con-
front inmates with this behavior where profes-
sional staff often could no

In this type of situation?the ex-addict parapro-
feslionak is a respected member of the treatment
program, valued for hid professional expertise as
well as his'personal quali and life experiences.>
His qualifications are his Mnonstrated-skills with
Daytop, not the mere 'fact., that he was once a
herOin addict. His role is thus very similar to that
of any coikultantswhich a correctional institution
might employ.

2. The ex-addict as staff member.' We visited
numerous programs in which ex-addicts (some of
whom were also-ex- inmates) held staff positions
in institutional programs..For example. the drug
abuse program at the women's institutionOrdin-
ton, New iggsey, is operleti by a husband-wife
team, both of whom are aduates of a therapeu-
tic community. This program. los.ated'in a cottage
separate from, othef living areas,. is structured
along the same lines as the therapeutic community
which Theyipperienced, although they have made
programma& accbmmodatiOns to the correctional
setting. They direct the activities of other treat-
ment and custodial "staff,-and are fully respbasible
for the operation of the drug program.

- In other prograps, ex-addicts held staff posi-
tions equal to other staff with professional train-.'
ing. On several occasions we found that the ex-.
addict staff members were graduates of the pro-
gram who had returned to work in the institution
after completing the aftercare phase of the pro -
grant. its arrangement has several positive as-
Rects: It provides a real model for other inmates
who may 'have littlefaith in thewailability of le:
gitimate.options or in the prospect of remaining
drug free upon release. One who has had the ex-
wience of participating in a program understands

inherent pressures and can assist others in
dealing With them. He can also effectively spot
the games and manipulative behavior typical of
addicts in treatment.

The Shelby County Penal Farms Drug Offender
Rehabilitation .program (DOR) has a hierarchy of
pOsitions for participants. including several paid
positions for graduates of the program. These so-
called Addiction Specialists work wi /h the courts.
help graduates and work relea'se candidates find

N
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job placements, investigate educational and voca-
tional training opportunities in the community,
and supervise, work release and aftercare activi-
ties.

Addiction Specialists work with institutional
and aftercare groups, and'do individual counseling
as well.' They have a basic grasp of the behavior
modification techniques eittpioyedijoy this pro-
gram, and they.enjoy a good rapport with the pro-
fessional staff Members who are availabl them
for support and consultation.

-A word of caution regarding paraprofessionals
in this setting is warranted. The paraprofessional
undoubtedly has much to offer in a correctional *-
setting However, there is nothing inherent in the
experience of being an addict that qualifies one to
be a counselor dr therapist. Quite the' contrary,
many former addiCts have arvery.narrow personal
view of the addictiOn process *id will tolerate no

. deviation- from their point of view: Although
many addicts have achieved life changes primarily
through adopting the belief systems of the thera-
peutic community, these beliefs may not be ap-
propriate for all drug abusers.

Ex-addict paraprofessionals may encounter the
problem of justifying their dew role and responsi-
bilities to .prograpi clients who are also their
friends or acquaintance's. Clients often attempt to
manipulate the paraprofessional by appealing
their common bonds of experience.' If the para-
professional is not a fulls integrated member of a
treatment team, he may find himself in a totally
untenable position, unable to relate to his former -7

peers and regarded with' condescension by the
- professional staff.'

In short, it is as dangerous to assume that drug
abstinence correlate& with good counseling skills,
as it is to assume that academic degrees assure
clinical competence. ---

3. The client as counselor. In most peer-orient-
ed treatment programs. participants are, by defini-
tion, involved in the process of helpi g one anoth-
er. In some programs, however, out anding parti-
cipants may become quasi-staff embers, with
responsibilities for decisions whic may directly
affect other inmates.

We observed client-therapists perating quite
successfully in the DOR program at the Shelby
County Penal Farm. Individuals who progress
through the hierarchy receive incr asing responsi-
bility for program operation, fr scheduling and
conducting group sessions to en ring that work
operations are done properly or he livitig area is
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properly' "iniintaitied. They participate, in indivi-
dual counseling and coitsUlt frequently with pro-

. fessional '§taff members. ,Participants are given
motivation to seek these positions by incentives
such as a small salary, use of the telephone; and.
private living quarters. The behavior of each indi-
vidual,. at whatever level, .i carefully monitored
by"hthers, so ,that the pot dal fog the ibuse of

-,---privileges, is' inimized. Pr am participants re-
spent those who have advance,d to high status po-
sitions, and new members are encouraged to emu-
late them. . *.

Natural leaders emerge in most group situa-
tions, and institutional drug.abuse programs are
no exception. Without a system of checks, and
balances, buses of-power caw and have occurred.
Foi example, the Federal Bureau of Prisons expe-
rimented with the use of inmate- therapists, called
'linkers:: who Were supposed to serve .as a
bri4e between the staff (mainly professionals)
an the inmate-participants. They received inten-
sive training. in treatment and counseling tech-
niques, and assisted the staff in evaluating other
inmates' proressa responsibility which had a
dire4 connection to parole date, thereby4flacing
linkers in a very powerful position. Thus. inmates
began to defer to Sinkers and sought to curry their
favor. This power, td influence parole dales
proved too seductive for many, and was abused
in several institutions.'This problem is*exacerbat-
ed in a situation in which professional staff heavi-
ly depend on--selected clients for most of. their
data on other inmates. rather than personally ob-
taining the necessary informatiOn.2

In summary, client inmates play an important
but limited role as therapists within institutional
programs. If they are given too much rgsponsibili-
ty in a-setting where professionals are. not always
present. 'much damage may be done to the pro-
gram and to inmates-who happen to incur the dis-

' favor of their more powerful peers.
i

4. The ex-addict" as an independent therapist.
We mentioned previously the,experiences of the
Gaudeniiii House staff in several Pennsylvania
institutions. Staff members frorh Gaudenzia trav-
eled 'to institutions periodically to conduct group
sessions, do individual counseling, and assist in-
mates in thebpreparation of release plans. They
'operated with few supports from case managers
and other professional staff members. FiK the
most part, their efforts were not well received by
the inmates, who attempted to use them primarily
far references to the parole boaid. We do not

wish to imply that ex-addicts have no role4to play
in institutional driv abuse programs. The point we
fish to stress; however, is that they cannot be
opectdd to perform well in an environment
which is unsupportive of them: if not overtly hos-
tile to their egorts. Ins-ftlii situation, no amount of
training or expertKewould compensate- '2'

.Their experiences clearly indicate that without
professional support, ex-addicts will probably not
be able to sustain a-therapeutic relationship with
-inmates. "Jr

B. The Correctional Officer as a
Member of the Treatment Teain

I

Correctional officers play a key role in institu-
tional drug abuseiprogram. They can contribute
greatly to the growth of a program by understand-
ing and promoting its 'goals, supporting the in-
mates, and actively participating in the treatment
progess. On,.t,he other hand, they call effectively
undermine a program by taking no interest in it,
doubting the efficacy of the methods employed, or
viewing inmates as being basically manipulative.

An important consideration for treatment pro-
gams is the method by which correctional officers
are selected. In some institutions, they are' rotated
through programs periodically, and are given no
special training or orientation beyond what pro-
grantstaff provide. Their responsibilities are limit-
ed to tractional custodial duties similar to those
which they perform in the general population.

In other instances, correctional officers Who
volunteer or are specially selected, are oriented to
the progrhhi's goals and methods before they be-
gin work. We interviewed several officers at the
drug unit at Bordentown, New Jersey. One Officet
who -was particularly impressive, had a college
degree and continued_ to attend college classes In
counseling dtgiak his off-holirs. After volunteer-
ing for the program, he spent two weeks living in
a nearby therapeutic community, learning thevar:
inns status, levels and confrontatton group meth-
ods. (His leave was paid foray the institution.)
Upon his return, he became a participating mem-
ber of groups with no holds barred. This officer
had a good sense of himself, and did not feel that

"allowing inmates to scream at him or call him
names was personally or professionally threaten-
ing.

We.observed correctional officers functioning in
sffnilar roles, though not always as successfully,'
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in several other institutions. In one therapeutic
community operating in a women's institution, a
fe.rnale correctional fficer expressed etincern over
her participation in thqapeutic process. She
was untrained in the ethods used by thprapeutic
communities;and'fel personally threatened when
inmates challenged r. She saw this type of be-
havior as being disrespectful to her and no value's-
to inmates, and felt that other staff membdrs who
allowed .themselves to be confronted by inmates,
lost respect and, made discipline and control more
difficult. This case illustrates the necessity of
providing gde9uate training for staff members
who participate in therapeutic grdups, and allow-
ing those who.are uncOmfortable with confronta-
tions to tranler out of the program.

Several correctional officers we interviewed-
stated that they were willing to participate in
training-activities offered by, the treatment staff or
by outside agencies in order to imprilik their
work with the program. However, they asserted
that treatment staff, .particularly those with psy-
chology Or social work backgroimds, rarely "Partici-'
pated in in-housaPrograms,designed to improve
the custodial functions. Several correctional offi-
cers felt that threatment staff could better under-

% '' stand the context within which they were working
by becoming familiar with Vie intricacies of custo-
dy. We support the concept of familiarizing treat-
ment staff with custodial procedures in order to
reduce the inevitable friction between the treat-

' ment and custodial staffs.
.

C. The,Professional Staff Member

Professional staff members are normally selected
'through examination and enter the institution
presumably with a basic grasp.of the theory and
practice of treatment techniques. It is important
that` they also have ai least a rudimentary knowl-.
edge of the many social and individual needs of

drug abusers. Like the paraprofessionals pre;
viously discussed, tkcy must gain the support an d%

cooperation of, the rest of the institutional staff, as
well as the inmates, if they are to succeed.. As

they, probably have, never experienced the Addict
lifestyle, they are more likely to have..difficulty in
differentiating inmates' genuine interest in treat-

, ment from manipulation.

institutional' drug programs, though the-, most
immediate teacher is the inmate who, in the
course of- his interaction with staff, provides in-
sight into the dynamics,. of drug abuse.

Numerous methods of training correctional staff
members have been developed within recent
years.3 At the, same time, formal training-oppor-
tunities for workers in the field of drag abuse
have also increased with the development of the
network of community-based drug treatment
agencies during the last decade. Regional Support
Centers (R6C), developed by the National Insti-
tute of Mental Health, provide resources for
training those involved with drug abuse preven-
tion, education, ,and treatment. -Universities, col-
leges.: and junior colleges have developed special-
ized curriculums dealirig with drug abuse, includ-
ing courses designed to accredit paraprofessional
workers in the field. Many public and private
groups have deve ped staff training programs to
aid institutions nd agencies which isolated
irom other ed tional resoirces 11,4

E. A WordAbout Recruitment of Staff

The literature of corrections frequentl$ be-
moans the fact that quality personnel are difficult
to recruit.4 This is particular
stitutions which are located in isolat

ute in those in-
rural areas.

Although we have no reason to challenge this
pessimistic view, we have been impressed with
the quality of staffing in the programs we visited,
several of which were in isolated settings. Several
factors seemed to account for the general availa-
bility of quality drug abuse staff. First, a large
pool of trained drug abuse workers, bot4 profes-
sional and paraprofessional, has been developed.
They come from a variety of community and in-
Stitutional programs, and a diversity of treatment
philosophies and modalities. For many, relocation
in a rural area is viNwed as a positive aspect of

",,izstitutional work. They often view involvement
iii` an institutional drug. abuse- program as a viable
way of gaining entrance into correction or
broadening their personal and professional experi-
ence.

Note to Reader: See Append,ix B for Recom-
mended Readings relating to this Chaptei VI.

D. Staff Training NOTES
We observed a variety of approaches to upgrad- a I Joint Commission. onjCorrectional Manpower and Train-

irg the knowledge and skills of staff members in mg. Offenders as a Correctional,Manpower Resource, a report

.
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of a seminal convened by e Joint Commission in Washing-

-- ton. D.C.. March 1968 I vailable through the American
,1 Correctional AssoCiation. 432 Hartwick Rd., Suite 1-208, Col-

lege Park. MD 20740.
.

2. Federal Drug Abuse.Rrograms A flf port Prepared by 'the
Task Force on Federal Heroin Addiction Programs, and sub-
mit* to the Oriminal Law SectionA?the American Bar Asso-
ciatipn and the Drug Abuse Council. Washington. D C , 1972

Pages 399-402 _
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3. Korim, Andrew S , Improving Corrections\Personnel
Through Community Colleges. Commission on Correctional
Facilities and Services. American Bar 'Association
Washington. D.C.. 1973, 4,

4. Joint Commission qn Correctional Manpower and Train-
ing. staff report. Perspectives on Correctional Manpower and
Training. Washington. D C 1970.
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VII: -eiSTITUT1ONAL-FIELATIONSHIPS

ing pan of a larger institution, drug abuse
treatment programs"Purnie the same ends, and
are goxerned by the ,same `administrative rules, as
the general inmate population,' It is impOrtant to
build a good reciprocal relationship between a
drug treatment program and other institutional
activities; as a' successfully functioning drug pro-
gram can benefit the institution as a whole. If an
atmosphere of mutual cooperation in'. working
toward conandn-Agoals is established between in-
mates and staff, disciplinary incident§, may be
drastically reduced.

This' chapter will .examine the relationships
between-program staff and correctional personnel
and between program staff and inmates, and the
perennial problem of drug use by inmates.

A. The Relationship Between the Drug
Abuse Program and the Correctional
Staff

6

claimed that "scheduling problems" made it im-
ible or them to accompany the inmates to the

se SIOT1S. barber's class was deserted, and he
s n left the institution.

The perceptions which correctional staff have
of a drug abuse program may have important iii-
plications for its success. For example a line
correctional officer who is suspicious of thera-
peutically oriented programs, may deter a pdten-
tial candidate from the general population by
"putting down" the program. A ttkirough orienta-
tion of all correctional peronnel to program
goals, methods, -and .staff minimizes, inac te
projections about the program, and may, sign
cantly improve. its image with the in hates and
,correctional staftalike. . _

Supervisory personnelCaptains and Lieuten-
ows parlicularljtend to be supportive of drug' 1
use programs which appear to .contribute to-the

Safe maintenance of the institution. If a, program
creates a reduction in disciplinary incidents, it -

would be in their best interests to support it. In
our experience, programs which make an hOnest
effort to cooperate with custodial supervisors on
security matters, rarely have difficulties_ working
with such personnel.

Drug abuse staff must also interact with Staff
from the vocational training, education, religion,
and prison industry departments. Through the ,
identification of mutual interests and goals,. these
groups may develop solid professional and -per-
sonal 'relationships. The establishment of tofes-
sional ties, strengthened by common goals,- can
prevent the Open conflict between departments
which exists in many instittitions.

The institutional administrationwardens or
superintendents, and associate wardenshas` a'
lane stake' the success of drug abuse programs.
An active, vititant program reflects positively on
the warden, who must justify the administration's.
activities to many agenCies, elected officials, and
correctional officials, as well 119 to the general.
public. .

We have stressed throughout this prescriptive
paCkage how important it is, for drug abuse staff
to be sensitive to the problems related to institu-
-tignal security; administrators and custodial staff
must not neglect their duty to insure the safety of-
both inmates and personnel, as well as the comma
munity. The superintendent of the Bordentown
Reformatory (a ,Ph.D. psychologist with a treat-
ment orientation) related an incident which illus-
trates this point. A local hairdresser volunteered
to cut and style the inmates' hair and to teach
them hair styling. This program was welcomed by
correctional personnel, and inmates -alike.
However, after several sessions, several barber
scissors' were stolen, necessitating a general
shakedown. The barber, oblivious to the possible
consequences of his carelessness, refused to take
precautions to insure. the returft of his scissors
after each Session. As a result, inmates were unarm
ble to attend his classes, as 411.rectional officers
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B. Institutional Relations with inmates

"Institutions must be opened up, and fresh
points of view obtained in the decisionmaking
process. Policies affecting the entire, inmate
body should be developed in'consultation with
representatives of that body. Decisions involv-
ing an-individual should be made with his parti-
cipation: Employees should also have a voice.
and a participative management policy should
be adopted. An i*pendent cheek on policies,
practices, and ptocedures suggests the estab-
lishment of an -ombqdsinan' office serving both
inmates and employees. Open discussion should
be encouraged in inmate newspapers and maga-
zines."'

Correctional officials are becoming increasingly
aware of the need to give inmates an opportunity
to help make the decisions which will directly-
affect them. A recent survey of 209 prisoners
found that inmate grievances were usually dealt
with by a formal grievance procedure followed by

legal services programs, inmate councils, and

ombudsmen. Forty-four institutions reported
dome attempts to start a prisoners union.2

In the course of our site visits, we found -that
most administrators and staff of drug abuse pro-
.grams concurred with this new vitkv of inmate'
participation in decision-making. In our view, the
decision to participate in a drug program rests en-
tirely with the inmate, who should be given the
maximum amount of responsibility for life deci-
sions. Most of the programs we visited had staff-
inmate tbquinittees which dealt Ivitti conflicts or
made decisions about day to day problems, i.e.,
recreational activity schedules, canteen privileges,
dress styles, the behavior of a particular staff
member or inmate, etc.

Meaningful participation in the life of a pro-
gram gives, the inmaie an investmenr in maintain-
ing and itnprovingeft. The absence of this senti-

ment is felt strongly in programs which insist on
an inmate's . passive acceptance program. proce-
dures. In such siTulliarts the inmate becomes a
powerless "victim" whose lifestyle *airs no simi-
larity...to-the outside world he or she must eventu-

ally return to.
The degree or form of inmate participation in

decision-making may depend upin such factors as
the sectmly level of the institution. In general,
institutions' efforts to give inmates more control
over- their own lives should be supported and
expanded, .

C. Drug-Use in the Institution

"When I was in Sing Sing and Greenhaven, any
chancel got I got highviery possible oppor-
tunity I got I would get stoned. I even used
drugs that I'd never used on the streets before
because I wanted to get so bent out of shape
that everything that was happening was blocked
out. You know--'-what can you expect? When I
came in I was a drug addict; when I left I was a

.drug addict. They didn't really expect° me to
change."

This view, expressed by a farmer addict now
employed as a counselor -in -a community pro-
gram, is fairly typical of the attitudes expres
by many addicts in prison. Drugs are used n-

ever tare available; in-whatever quantities'can
be obtained, and often without the degree of disr
crimination a user might exercise on the streets.
Drug use is a constant silltirce of conflict and vio-
lence in correctional institutions. Having access to
a source of supply elevates an inmate considera-
bly in the eyes Of his peers, and is a highly profit;
able enterprise.

Elaborate schemes for smuggling drilgs into the
institution are devised. Inmates may bring them
back from the community after a furlough; or a
visitor's kiss may pass to an inniate's mouth
balloon of heroin, which is swallowed and later
retrieved from_his feces. In other instances, drops
may be made by outsiders at specified locations
around the institution grounds. Correctional offi-'
cers have become involved in smuggling in drugs
for inmates, an all too freasent occurrence which
would cause havoc in an institution if publicized.
The lure of easy profit has corrupted many under-
paid Correctional employees over the years, and
continues to conkaute a major problem for
corrections. 1

While heroin constitutes the major drug prob-
lem in most institutions, a .variety of other drugs
are also utilized frequently, including stimulants
such as amphetamines and cocaine, barbiturates
and tranquiliziers (oTten obtained in the institution-
al pharmacy), and marijuana. Additionally, many

,volatile hydrocarbons such as cleaning fluids,
lighter fluids, and other similar substances are
used, sometimes with lethal results.

Our experience suggests that drugs will be
....../found even in those institutions which take pre-

cautions against the possibility of smuggling.
Thilugh the type and quantity available may vary,

. .39
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drugs are a fact of life fOr most correctional insti-
- tutions

While the extent of drug use among inmate
populations i$ not known, it must be assumed that
at is substantial. Several aftercari agencies we
interviewed during this project recalled clients
who were addicted to heroin upon their release,
from an institution; and in need of detoxification
before normal aftercare could proceed.

.. There is a good' deal of disagreement among
correctional officials on how dnig abuse programs
should respond to the presence of drugs among
participants. There is, hovever, no disagreement
about the negative impact which,widespread use
has on Both program participants and staff.

In some programs, staff members are required
to collect urine specimens from participants on

. either a surprise or a regular basis. The conse-
quences of a. positive urine vary in different' pro-
grams from immediate expulsion oo a loss of
status or the denial of 'earned privileges. In still
other programs, a positive urinalysis is used only
to indicate that the individual needs to be con-
fronted with his or her behavior in a therapeutic
context.

-.4"-- It is our personal opinion that the administra-
tion of correctional institution has the obligation
to take every precaution necessary to minimize
the availability of drugs ,because of their potential
for corrupting staff, triggering' conflict and vio-
lence l'n the inrflate population, and causing physi-
cal harm to inmates through overdose or impure
substances. Administration's usual responses to

. the suspition* of drug use include shakedowns of
living areas, body searches and urinalyses.
However, we believe that- conducting nalyses
for the purpose of uncovering drug user and dis-
tributors is not an appropriate role foc t atment
Staff. If a program is functjoning to any degree,
drug taking will be quickly apparent to both staff
and clients. One can hardly ignore al individual
who nods out in the middle of a group session, or
engages ii(non-stop talking or hand-wringing. In
programs we have seen where.urinalysis is man-
datory, the staff's preoccupatio h. ferreting
out drug stashes or catching u easily,becomes
reduced to a staff versus inmat game.

Our view regarding urinalysis ,in an institutional
drug treatment. program is countered by some
who argue that periodic unscheduled urge collec-
tions nk be beneficial both`to the program and

-to parti4ants. Doing periodic ,urinalysis lends
credibility to a program in the eyes of participants..

40..

and those outside the program. Staff Members can
use a dirty urine to confront an inmate about his
behavior and attitudes in- a helpful- rather than
punitive manner. While we do not doubt that urin-
alysis is used by some treatment staff in a thera-
peutic way, there is, in our opinion, the danger
that this practice will negatively affect the rela-
tionship between_program staff and participants.

High levels of drug use by participants in drug
abuse programs implies a staff-inmate or inmate-
inmate communication breakdown, a rejection of
the program's values, and the inmates' lack of
feeling of program ownership and responSibility.

Again, in our view, the widespread Use of drugs
should be interpreted as an indication that the
progiam has become dysfunctional, and must be
carefully evaluated, by staff and inmates alike, to
determine the underlying problems. In some in-
stances, the solution may be the removal of key
individuals. For example, in one program we vis-
ited,, several inmates had been elevated into re-
sponsible quasi-staff positions, with considerable
power over other inmates. Left alone 'by staff
who felt inadequate in dealing with addicts, they
establisfieg distribution ring for the institu-
tion, operating from the drug program, and black-
mailed other program participants into complicity
by threatening thtm with negative evaluationS.

Drug use among inmates involved in a program
may also reflect dissension among 'staff members.
Wewitnessed a program in which staff had

:.,.caused much anxiety and disorganization among
the participants by dividing into appo si ng camps
and attempting to enlist inmate silDport for their
differing sides. In this 'atmosphere, drug use flour-
ished and prografn object`" es were abandoned.

In summary, drug u among program partici-
pants must be anticipated and dealt with as it
arises. If it becomes widespread, it may be symp-
tomatic of problems within the program itselfa
signal that the program needs to examine its own'
internal need an become preoccupied with
launching surpnse shakedowns; body searches, or
urinalyses.

Note to Retider:.S oe Appendix. B for lecom-
mended Readings relating to this Chapter VII.

NOTES
1. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice

" Standards and Goals, Corrections. Washington. D C . 1973, p.
364

2 McArthur, Virginia. "Inmate Grievance Mechanisms: A
Survey of 209 American Prisons. Felleral Probation. Decem-
ber 1974, pp 41-47.
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S.

KING THE TRANSITION -TO THE
COMMUNITY

1

Ak+the-time for release froth custody approach-
es,,inthates face many difficult tasks. They are
suddenly expected to make all their own deci-
signs., to compete with others more qualified than
they in a tight job iiarket, and to re-establish rela-
tionships with spouses, parents, children, liners,
and friends. Rudely thrust into an ten environ-
ment, they must find' social alternat ves to 'mi-
na! or drug itibcqljures. And they ar expect to
cope with these pressures withou return' to

drug use.
Few inmates we interviewed ip instituti nal

programs faced the future feeling confident about
their abilityijy to adjust to the Many
feared jerejection by potential empl yers or social
acquaintances resulting from the' status as ex-

s. And many were afraid of ting back to
old friends in the drug Subculture; the only place
where they had ever achieved any!stthus.

Drug abuse treatment program' in the commu-
---nity have long recognited the neckssity of prepar-

ing an individual to live drug free after the-termi-
nation of drug treatment services. The transition
from drug dependent t drug free is a, difficult

one, even .under the st, of circumstances.
Readjustment to the community is further compli-
cated because institution life bears little relation-
ship to the demands of the free world.

Nearly all of the programswe visited attempted
'to help the inmate make this transition by prcwid-

. , iiig job 'counseling or placement, initiating con-
tacts with community-based sqcial services agen-

t cies: including drug treatment' programs, and en-.
couraging inmates to use community resources if

necessary.
Several programs' developed what might be

called a "rite of passage," a formal program, ele-
ment which signaled the end of the intensive, irp
house treatment phase, and the beginning of thef
transitional phase". These programs typically dealt

wi the newly released inr,ate's practical prob-
lem relating 16 jibs, irony, housing, family relit---

Tr

tionships, pressure from drug-using former peers,
or relationships with parole agents. Many Pro-
grams simultaneously loosenedcustoctial contkols
and gave.individuals freedom_to exercise personal
responsibility by participating in work release or
work furlough programs, educational release,
family visits, or weekend passes to community
programs such A hakway houses, etc.

The purpose of a transitional program is to, give
the individual an opportunity to "decompress"
after the institutional experience, to rationally.
contemplate the Pro lems he formerly had in the
community, and to plan ways- of making a suc-
cessful readjustment upon releise. To further
these ends, some transitional programs were re--
moved-from the institution and housed in mini-
mum security facilities, halfway houses, or as in
one instance, a separate facility run by a' mental
health department. .

'The pre-release phase of institutional pr9gram-
ming is crucial, because at this time inmates must
make contact with aftercare services which can
continue helping them to adjust after they are re-
leased. Individuals must also learn to identify
their "real" problems and devise methods of
dealing with them in the community.

Several inmates with whom we spoke fett that,
though theii.experiences in the institutional drug
program were helpful, they were not always appli-
cable to the real world. There, exaggerated res-
ponses to seemingly trivial misbehavior did not
occur, nor were people rewarded for conformity
to rules. One former participant put it like this: .

. -

"One of the things I've noticed is that there is
a-very high failure rate among those cons who

. were high status dtrdes in the joint program.
Sowhen they hit the streets, they ain't the
Chief BooHoo of the Blaver .tribe, they're lust
some run of the mill,.scumbag, e ope fiend
just out of the stammer. It's a ribMe lel-
downlots of them just fall apart."

1111k.
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Although drug treatment programs are helpful
to many-individuals, they often have relatively
limited goals which are appropriate only within
specifically. defined social environments. Thus,
inmates .must have a chance to !)wind down"
from the intensity of the institution before enter-
ing the community.

Unfortunately, the bureaucracy- of corrections
makes the continuity of services to inmates- al-
most impossible. The Drug Offender Rehabilita-
tion Program at the Shelby County Penal Farm is
the only facility we observed which allows the
continued partidipation of individuals after their
release from the institution. Being a regional-facil-
ity drawing clients primarily from ifhe Memphis
area, it is better able to provide dtiect supervision
(by staff and peers). from the moment of an in-
mate's admission up to the time of his discharge
from parole. The norm, though, is for various
agencies and individuals to provide different as-
pects of aftercare service, often in an uncoordinated
.manner. This area of the transitional phase of
treatment needs' to be developed further.

There are as many strategies for helping in--

mates make the transition to the community as
there are correctional institutions. The following
section describes some.ef the variations which we
have observed.

A. Programming in a Noilt orrectional
Setting: Western State Hospital

'Because both correctional and mental health
administrations in the state of Washington fall
under the umbrella of the Department of Social
and Health Services, it has been relatively easy to
develop a, correctional program at Western State
Hospital, a mental health facility which contains a
ward for the Drug Offenders Treatment Program.
This- co-correctional program, based on a thera-
peutic community model, is comprised of 30 of-
fenders who are between eight and 15.rrfonths of
their parole datei. Potential participants are
Screened by mental health Workers and selected
by claw prograit staff and correctional - officials.

Following a two-week observation period dur-
ing. which movement is tightly restricted, partici-
pants are permitted increased freedom.. They then
take, part in an intinsive in-house treatment phase
(N3Proximately six months), after which parole is
granted on the condition that they continue to re-
side in the facility until the staff feel they .have

42

successfUlly cotnpleted the program (normally
thre to 'six months more).

t is during this last phase of the 'program that
the individual must come to grips with the de-
mands of living in the community! Weekend home
furloughs and other priVileges are restricted until
the person "has secured a job or is attending
school, as staff. have found these types, of activi-
ties to be crucial to success during this period.. If
work or school is going well, and the persoh has
had no difficulty in the community, overnight and
weekend passes are extended until more time is
spent away from the institution than in re§iden

Thus, the individual begins to- assume the nor-
mal responsibilities of living in the community,
working, and relating to family, etc., while main-
taining a relationship with piogram staff.
Problems which might create stress can be dealt
with before they trigger destructive behavior, and
controls imposed if it appears that the individual
is behaving irresponsibly. At the end of this per-
iod, the individual graduates to the but-patient fol-
lowup phase of the program, living in the commu-
nity bail maintaining contact with program staff.

Bp Reducing Ctistodial Controls:
'Leesburg State Prison, New Jersey

The Alpha Betalcommunity progra'm at Lees-
burg prepares inmates for release by. reducing
their level of custody prior to parole, and giving
them increased access to work release-or commu-
nity service projects, At Leesburg, the minimum
security_ farm facility housing the transitional pro-
gram is located adjacent to the prison, which in-
creases interaction 'between residents of the two
facilities. Those in the minimum custzly phase, in
addition to participating in normal Alpha Meta
activities, also take part in a variety of other ac-
tivitips designed to ease the transition into the

'community, and strengthen their commitment to
drug abstinence. They have established relation-
ships with several. community drug abuse pro-
grams and school districts, and inmates are tou-
finely released to either attend or give lecttires
about their program. At the same time, the pro-
gram participant has the opportunity to deal with
those immediate problems -which will face him
upon -release, including readjusting to 'A family '
setting. At this stage, families are frequently in-
volved in counseling groups.
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Similar approaches to "decompression" are
employed by. other programs we have visited.' At
the Shelby County Penal 'Farm, while the indivi--
dual is , still in the program, he is subtnitted to
loosercontr.Ols while encouraged to make a son-
crete decision:to either work or attend school in
the community. This program has had a close
'working relationship with the nearby State Tech-
nical Institute at Memphis, a technical training
college,...Progran participant's 'are routinely re-
ferred to the choo14 vocational or educational
programs. To
Addiction

' st them in gaining employment,
Mists, most of whom are program

graduates, spend most of their time researching
employment pds bilities in the area.

11C. Use of Community-ed Re-Entry
Facilities: Camp Hill, Pennsylvania

The staff of the Blyiard program at the State
Correctional Institution, Can* Hill, Pennsylvania,
recognized the critical need fpr a re-entrY facility
for their program graduates. bespite the fact that
Pennsylvania ha4 established Community Service

Centers, or halfway 'houses for inmates leaving
the institutions, a facility whiCh emphasized treat -
ment,much 'more than. the CSC's was designed'
exclusively. for individuals who had participated in
the B Ward program.

A resident is -considered technically undersen-
lence while in the halfway house, which is located
near the institution, in Haritisburg:',The B Ward
staff recommends a transfer, Which' is sent to the
sentencing judges for approval after 'being re-
viewed by appropriate institutiotial officials. The
individual then spends from two to, 12 months in,
the halfway house, with'; the 'option, of being re-
turned to the -irisgtution at any time for discipli-
nreasons.

Initially, the individual is confined tothe half-
way hOuse, where he attends groups and 'receives
individual counseling. Major emphasis is placed
on obtaining employment, vocational .training,
education or a atmbination of these. At this time,
lamas are encouraged to visit' the facility, meet

,wiffi' the inmate and staff, and, if desired, enter
into family counseling sessio0 %4ith staff or an
outside agency. Q.

After a period of tight superlision, privileges
such as late hours and time furlought-are grant-
ed. During the latter phases of the prograin, resi-
dents may be allowed to drink alcohol: Urine test-
ing is done periodically; daily, if necessaist

Camp Hill's population is currently restricted to
those from eight contiguous counties, which al-
lows easy access to fljnilies. Administratively,
the facility is operated by a community drug treat-
ment program which subcontracts,through the B
Ward grant. Correctional officers, along with staff
recrinted, and trained by the subcontractor, are ,
assigned to work in the faciity.

This facilityiis located in an area of Hwrisburg
which. might be..labeled "transitional"fin ihat it is
going through urban renewal. It it also a4 area of
high, rime rates, drug use, and prostitution. Many
programs have experienced difficulties in becom-
ing established in "desirable" locationst% meeting
resistance from local residents whb-fear that pro-
gram residents would threaten theil safety. While,
many would debate the wisdom of locating a
treatment program for addicts in an area or high
dt'ug abuse, the fact is that most of the residents
Of the re-entry fAcility in Harrisburg cone from
just,,such a.neighborhood. The advantage of laat--
irig here is that during this peiiod; a:resident .can
deal with the many pressures which he must face
upon release, buttvith the support of peers and
staff members. e ,

This facility has effectively integrated local re-
sources into its program. For example, they have
established a relationship with a nearby 'Police
Athletic League (PAL), whose recreational facili-
ties they use. An Adlilt education center staffed by
instructors from the institutional program is also,
used by residents. Other available services in-

clude a drivers' training course (few of the resi-
dents hold valid drivers' licenses) and a free med-
ical clinic.

Iffe

D.. Summary /
In many ways, the' transitional ,,period is the

most diffictilt phate of the correctional drug treat -

men program. It is at this time that the offender
Begin stb grapple with" the -realities of, making an "
adjustment in the community. He must re-estab-
lish relationships with family,- dtid. new friends,,
and establish new patterns of social interaction.
Most important, he must find a legitimate means
of supporting 'himself.

The issue of- employment appears .,critical, ac'-
cording to most ,of the follotvup studies done' on
institutional *grants. It has been _found that a
transitional program which stresses finding suita-
ble employment and allows contact between the
program participant and the. potential employer
will Ete more helpful than *a jobplan, deVeloPed
while yhe individual is restricted to-the inititution,
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, CHAPTER I.
major' emphasis in instiUltiona programs

Yor'irlrug users' should be the eiientual involve-
ment of the -user in community *drug treatment, .
programs upon t eir parole release.,

The4hve goal, stated by the National Advi-
sory Commission on Criminal iiistice Standards
and Gdalti has, te a large Atent beCOnie a tea y.
Correctional'programs.ietutinely'refer t sts
to the drug,treatnknt,programs Wkich h
oped Yin communities ,ovd? the. last e.

.-Hgwever, questions sidgemain-segarding The tItst
way to utilize these resources.

This chapter examines_ some of the approaches
to aftercare which. -we obserriti,-and poses
questions asked us by the major actors in threaf-
tercare process'-parole agents, community pro-
gram, stif,tang parolees. It must be pointed out
that althbulth our major #ocus'' in this chapter is on
the relationship between ommunity drug treat-
ment prOgramst. argil the rtectiottal system, we

, ,

donot wish to underemp size the importance of
other community resources, i.e., ocational train-

,* ing programs, supported work programs, fainily
service or counseling,,,agencies, etc. Given thelinl-
stations of,,,,this prescriptive package, however, we
assume" thati the, need to establish liitks these

ource4wdellis' drug 'treatment programs, is
rec .

. Iti imposfant. to establish realistic goals for the
: afte. are phasybf treatment. Too often, drug
44 -ofienders- are expected to be "cured" by a short

involvement in an institutional progrun. We Vitshe
tci reiterate the obvioui: dug' dependency May be

,a long -term, chroniv condition, characterized by
.. pefrodic relapses-, Drug taking is also only 'one.

aspect of the -illirvidtlars- past retord, which inlay
',. also cnclude a background of seAous criminal; in-

voivemint, p spotty work history, dispvtive 40-
.4 ,relationships, etc. Many offenders; lave had

povi s tmiucc0sft,.1.1. in drug pro-
gr s in the community, and may resist referral if
they arc forced into treatment. 1.$

ow. ...
,. dit

" ',40 C...

ti
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AFTERCARE

Fo

H.:1w do we define success or- !Allure in after-
J,care2:The standatlit vary greatly enough to make ,
comparison of different programs .impossible. -;
recent study on the outcome of treatment' in the

-NARA' II program delineated-the criteria fortsmc-
`..ess which were established in various programl.?

At6ne end of the spectrurti, drug 'use of any kind
is considered failure and grdunds'for parole revo-
dation., At the 'other extreme is the definition

0, which condones anyone wh is not convicted of a
new crime, or does no scond 'from parole su-,
pervision; beeome insane, or die during the parole'
period, regardless of drug "usag%n behinen are
manylomplex, sliding scales for judging the de-
gree of druguse. In, short, the definition of ''suc-'
cesgists arbitrary.

- . ,-' , ,

A. Approaches to the ProVision of 4
Afteicare Services,

Tb.eie are' wrieroustays of insuring that a drug
offender re eives appropriate drug treatment or
other reiated,services as he or she moves from
the institution back to the community. 'In each. .

. case, one agency or individual in the Community
assumes a lead role in .the provision or coordina-

- tidn of services. It is impoiglant that the offenclet
be sure .just who has this responsibility, so as
minimize corifusion as well as tb prevent manipu-
lation. SD :

In earlier chapters weCexpressed the view that
participation in treatment programs in the-institu-
tion; Should -be entirely voluntarya position ,

Which we alsoadvocate with,respect to 49Xrticipa-
tion in community treatment. We Mad that most
program personnel witohad worked with parolees
who wep forced, into involvement in treatment
agreeirthat one shouldn't clutter' a prOgram with
people wh6 don't want to be there. If an indivi-
dual.does not see his,drug use as .a problem, he
will regard treatment as, an unwarranted intrusion,,
and he will either passively or aggressively try to
undermine the program.



Are there conditions under which, a parolee
;might be mandatorily. placed in .a treatment pro-

, gram? Many parole agents assert that mandatory
detoxificatiOn or residential care is the only option
.which they have when a parolee resumes drug use

_ and goes into a' "downward sPirlrbecoming
.

.:readdicted, ignoring*tegal commitrnetitst and be- .
coming inVdlved in-street hustling. At this pint,
the parole agent must bear in mind his -respotrsi-

ibiiity-tO protect the commuinity; from. criminal ac-..,
tivity. In tbs....past, parole agents often resorted le
temporarWiling parolees who appeared to be in
a downward spiral.* Beciuse parole revocation i§
increasingly beingAiruraged, given burgeoning
prison po ulation

,
parole agent must .often..

rent-tit° enfojement of short-term treatment.
The exercise of authority for therapeutiptpurposes
in this, instance appears to be both justitlabk,and
necessary for the well-being of the clienVas Tell
as tone community.

Ofte involvement in, a treatment program in
'the unity is..onditional to parole release. In
theif to to be released, many inmates agree to
participate in programs with which they are pot
familiar and which may turn °Wet° jie inappro-
priate for them. Given the wide rangenf philos
phies and approaches being utilized in community
programs, one should accept the pOssibility. that
treatment filure,, ratherthan patient failure, may
_occur. 1111b rMample, the literature bf drug abuse
treatment has for years discussed the 'inability of
Mexican-Americans to adjust to a lheavily con-
frontative therapeytic community environmeM,
because' of cultur51 prosCriptions against certain
styl public behavior. - - - 0

1. care as an extension of institutional
progra ing. The Drug Offender Rehabilitation
(DOR) program at the Shelby County Penal Farm
(itemPlits) has a unique aftercare component in
the community which is directly tiled to the insti-
tutionatrprogram. This is feasible because the in-
stit is regional and the program thus has con-

uipg access.'to participants after their release.
DOR requires,that inmates. who volunteer for the

.....in--house prograjtirmit
4,

themselves to participa-
tion iri the aft .ptiase as well; failure to do'

,.. so can result in-parole revocation.
DOR employs several peer counselo who' are

0igfaine.4
to work in t e, community. y conduct

*tribe screens twice weekl lead group counseling
sessions, and make themselves available to \others
who need specidl assistance. The 'counseling ses-
sions are condupted in a local hospital, 'although

,,the parolee May occasionally return to the institu-
tion foil/group meetings.

..
Prior to releaseastaff members. help the pro-

gram participant arrange either jOb placemetAr
enrollment in school. According trDr. 'Richard .-

`Sweet, DOR director, the content ,oftt nseling
groups in the aftercare phase be prac-
tical and directed toward everyday oblems of
rea'ajustment(to the community,jobs, and school.

fi,kikAfter 'a man graduates from DOR,i is .as-
signed to a parole officer who islamiliar wi the
program's methods and goals. The parole stand-
'ards for ,DOR graduates, are higher than it4ut
applied to other parolee!, from the penal farm,
and these conditions are striotir adhered to in
order to discourage the tendency of some to test
limit's. ,'According to -one program graduate, a
strict enforcement of parole conditions diQcour-
ages the fantasy that one can resume drug use on,
an experimental or social 'basis without resuming '
the previous destruciive pattern of use.
Resumption of drug use normally results in revo-
cation of parole a procedure which may be ini-
tiated by DOR but is the legal responsibility of
the -parole' ag

This arrangement has two advantages. First, a
consistent set st standatts, expectations, and
procedures li-applied to the individual as he
moves through the treatment process. Second,
close monitoringdei 'graduates' behavior by both
par agents and program stl'ff who are familiar
wit im allows immediate intervention if behav-
ior begins to deteriorate significantly.

A follow -up of the first .91 graduates-of The pro-
gram indicates that 67% completed the rcare
phase successfully that is, without dru or a
criminal cpnviction. It is significant to note that
some individuals who participated in aftercare'
were nOt legally required to do so, because their
sentences had expired: This reflects the level of
motivatipn which the program instills in its gradu-
ates, as well as the attractiveness of the services
which.are offeredfin aftercare.

2. The role of drug screening and referral agen-
cies in aftercare. kr:many correctional, institu-
tions, public and private drug abuse agencies are
given access to inmates for the purpote of devel-
oping pre-release plans or aging participa-
tion in community treatment. tow-

An 'increasing number o centralized diagnostic
and referral mechanisms, for drug abusers has
been developed within recent years, to facilitate

4

e
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the matching of a client with an appropriate pro-
gram. The, mechanism may be initiated at the
state level, as in New Jersey, where a joint

-' Health Department and Departtent of Institu-
tions and Agencies program, known as Communi-
ty Treatment Services (CTS), has begun providing..
diagnostic and referral services to inmates. CTS
field representatives interview selected -inmates,
'assess their specific needs, and then 'make a refer-
ral to one.of the regional intake centers currently
operating in New Jersey.- The goal of this ,pilot
program, ndw receiving approximately 50 refer-
rals plr month, is td develop an appropriate
community release plan wlch is also acceptable
tothe parole boaid.

`Diversion programs for drug offenders have
been established in most urban areas. These agenr
ties have the capacity and kexperience necessary
to prc vide correctional- proems with diagnosis

a
,4 and referal, urine screening, patient mooring,

and other necessary services. .1

We interviewed staff from the federally spon-
. sored TASC (Treatment Alternatives to- Street
Crime).programs who were involved with correc-
tions, Robert L. Woodall, the director of the
Cleveland TASC program, told us that they began
developing release plans at the request of inmates
in several Ohio institutions. TASC also estab-
fished liaisons with' two ser-help - programs in
Ohio institutions, training them in treatment tech-
niques and conducting groups, until funding cut-
Wks faced.them to curtail these activities. They
have 'worked with the local parole department,
training officers to deal with addicts, and assisting
theM in locating and utilizing community re-
sources. TASC also 'encouraged the development
of a specialized addict caselold within parole.

Currently, TASC does urine testing at.the parole
agent's request. They may also refer parolees to
programs which are operated3by*TASC (two out-
patient, multi-modality programs), or to other
community programs which meet TASC, minimum
standards. one probleuk which the Cleveland
TASC program has had with parolees, according

` to Mr. WOO(Lall, is that, of those who inter -
wedwed in the institution and who develop parole,

plan , only a small percentage actually report to
TASC upon release for placement. Mr. Woodall
estimated this percentage at 23%, which would

est that the project is manipulated by inmates

failures to report 'upon rele se makes this a 'less.
der to obtain release. large percentage -of

failures
JP than cost effective use of ASC persdnnel, and.
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strong militates for more active participation in
placement planning by the parole agent, who has
legal responsibility for the offender's performance
in the community. .

The Pima County (Arizona) TASC program in
Tucson has begun to formalize a promising rela-
tionship with corrections. TASC staff began visit-
ing correctional institutions on an informal basis,
assisting inmates in developing release plans.
Their value was recognized by both corrections
and the parole authorities, .as a result of Which a
more formal ar&-ngement has been developed.
Under their current agreement, according to M.-
Patricia Mehrhoff, TASC supervisor, TASC regu- °
larly receives a list of inmates with histories of
drug abuse who are due to be paroled within dime
months. These individuals, along with others who
may request TASC assistance, are interviewed at
the Instituti Their 'needs' apon release are dis-
cussed, a tC attempts to determine what
problems ticipate upon Awn to the com-
munity. A mmunity study is undelitaken, includ-
ing.,an investigation of the inmate's family situar

-tion. If a spouse is addicted, for example, TASC
will attempt to involve,both in treatment, because
an inmate's chances of success are undermined
considerably by an addicted family member.

When a release plan is, developed; and agreed
upon by th inmate, a .contract is signed by

" TASC, the mate, and the -parole agent. This
contract ma include such conditions as working
or attending hool. Though participatiOn in treat-
ment is' a' condition of the contract, a particular
treatment prmam is not specified. The rationale
for is, accolling to Ms.' Mehrhoff, is that inabil-
ity M adjust to a particular treatment modality
may not 'indicate client failureit may simply be
an - inappropriate placement. Other conditions
which 4, be imposed include urine testing, regu-
lar attendance at, treatment progr s, and move-
ment toward 'achieving the goals s died in the
contract.- ..

Although TASC has no degal authority in this
relationship, a violation of the conditiOns of the
contract may result in their "blowing the Whistle"'
to Oise parole agent. Given their relationship with
parole, this is tantamount to a violation. Thus,
according to Ms. Mehrhoff, parolees regard the
,TASC staff as having "clout" enough to back 'up
their demands.

In comparing the experiences of the above
TASC programspthey relate to the correctional

`client, it 'becomes clear that their role must be

. 7,
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clearly cleaned and understood by clients and pa-
role agents. As shown by the 'ucson TASC pro-
tram, Co+-acts are useful in clarifying responsi-
bilities.'TASC and other drug diversion programs
are uniquely situated between criminal justice and

D
community treatment agencies, acting as brokers
'between the two. Their' involvement with correc-
tional aftercare' programs can only serve t

strengthen and clarify the links between ec-
tions and community programs. They may also
postess skills and, experience in dealing with driig
offenders which' can assist the parole agent ih the
management of his caseload.' At a time when
funding for drug-abuse services is diminishing, the
increased utilization of such agencies TASC
can reduce costs relate duplication of serv-
ices.

In those communities where specigliied drug
abuse caseloads are not developed in parole de-
partments, diversion agencies may be called upon
to provide the necessary expertise, and the parole
agent may play only a minimal supervisory role?
or he may Spend more time providing ancillary
services which do not require a special back-
ground in drug 'abuse,

3. The parole agent as provider or broker of
services. Although specialized agencies are play-
ing an increasingly important role in providing
aftercare services for drug offenders, the parole
officer remains the key to aftercare 'services. In
most states, parole agents are responsible for
deyeloping an inmate's release plans. They must
also develop community resources and- establish
working relationships with them, and -understand
the modalities which each employs and ,what
types of clients are appropriate to eacti.

Drug offenders may be supeivised in either an
integrated or a specialized drug caseload. In any
rural areas, specialized caseloads are not pr ctical
because of the small numbers of drug offen rs or
the limited community .resources which are

e ized. However, in most areas with large numbers
Of parolees with drug. histories, specialized drug
pseldads have become comiion.

The specialized caseload is generally staffed by
parole agents interests or back-
grounds in drug abuse. tome agents volunteer for
drug units because, as they say, ;`junkies are a
real challenge to me." Many parole agents receive
academic training in counseling techniques,
abuse, or other subjects which'aid them hir
ing with drug offenders.

Numerous studies on parole outcome with ad-
' dicts point to the importance of the individual

officer's personality and orientatiott If a parole
agtnt sees surveillance and control as his major
responsibilities, revocations will probably occur
ffequently, However, a parole agent who is Oexi-.
ble and willing to try alternatives1With unrespon-
sive clients, will have a'lower rate of revocation.
This fact is clearly demonstrated, in recent fatter-
care studies in California, 'where significant differ-
ences were found in revocation rates among indi-
vidual officers.3

Numerous ,parole officers .indicate that their
objectives in dealing with drug offenders have
changedradicallyover the last several years. The
optimism whichcompanied the development of
elaborake correctional treatment prograrns at both
the federal and state leg's has been tempered
recently by the realization that individual change.
noes not come easily. Performance standards in
many systems have been liberalized, and the
mechanistic approach to addict-parolees replaced
with a more realistic and flexible' approach.

With the development of a- network of private
and public community drug programs, those oper-
ated by the parole department have assumed less
importance. In general, given the widespread
availability of suitable community-based pro-
grams, there, appears to be little justification for
funding programs which duplicate existing serv-
ices. The possible exception to this might be resi-
dential facilities which allow an agent 'to tempo-
rarily house a parolee whose behavior is deterior-
ating. ,

In this section, we describe three different ap-
proaches to providing aftercare services. In the
fiat, the institution itself remains a major force

g aftercare, involving Only those individuals
have graduated from the institutional pro-

gr m. In the tact two examples, the potential
Population includes both those who participated in
institutional programs and those who did not. The
second model involves community agencies., both
public and private, in the recruitment, screening,
referral, and/or monitoring of persons in aftercare
status. Their role in' aftercare is a primary one,
despite the fact that they have no legal authority
The ;Aral approach, perhaps the most common,
invdillth the parole agent as'a facilitator or media-
tor between the client and the resources of the
community.

g
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B. Establishing
.

e ationships
with Community Drug Programs

The parole agent is the key individtal in estab-
lishing and maintaining links hg.tween,the correc-
tional client and community drug abtise programs.

As every pacole_agent who has worked with
drug. programs kriws, rograms vary widely, not
only in their basic appr aches to treatment, but, in
their, stability as organizations' and in their re
tivity to correctional clients. It is important that
the parole agent be aware of the current status of
each program; as these programi often deteriorate
rapidly because of staff dissension, funding diffi-
culties,_or disruptive behavior by clients. In order
to facilitate the relationship between the correc-
tional client and the drug -treatment agency, we
have prepared a 'checklist" for parole agents,
representing a summary of suggAtions and prac-

. tices of numerous parole officers whom we inter-
viewed.

Visit the program personally, interview both
staff and clients, and 'observe the physical
facilities and the treatmenr-ffraalities em-
ployed. While this suggestion is perhaps ob-
sliou. we have found that many parole

simplyagents smply refer on the basis of a prograrii
description, without having any first-hand
knowledge about- it. A contact inside a pro-
gram can be a ryaluable source of information
about changes that are occurring. Often-
times, the most important insights into a pro-
gram can be obtair' d sim* by observing
the way in which patients -and staff relate to
one anotker. Generally speaking, it is the
quality OT these -relationships which hole
clients in drug abuse programs. This is parti-
cularly important with the correctional client,
inasmuch as he -or she has come from an

_environment in which trust, was difficult to
establish. - 4'''

Learn about the various treatment methodol-
- ogles employed by the program. Drug abu-

sers, like many other people, often have
gross' misconceptions about the nature Of

---- drug treatment and what it can or cannot
accomplish. If a parolee enters a program
with unrealistic expectations, he or she might
quickly fail. One of the- major responsibilities
of the parole officer, in acting as a broker
between his clients -and treatment programs,
is to interpret and clarify program goals- and
methods. He or she must have a basic under-
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standing of the client's needs, "and must at-
tempt to match those needs with the appro-

- priate services.
'A thorough understanding of single modality
programs is particularly important. A parolee
who is considering enrolling in a methadone
maihtenance progfam, for exx ginple, must
have a, thorough understandA of what this
impliesthe possible sidet Yfects ofthe drug,
the length of treatment, regulations govern-
ing dispensing methadone, and 'withdrawal
procedures. Similarly., if a therapeutic cqm-
munity (TC) is suggested, it would be impor-
tant that the Berson understand the total
commitment which is dertianded of TC parti-
cipants, ast well as the activities which are.
typical of the TC approach, which sorne
might regard as degrading.
Determirie what entrance requirements. are
for each program, and what chargei,"if any
there are for services. In many' programs,
admisgion is open to anyone,,who wishes to
participlate,_ while in other, .Programs, highly
selective criteria are appfted. For ewmple,
an individual who wishes to enroll in a meth-
adone maintenance program must meet mini-
trim FDA standards for admission, which
include at leasta two year history of opiate
aclarettitutitml two unsuccessful attempts at
del oxificatiorr-

r Determine the capacity of .the drug program
to provide a ancillary services. Many drug
programs define their mission strictly in
terms of a "drug problem"and their serv-
ices are narrowly focused on this issuefOth-
er programs provide a variety of other im-
portant services, either directly or through
referral. It is important to know whether the
following services are available through the
program: emergency medical or psyChiatric
services, including overdose treatment; crisis
intervention counseling, detoxification serv-

. ices, outreach. housing, -vocational testing,
training, or referr,a1,,family counseling, recre-
ation& or social activities, educational testing
or 'referral, medical services, and legal assist-
ance. ,

Assess the attitudes and practices of Program
-statiFtowardorrectional clients and correc-
tional persoWnel. Although most programs
now readily accept clients referred by
,corrections, many 'do so under conditions
which may or may not be acceptable to the

I.



'parole agent. One muskestablish the "ground
y,ttles"'at the outset, s9 that the responsibili-
ties and obligations- of Ch paty the, pro-.
gram and the pawl- cerare clearly 1.111-7-
derstood. Treatment ams must abide by
federal confidentirilit oelines, and-caruiot,
by law, provide parole iffieers with infcarma-
tion aboui..4elient, except when authorized
by.the client's written waiver. We have en-
countered _programs, for example, that refuse
to tell a parole/agent whether' an individual
has stopped attending this program: informa-
tion which is not covered by the confidential-
ity regulations.
Monitor the morale of-the program. In corn-
munity programs, as in institutional pro-
grams, staff and client dissension can be dis-
astrous. There are normally some obvious
indicators oflinernal dissension. Staff and

lens form into cliques, and an "us against
them" feeling pervades the program. Drug
taking or dealing in and around the program,
may become "I problem. Incidence 'of vio-
lenee or- theft may increase. Drug abuse
agencies have tended, historically, to be ex-
tremely volatile organizalipns, for many rea-
Rms. When They do blow upjt wise for
the parole agent to carefully nffnitor the situ-
ation, and if necessary, withdraw or transfer
the parolee in order to protect hisvor her in-,
terests.
Be flexible about a par e's progress in
treatment. Too, often, we have fOund, the
inability of an individual to successfully
complete a treatment regimen is interpreted
as client failure. It must be recognized that
while this may be true, it is also possible that
the treatment program selected was simply
Het' appropriate to the individual's needs.
Often, environmental pressures trigger behav-
for which cannot be dealt with in a particular
treatment setting. For example.' out-patient
group counseling may sufficiently meet the
needs of an individual for a period of time
when things are going well. However, as-
sume that he or she loses a job, is separated
from a loved one, or experiences Some other

personal trauma which triggers.a run of drug
use. At that point, the on1Falteritaae may

. be a residential program=a hospital based
detoxification program, (Italfway, house, or a
therapeutic community setting. In short, one
needs to recopied, that as situations
change, needs change. ,

The director of a large aftercare program in Las
Angeles told us that the majority of their work
with parolees involves ention in crises le-
gal hasslesi resumption of dKig sprels., fights with
parents, spouses, Or common-law partners, arrests
for publicdrunkenness, gutty theft, etc. Keeping.
parolees functioning in -the community requires

-that the program respOnd to these crises, support
any possible progress, and continue to maintain.-
contict until the crisis has been resolved and the
parolee is able to resume participation in a normal
fashion.

In summary, drug treatment ams in the
community are an important ce for the
correctional client. however, e to be
properly utilized, a solid working relationship must
be established between the prograin and the pa --
rote agent. The parole agent must be knowledgea-
ble ,about prograrn philosophies, modalities, pro-
cedures, and selection methods. He must keep in
constant contact to insure that the prOgragn is ful-
filling its pesporrsibilities. And "finally, the parole
agent must recopize that "success" is rare when
dealing with drug offendersprogress may be
slow, and setbacks frequent. The patience, and
flexibility of The partile agent pus becomes the
critical element in'any aftercare `program.

Note to Reader: 4See AppendixB for Recom-
mended Readings relating to this-Chapter IX.

NO1S
I National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice

Standards and Goals. Correction%, Was1;"D C ;1973 Page 273
2 The NARA,II Program After Four Years. Some Varia-

bles Related to Outcome. a research report prepared by the
Federal Bureau of Prisons. Washington. D.C. 1972

3. Narcotic Treatment CAntrol Prograp, Phase III. Re-
search Report Number 25. prepared by the Research Division.
Department or Corrections. State of California. June 1968.
Page 39
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., CHAPTER k. EV

/4

A410N OF PROGRAMS

The task of evaluation is'to estimate the extent
to which a programstA as therapeutic comma-
nity, biofeedback or methadone maintenanceis
achieving its goals. Many parties have a strong
interest in_how, this task is performed and what it
yieldsthe pablic that suffers from crime commit-
ted to lypport a drug hiOit and pays for cone°-

, nodal programs, the elected officials_ who are held
!responsible for making expenditures wisely, the
employees who eatn their livelihood 'from the
provams, and'ihe drug abusers who are the sub-
jects and d objects of the programs. frequently
such diverse parties have different and even con-

-Acting concerns that may impede evaluation ef-
fort. Theseand other problems Can be illuminat-

e ed by trying to answer four broad questions.

A. By What Societal:Goals Should a
Program be Evaluated?

A common presumption is that the prime objec-
tive of a treatment program for .drug abusers is to
achieve abstinence from nonmedical drug ,use
and. of corrections. to eliminate recidivism by the
offenders it releases. Certainly the attainment of
these objectives is desirable and,,Otould be mea-
sured in any evaluative effort. Nevertheless, as
Chapter 2 emphasizes. experience has shown
these targets to be elusive, so programs must of-
ten be assessed not just by whether they "hit the
bullseye," but by how close they comp. More
Practical goals include: (a) reducing clients' drug
use; (b) diminishing the-volume and seriousness
of their crimes; (c) creasing their employment;
(d) integrating th into drug free relation;hips in
the community. This list stresses objectives of
importance to society as a whole, birtis far from
exhaustive of these. and it omits additional con-
cerns of administrators. which will be discussed
later.
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B. What Comparisons Indicate
Societal Goal Achievement?

tThe goalS specified above are comparative, in
that tbo refer to reducing some variables (drug
abuse Ed crime) or increasing others (employ-
ment and social integration):-To measure any such
reduction or increase- one 'must compare two or
more observations made at different times. Four
main types of comparison wilt be considered here,
each with certain advantages and with definite
limitations.

1. "One-shOt" pastrelease obseriiations of 'Ord-
gram clients. Presumably all clients discussed
here were convicted of h crime and found to .be-
drug .abusers so evaluation begins with these
fFts,. to which any subsequently procured infor-
mation can be compared. Thgrefore, program re-
sults' may be indicated if .knowledge is colleQted
on the clients' subsequent crime or drug use, .for
example. by new `app sheets" on their criminal
records or by the rrultS of uririetests. ThisAcina
of evaluation can k7ivmmarized as the percent
of clients not no using drugs-or with no new
criminal record, of a given period after release
into the communi y. One can also record the per-
centage:working 'or attending school, or the per;

ce4tage of married subjects living with min-addict
spouses. With appropriate reservations, these can
all be called "success" rates of the treatment.

Ohe, limitation in these go'ss success rates has
,already been indicated; they may not reveal
some degree of change in those who are not com-
plete successes,' such as their less continuous in-
volvement in crime or drug_abuse now than for-
merly. Of course, one can judge whether any pew

rimes withwth which they are charged are as serious
as those for which they were sent to the correc-
tional program, and (le can also report changes
from "hard" to "set" drugs, or the reverse. In
addition, one can make repeated or "multi-shot"
postrelease observations' of the same clients at
regular intervals to note trends in their conduct.
t°
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The most important reservation on conclus ns
from "one-shot" or "multi-shot" postr ease
observations of a program's clients, how ver, is
that the information thus procured does/not per-
mit comparison of the program with ,,ther treat-
ment alternatives or with no troa
Some changes in crime, drug use,,
other variables of interest occur
maturation alone; therefore, it i

%%tether a program has altere
for unless their changes in
Pared to those of similar

6 2. Pre-post rampart
The degree of change
treatment program in
inferred best by
*lents over,..ati e
and after 'they en
Ole employment/
clients or their

'year in the co
program, can
ment, attenda
year`in the

ent at all.
ployment or

in peoptirom
difficult to know

its clients' behav-
nduct can be dom-

rsons nit in the pro-

ns of -program clients.
achieved by a drug abuse
correctional agency, can be

'series of observations on
ended period of time, before
red the program. For example,

record or school attendance of
earnings or grades in their last

munity before entering a treatment
be compared with their employ-
e, earnings or grades in their first

community after treatment. Similarly,
the clienti' days of incarceration in any type of
juwenile or adult correctional facility during the
five years preceding and five years after involve-
ment ina drug treatment progralfi can belibulat-
ed, and issa sensitive index to,cbangsi in the fre-
quency and severity of law violations. Some re-
searchers have even constructed from interviews
and records a narcotics use history of the entire
lifetime tf each client, and thus made_pre-Post
compari s for those in civil commitment pro-
grams. M y programs reveal appreciable success
rates if comparisons are made betwe stre-
lease conduct trends of the clients'andiheir be-

1\havior records long before treatment; such suc-
cess may not be evident if one just compares
their condition when admitted to their postrelease
record.

'All the above, and other types of pre- and post-
treatment data, will indicate percentage increa§e4
or reductions of various typei, but they may.'
merely be describing maturation effects. Thus Pre-
post comparisons of a single program's clients
retain the defect of "one-shot" observations, that
they do not indicate how the success or failure
rates o served compare with those of similar per-
son§ in rent programs Or in no program at alt

3. Controlled experiments. Theoretically`,` the
A= optimum millhod for, comparing the. effects of a

a
treatment program with other programs or with no

.treatment at all is by the classic controlled expert=
ment that has advanced knowledge in medicine
and in many other fields of inquiry. 'Applied to

-assessing a treatmeniewam for drug abusers 'hi
a corrects agency., controlled experimentation
requires recruiting appreciably more applicants
for the program than the number to whom it will
be made available, then, using purely, random
methods to select those olho are admitted to the
program and those who are denied it. People._ in
the prdgram are the treatment (or "experimen-
tal") group and the others are the control group.
One can, of course, test several program alterna-
tives at once by randomly assigehrg people to.
different experimental groups, each receiving a
somewhat different treatment. A comparison of
"one-shot," "multi-shot", or pre-post data on all
case's later will indicate whether:there is any per-
centageof change in an experimental. group dif-
ferent from that found in those receiving no treat-
mentthe control groupor is groups with alter-
native treatments.

A*.
While this method of evaluation is theoretically

optimum, there often are,,practical difficulties in
applying it in corrections. The reason fo dom-
fy dividing, applicants into treatme and control

oups is to avoid the poisibility at the Sitccess
failure.rates of the various ups are due to the

types of person selected for them, rather tharrlo'
the treatments they receive. Ra miiation max-
imizes the' probability that a gr p of _persons as-
signed to a treatment, and the control group den-
ied it are statistically Identical in their mixture (if
traits, but this probability only is high if dth
groups are large. With small groups there. is:1
great chance of the treatment and control groups
being different in impdriant . respects,. such as',
prior criminal or drug abtise records, or age. This
can be peeveirred or redid to some extent by
"stratified random" selection, in which applicants
are divided itdd categories similar in ,presuMed
relevant characteristics and then the treatment
and control groups are randomly selected in e4gal
proportions from each categori.

Some people object sgn alleged civil ,rights
grbiinds to the whole idea of controlled experi-
ments with people, even with randomly selected
volunteers, preferring that we remain igntrant of
the effectiveness of treatment programs (discussed
in Rivlin and Timpane, 197* But even When the
division into treatment and control groups is en-.

' dorsed by officials and is adequate from the stand-

ter
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point...of. research procedures, the experiment can
be "contaminated" in many respects after it is
begun. . -

.

Persons thinking an experimental treatment is
desirable before it is evaluated, often surrepti-
tiously transfer people from the Control to the
treatment group, or make the treatment available
to members of control group. Frequent Its the
treatment staff ha estet interest in their pro-
gram and, try to remove the worst risk cases, sak
that their results will be favorable or their task
will be easier. Sometimes clients_ assigned to the
treatment group change their minds abourpartici-
pating in it. Occasionally staff who have faith in a
program even before it is tested will want to send

0 only the worst casevio it.
There is also the so-called "HaWthorne Ef-

% fect," ?thereby peOple in a special prop-am,
whether"clients'or staff, have unusually high mo-
rale because of the attention they receive or the
fact that they are pioneers, and this spiritthe
fact that _they "try harder is responsible for
whatevef..--unusual'succfss they have rather than
the treatment methods they are evaluating; if this
is the case, the results of the experinfent may not
apply to future mole routine applications of the
treatment method. Finally, there is the fact that
staror clients often resist having assignments
mane to one group or another by random methods
because they think that they, know best Ail is
most in need of or most deserving of a program
even before it is evaluateA, er because they have

0 friends who want to be in the treatment rather
than the control group, or vice-versa. Sometimes
%they find it inconvenient to maintain the inkial
assignments anti they transfer people about ,e-

spite-the experimenta design_

All of the above p oblems impeded the progr
tVnowledge in expert ntal medicine and o
fi38s of inquirly, and th y'often make evn t
suggestion ofran experimental design in correc-
tions objectionable to many people'. Because of
these problems, the carrying out of an experimen-
tal, design, including What happens to both- the
treafigent and the control cases. must be closely
monitored , to assure that these two or more
groups differ only in the treatment they receive,
and that itiis treatment. is accurately described.'
Sometimes impediments to conducting rigorous
experiments *n be corrected after they arise, or
can be taken nto account in assessing the find-
ings. More of n, t present, the controlled expe-
riment is just a abstract ideal in evaluation, ei-

tilt!: never attempted or severely obstructed after
it is begun, so alternative mellidds that apProxi:
mate it are used instead.

4. Quasi-experiments. In a quasi-experiment
the results achieved in a treatment group, as re-
vealed by "one-shot" or "multi-shot" or pre-
post observations, are compared with those
achieved by a comparisontgroup. The comparison
group is not selected randdinly, as a control group
would be, but is instead any group that can be,
studied and is presumed to be highly similar to
the treatment group in every respect, but was not \
in the prograw to be' evaluated. Sometimes the
comparison group consists of clients in the_agener--
before a treatment method, to be evaluated was
introduced, or persons in other facilities or,jdris-
dictions where The-treatment method' has not. yet
been introduced, or just clients of the same agen-
cy who did not receive the treatment, for whatev-
er reasons.

The. obvious pitfall in quasi-experiments, as
compared .with rigorously controlledexperiments,
is the probability that comparisoll !hd treatment
groups differ in featureg that affect their subse-
quent behavior apart from the treatment itself.
Thnstagroup 'released earlier or in another city
may have been exposed to different economic
co ditions than existed when the treatment group
w s releasedi.or may be different in average age,

or criminality, prior drug experience, or any
ther imnportant variable. The latter type of prob-
em can be partially overcome by matching the

comparison group to gm. treatment group through
randomly removing ,from a list of those studied
for comparison ifje people who comprise a higher
pe entage in some category than is found in the
treat tent group. Thus, if the comparison group
has more people over 30 than the treatment
group, enough in this age bracket can be removed
randomly from the cdtiparison group to make the
proportions of each ,range identital in the two
gioups.

No findings from evalliation can be considered
absolutely. ,conclusive and infallible, but when
contrbiied--elperiments or quasi-experiments are
repeated in ricany different settingsdand yield simi-
lar results, we are more assured of their validity.
The mile scientifitaTly rigorous the evaluations
are in design and execution, the greater can be
our degree of confidence in them". Especially use-
ful is evidenee from evaluative research which
tests explanations as to why a particular. treatment
method should be effective, if these ,explanations

.
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are deduced from general theoretical principles
that and have been fou valid in a large va-
rier of beavior (see Glaser, 1'75).

CW*Should Evvaluate Whom?

Although administrators may seek' to achieve
societal-goals, such as reducing drug abuse and
recidivism,, they also have otherobjectives that
concern them more immediately and directly.
These administrator goals include: ,,(a) keeping
clietlts contented; (b) maintaining staff morale; (c)
procuring pgiblic support and funding for their
operations; (d) reducing stress and insecurity in
their jobs. Frvom the standpoint, of the _general

It public and of elected officials *responsible to the
- public; it is desirable to attain both societal goals

and administrator goals, but societal goals are
most important. Whether or not correctional offi-

4,
vials agree with -this ranking in the abstract, in
practice they tend to give first priority to..the
aboye- foul types of administrator goal. This is

. particularly true at the, lower levels of authority,
but it is frequent at, every echelon. If these priori-
ties impede at6inment of societal goals, or could
be adversely affected by a valid evaluation of how
well societal goals are attained,:many administra-
tors tend to resist such evaluation. -

The extent to which, adthinistrator goals ate at-
tained often is 'assessed 'by program supervisors
only through their personal impressions, but they
sometimes ern due to poor communication with
their subordinates or because of a lack of. objec-

t tivity. They can then benefit frbm evaluative re-
search on 'the attainme14 of the administrator
goals, for example, having an outside survey re-
search organization poll clients, staff or the public
systematically..

TO assure concern with both'societal and ad-
', ministrator goals, resources ;rid responsibility for

evaluation should be placed in a research office

reporting directly to someone above ale- level of
operations administrator. Thus researchers may
be under the director of a state department of
cortec s, perhaps as part of a planning unit, or
ma mployed .by an agency 'of the federal

ent monitoring state and .local programs
idizes, or by a state planning and,graii(

criminal wstice.or'drug
o procure frilowup infor-t

rpm agencies other than the
from which they were re-

c. ing agency
abuse field. The
mation on release
correctio

4

leased also justifies having the research office
identified with a hila level in the\geVernment hier-

..archy. Nevertheless, effective evaluation4equires
backing and agsistance t every level of admin-
lk'station involved in the p ogram to be evaluated.

Researchers require access to'any records perti-
nt to theirtask, and must be aide to interview

an Bents or taff, or former clients,or former .

staff, pply information relekant to the
questions being in estigated. Ideally they shodld
have multiple tour s of information, 'sci,,that each
can be use checkron the validity, of others.
For the most rigorous type of research, controlled
experiments, 4nd even for quasi-experiments,
they must have cooperation irony treatment and
administrative staff in following the research de- .

sign. They should be able to monitor treatment
operations to ascertain tilt an experimental pro-
gram is being followed, d todescribe the serv-
ices Provided' for treatment and control' groups, --
and client response to the services., '1r

There'is no simple formula to assure such ex-
tensive 'cooperation in'evaluation, te' maximize its
precisioh artd objectivity. 'Perhaps the best gtiar-
antee is to have a long tradition of rigorous re-
search, with the resulti always 'fully reported to
the public regardless of whether findings are ,fa-
vorable or-unfavorable to existing Practices. Such
a tradition is evident in the California Youth Au-
thority and the California Department of Correc-
tions, and is growing in some other agencies. It
was furthertd in California by relegislative budget
committee'sinitiative during the 195% proposing
that approximately one percent of the correctional
budget be devoted to research, primarily oriented
to evaluation.. In_ other states and some federal
agencies similar allocations Of research have not
been as persistently maintained, research posi-
tions have been filled with persons., lacking appro- 4.
priate training and experience, fncl research staff
have been diverted from evaluatioh, or have had
their evaluative reports Highly restricted in dis-,
semination or suppressed. .

F.& many types of evaluation it is pieferable to ;
contract for research by a university group or a
research firm

11,
rather than having it done by

correctional agency:s own research staff. What is
optimum depends mainly on the research perSon-
nel available at a particular time and place for the
'project that is go be undertaken. Relevant consid-
erations include not only the competence of re-
searchers (best aemonsteated.by' work completed
in the past rather than .by academic degrees), but

6
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also, the detachment and objectivity of the e

se a r ch organization of whieh they are a part.
Sometimes an outside firm or a university profes-
sor is recruited for a specific evaluation, rather_
than having it done by an "in-house" research
organization, in orderPto obtain fresh perspective,
freedom from past ties to program pergonnel, or
lack of any vested interest in a particular evalua-
tion outcome. #

!dap.: evalOation should hot be undertaken on
a piecemeal bisis, as a series of scattered and
uncoordinated .studies. but should be a routirfe
function of correctional treatment, as are book-
keepiug and accounting in most- businesses or
qualy control-in manufacturing; This routiniza-
tionitads to the integration of Operational and re-
search records so that they best fit needs of both
prilgram personnel and evaluators; designing and
testing record forms to accomplish this objective,
and monitoring their use, then becomes a research
office responsibility' (for fuller discussion, see

Glaser, 1973: Chapter 8). With modern computer-
ized record - keeping, this integration can lead not
only to more efficient population and operation
accounting systems, bitt to prompter and fuller
feedback of evaluative information than has here-
tofore been possible, if postrelease data on clients
are 40 utinely added to the information collected
on them while they are in a treatment program.

Mutual benefits accrue from close interaction
between research and operations staff at every
level, bo h in the field and the central office. Re-
searchers then, more readily, provide opera-
tions staff 'with aluative statistics on attainment
of both administr for and societal goals`, opera-
tions staff -can contribute to research a sensitivity
to issues and problems in treatment, and Alp
awareness- of differences between , "how things
realty are" and-how they are reported. That can
greatly improve the validity and utility of evalua-
tion. 4'

D. How Can EvalUatioris be ExPressed
as Monetary Benefijs in Relation to
Costs?

Ultimately the public, in its private contribu-
tions and in the government policies that it sup-
ports, deals with monetary questions on how it,
wishes to cope with each social problem. Should
more, bip spent in combating cancer, and IP so,
should it be taken from expenditures to cope with
drug abuse? Of investments in dealing with the
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drug problem, how much should be spent in anti -
dig abuse education and hoW much one treating -

drug abusers in correctional custody or supervi-
sion? In treatment within correctional, systems,
how much should be _allocated to methadone
maintenance and how much to biofeedback train-
ing or therapeutic communities? Furthermore, a
societal goal is always to avoid a y, fruitless Costs
in treatment programs.

Each type of expenditure on dr g abuse treat-
ment in corrections presumably ields different '.
returns of drug abuse or crime reduction per dol-
lar. If we knew exactly what these yields were, or
even approximately, our money could be spent
more wisely. Currently government support is not
concentrated on any single treatment- modality
because: (a) we presume that each type of treat-
ment has a different contribution to make that
complements the others, and that each is of most
help to a different typeof client; (b) we assume
(though 'we lack the knowledge to apply precisely)
an economic law that after the minimum invest-
ment necessary is made for each type of treat-
menta point of diminishing returns per additional
dollar eventually is reached, so that rationality,
dictates distributing funds among alternative treat-

, ments to equalize marginal benefits, that is, to
produce the same additional benefit from the last
dollar spent on each program (a point presumably
reached with quite different expenditures for
each); (c) we-cannot measure precisely either the
benefits or the costs of our diverse programs, so
we hedge bur investments by giving some funds
to all that impress Ls favorably.

Increasingly, the advancement of the social sci-
ences and their application in government, creates
demands for more precise justifications when giv-
ing public funds to programs for coping with so-
cial problems. This trend was manifest during the
1960s in the pressure for "program performance
budgeting" and in the 1970s for .conversion of
evaluation data into cost-benefit analyses. Such
c. ersions' require estimation of the per-client
,costs ch alternative treatment modality, and
assignm of a reasonable monetary ,value to
benefits t e treatments produce in crime and drug
abuse re' tion. Also tabulated as benefits are 1

and taxes paid- by erpployel ex-offend-
ers, as compared with the costs of crkiinal justice
processing and incarceration, for recidivists, and
even the welfare costs of supporting the depend-
ents of recidivists. These cost and benefit anal-
yses can be made in a -very complex manner, but

,



it usually is preferable to begin simple .calcu-
lations (for illustrations, see Glaser, 1973: Chapter .
4). When monetary benefits can be demonstrated
as the basis for requesting budget support for
treatment programs, legislatures are likely to be
favorably impressed. This should be a strong mo-

pow,

tivation for program directors-to encourage evalu-
ation research and the conversion of its findings
to benefit and cost estimations.

Note to Reader: See Appendix B for Recom- -

mended Readings relating to this Chapter X.

I
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.CHAPliii XI. PLANNING, COORDINATION, AND
FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS .

TOW chapter reviews some of the ways' in
which planning an coordination of correctional
drug abuse programs can be improved,_,jving
,examples .from those states in which winvesti-
gatedplanning and funding mechanisms. A com-
plete breakdown of, the planning process iu. this
area is beyond the scope of this prescriptive pack-
age; but additional references are provided at the
concltision of the chapter..

A. Planning for Correctional
Treatment Programs

The' impetus for initiatingan institutional drug
abuse treatment program may come from a varie-
ty of internal and external sources: Oftentimes,
correctional systems respond to legislative or

. media pressures to provide treatment for offend;
ers with drug.histories.Sin the other hand,, pres-.
sures may originate from the inmate populatibn
itself,as was recently the case in the state of
Washington. Regardless of the source, the plan-
ning process remains the same.

The first step .in any planning effort is a -deter-
'Flirtation of the-need for services. One source of
rough data is if fovided by the annual statistical
compilations on the institutional population, nor-
mally collected at the time of an inmates admis-
sion. These statistics roughly indicate the.percent-
ige 9f the inmate population who have had drug
offenses, though it may not identify drug abusers
who,have been convicted of non-drug offenses.

A recent study of a cross-section of the inmate
population in the Oregon correctional a system
provides a good example, of how the Inmates'
perspective can be used to help assess needs. In
this study, interviewers elicited pertinent informa-
tion by. asking the following:

'Questions dealing with pampal background,i.
history of drug and alcohol Abuse, and crit-
nality. These .quections were intended to
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shed light on inmates' perceptions of the
problems that led to their incarceration.
Questions dealing.with the kinds of problems

- ...inmates (and parolees) 'experience. These
questions were intended to ideigify emotion..
al and other pressures, specific crises, .and
environmental circumstances which inmates
related to -their difficulties.

s o Questions dealing with prison experiences.
These questions were intended to assess
inmates', attitudes toward rehabilitation, and
to determine the nature and extent of their
efforts to deal with -their problems white in-
carcerated.

dr
Questions dealing with treatment and rehabil-
itation, programs. These questions were in-
tended to assess inmates' attitudes toward
treatment, etc., to a sess their knowledge of-
available services, an o specify which serv-
ices they thought were rte ssary.1

We found the Oregon approach of determining
. inmates' perceptions of their needs to 1,e a parti-
cularly important step in planning. Often, treat-
ment programs are designed and implemented by
persons removed from the reality of the prison,
world. While inmates may have a limited capacity
to diagnose their own problems or to suggest ap-
propriate therapeutic solutions,.:they can provide
important input into the planningprocess, while
acting.as a reality check ,for concerned but -naive
professitinal planners:

Planning involves locating services than cannot
be provided by VOrrectional or parole officials,
and negotiating working arrangements so that a
comprehensive range of services Can be provided
without unnecessary expense or .d on of
efforts. These resources should inc h& technical
or trade schools, vocational training programs,
empl4rhent services, health and welfare facili-
ties, mental health and family counseling services,
legal aide programs', and, drug abuse treatment
programs.
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As a final consideration, it is necessary to re-
view proposed program procedures. to determine,
whether they conflict with existing legislation or

---A-with administrative -and/or institutional policy.
Pitumers may wish to suggest revision of particu-
lar proecdures-which will facilitate program oper-
ations. For example, programs, might want to es-
tablish specific parole dates prior to an inmate's
entrance into the program, which would permit
'predictable progress from-institutional to non-in-
stitutional or parole status. Administrative policy
maNalso have to be revised in order to create a
particular institutional environment. For example,
the' development of a funk tional unit necessitates
negotiations with administrators who might feel'
threatened or inconvenienced by the planned

..changes in management styles and roles.

Many'areas which concern institutional pro--:-;

grams are beyond their control. Selection of pro-
gram participants, a program's flexibility in transi-
tional prOgramming, and even the quality- of the
aftercare programming are somewhat dependent
on parole policies. Other areas of concern, which
demand coordination at various levels, might in-

clude- parole agents' role with confiders, or their,

utilization of community resources. A parole
agent who defines his role as being primarily sur-
veillance or control, will ultimately downgrade the
value of treatment. If the drug offender is to fully
utilize aftercare services, it is important that the
parole officej be supportive of the philosophy of

treatment.
MtiN of the responsibility for coordinating the

plabning services rests at the regional and state

level. Institutional- representatives should have
access to these planning groups so that their con-
cerns are.adequately represented.

:1

B. Plahning-and Coordination at the
State Level.

Two state agencies have the responsibility for
providing services to the drug offender: the Single
State Agency (SSA), which administer% NIDA
funds (as well as other federal and state moniesT

for drug abuse prevention, education, and treat-
ment;" and the State Planning Agency (SPA), a
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
(LEAA)-related agency which is responsible for
administering federal and stile anti -crime monies.
.Both were created by federal legislation, and .the

6 a

directors of both agencies serve at the bidding of
the governor of their state.

1. Single state agencies. The Single State Agen-

cies were created by federal legislation in T972
(P.L. 92-255). Their major responsibility is to de-4",,

velop a statewide plan for drlig abuse prevention,,.
education, and treatment, and to allocate funds to
the regional and local Communities. The statewide .
plan, submitted to NIDA annually, receives input

from a variety of sources, and includes represent-
atives from criminal justice agencies, including
Corrections.

The SSA's other responsibilities include suet
divprse activitiots as training and daploping man-
poIver, establishing and enforcing Minimum stand-

ards for treatment programs, accioditing commu-
nity programs, credentialing drubuse workers,
and providing technite assistance to community

programs, public information, evaluation and re-
Asearch, and in some states, direct services.

SSA's have tradititnally focused their attention Nike
on the development of community-base(' drug
treatment progiams, rattler than institutional pro-
grami, although there are exceptions in several
states. New Jersey and Puerto R)o, for instance,
have both initiated programs in correctional insti-
tutions. . I

2. State planning agencies. The late' Planning
Agency was created in 1969 by federal legislation.)

t (P. L. 93-83, the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act). SPA's are responsible for adminis-
tering LEAA block grants and pther federal and
state criminal justice funds. Their, responsibilities
are quite broad, ranging from supporting the ac-
quisition of police hardware to establishing tire- ',
trial diversion programs. The major respongibilly

kestssupporting
institutiqnal drug abuse prcigrams

lests with the SPA's. Like the SSA's, the SPA's
are required to develop an annual comprehensive
state plan for submission to the LEAA. They are
assisted in this task by regional and local criminal

justice planning --groups, as well as individual
criminal . justice agencies..' Drug abuse program-
ming for correctional cliems.comprises one com-
ponent of that state plan.'

3. SSA-SPA coordination. Because both SSA's
and SPA's are concerned with-providing services

,for the drug offender., it: is necessary to integrate
their planning activities. a5 fully as possible. In
some 'smaller states*. the directors . of the two

--agencies have direct communication and easy.
access to other ,key individuals or agencies in
state government. In larger states, however, infor-
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mal arrangements are normally.-not sible, so a the lea

sr

deYeloping the mechanism for ex-
--fOrniktiloprocedurellk.iinpitiving info ation shar- changing i OrmVion and planning joint actiyitifs

ter - departmental differences whicti` impede co p- alsci suggested ilk areas of research,
erative planning must bezesolved. Such "protec- plaiming, and funding.

ing'must be devised. Before ibis can- be don - ielated to the drug' offender. Joint init. tes w e

tion of turf", squabbles often stern Worn philo- 'It ig one thingito legislativelyynanda a cooper*,
....

sophical differences about the nature qf, and ap- tion,*but it is quite' another-to achieve.it, partiCu-
propriate responses to, drug abuse. 1. 94- '..Narly if the agenties involved are as dispar 4s41fr

prjeevelopitient. ofta correctional drug abase the SSA and the SPA:, The ielationship betty
also necessitates extensive cctordinatiOn criminal justictand health care systems is of re-

between the.institution' and the community. rn cent origin, aril is still somewhat tenuous. Many
ol'der to proVide. cgmprehensive services to of- practical as well as philcisophiiplAiffervices need
fenders, many agencies. including health, welfare, to 13e resolved if crivrrectious is ever to develop 4.
edUcational, vocational,. and .legal, must be in-
volved inthe planningiprocess at the.state level.

To facilitate:cOmmunications Ketwegablhese
various agencies, several. states have eitthed
inter-divisional planning/coordinating committees.
Representatives from the concerned agencies des-
ignate a liaison-person to provide the grOup with

.-.- information about the needs and activities of each
agency, as well as to'coordinate their actilivities
with othej- agencies. Ned' Jersey was one of the
first states to inaugurate such a group, A,,a result
of a governor's message in 1973 deploring the in SouthCarolina, and is threatening many others.- probrems of drug abuse in prisons. Labeled the Decreasing funding levels4nectsitate increased..*Inter - Divisional Program Committee, it consists of planning and coordination efforts, in order torepresentatives .from the SSA, the SPA,ciirrece. avoid duplivationsf services; and to obtain thedons, and mental health. The .participants are in' maximunvitte,of ey,isting respiirces. ,

biilk of fed-
usei programs

are supplemented

comprehensive ge,of quality, services, goal in
the institution and e community.

.,C, Funding
,

During the -course of our site visits, weencoun-
,

tered much tincertainty abOut future funding pros-
pects, due- to a reduction in federal- monies for
treatment efforts. Lack of funding resulted in the

;Closing down of one ma,* correctional program

positions which allow them to communicate' direct-- The breAA presently piOvide* t
with their respective agencies- or _department

., eral support for institutional drug
rson 'matters which call for their contribu- throw h the SPA*. These fu/ tion . ;

' by st to monies, and in some instances, by other
4. Federal repilaticins affecting SSA-SPA i4r- federally-funded prograpts. For example, in th

actions. Because of the increasirtgly complex in- , programs Which have a manpower component,
terrelktionship between-.criminal. justice sand drug'., Comprehensive, Employment rairiy

the salaries paraprofession-
and

Act))71'
abuselreatillhent agencies at-all levels, both NIDA . (C A) may parofession-
and the LEAlf havelleveloped guidelines which als.Nornially this requires an arrangement be-
mandate coordinatidito between the SSA and SPA tween thcskug.pregram and GETA6 prime s'Pon-
inthe development of the state plan. The LEAA sor, whith may be an-existing agency such as a

-Ding Abuse gliidelines requivi confiltation With city personnel, board, or' an age-R.6Y created espe-
the SSA priorto submissiori.of the state criminal cially to administer these funds. Tfie-,Work Incen-
justice plan. Additionally, these guidelines estab-. ''tive ram (WIN) offers another possible
lish Minimum standar,ds for treatment pro ams in source o support for selected offenders who- are
accordance with4ederal-lunding'criteria. on welfare and who meet other eligibitifYiefiteria.

(--- -In A061,61976, a'nationwide symposium' on the Cominiinity-based programs are
drug abusjpg criminal offender was held in 'Reston, the responsibility of the SA, and are supported
Virginia. 'Thee confitence explored ways, tcc im- ringrily by NIDA funds coupled with states and
proveworking relationShi0s, between the. two sys- . 'cal matching rhomes, Thelimandate of the ,SSA
tems. After enumerating obstacles to interfacing to underwrite the costs of 'institution-based pro-

-these two essentialdiffeTent 'sys,tems, seveial grams is limited, pithough, as we.have mentioned,
possible ways of infrOlkkoordination Ontrged. in at least two states SSA's.provide direct serv-
Several participants suggested that the SSA's take ices to inmates withiiiinstitutiohs. tf

-..t
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>Funding considerations obviously ence
development of programs wile corrections. I

programs art, gerally speaking, col)sid
more expensive to operate than coinmutf

programs, because of die custodial resp
ities involved. Otiviousl , the: most cost-ef-

f tive 'approach to treatment would be o it
programs to out-patient community-bas ro
grams, an approach which several stat ve

taken.
Correctipnal planners in most stadgtfmust make

tough deeisions regarding the allocation of limited
resources. In some areas, drug ahuse does , not

'Isortstitute the major problem for corrections. In

;

a

4(

1

k

'several midwe'stern and southern states, for exam-
ple, the estaliiishment of services for alcoholics
takes precedence over addicts.

HOwey,er,' the recent upswing in the rate of
heroin addiction in the United States, coupled with
the increasing relationship between drug treatment
and the criminal justice system; ',may give Con:,
grest',,reasbn to revise funding .levels upward.
-Without additional federal monies, many state
programs wit be reduced or flirninated altogether.

mended Reading relating this Ch pter
Note to Reader: See for' Redgin-
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NARCOIrCIANO ALCOHOLISM VEATMENT1
. , .. ..

(a) Plan RequireinOnt. Accordirig to Section 453(9) of the-Crime Cdntrol Act,
Part E. programming must describe how the State is conducting a concerted
effortk) provide voluntail, diug and alcolUilism detoxification and treat- ._

ment prOgrams for drug addicts, drdg abusers, alcbholics, and alcohol abu
sers who are 'either within correetional institutions or facilitids or who are

. .
on.probatiort dr other supeivisori release programs. -

(b) Method.
1 States must have initiatet prdlgrams to identify druk and alcohol ahusers

.
in the correctional sy m: The identification programs should be able to ,.

indicate the overall gnitude of the drug and 'alcohol abuse problems
and peimit early idea 'fication or all offenders voluntarily admitting sto,
such abuse. - . .. .. ,a.

(c) Treatment Require . States must provide such treatMent as is
. '.
pecet.s`,

sary for inearcer ed'and convicted persons with a drit.tOr alcohol prob-
lem. :The following must be established oriproiided: : ,

I Criteria for patient admissions mid terminations. ,, ":

Adequate facilities, maintained in GleaR, safe, and attractive cdnditions.
3 Intake units, 'providing physical and lad6ratorY eZaminatiorks 'as Well as a,

full- persottal medicjtind drug history: :
4 EduCatienal ordob ming programs: .

.
.

. .

5 Regularly.: scheduled iiidNidual or group cdfffiseling and medical _treat-,
ment for all 'ptogram participants conducted by qualified trained. person- ,.

nel. . . i, 6 Piogram participation on a voluntarybOis only.
.. . ..i rl:

'SOURCE Ctrditiogs for Plilipation in Funding 'Under the Special Corrections Program 'art
E) of the Crime Control Act Tuuleline Manual M 4100.IF State Planning Agency Grants., Chapter
3. paragraph 53 c (7): 'sage 68 Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. January 1977
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CHAPTER IRECOMMENDED READINGS

Articles...,- i

-
Federal Drug Abuse Programs. a report, preipared by the Task Force on Federal

Heroin Addiction Prograins. submitted to the Criminal Law Section of the
American Bar Association and the Drug-Abuse Council. Published by the
Drug Abuse Council. Washington. D.C.: 1972.

This is a comprehensive survey of the activities of several agencies con-
: cerned with enforcement.gmiarch, planning. coordination. and treatinent

of drug abuse. Although certain sections relating to federal acAties -are
somev?T dated. There are excellent descriptions of the NAR gram..
treatment approaches in both state and federal correctional ins itutions.
and aftercare approaches. -

Marfinson. Robert. "What Works? Questions anit Answers about Prison
Reform.- Public Interest 3 (Spring 1974): 22 -?4.

Reports the results of several studies,of the effectiveness of correctional.
programs. Discu4es the issue of punishment vs. rehabilitation and comes
to the conclusion that focusing on punishing and equal sentences for all
would do more than past efforts at "rehabilitation."

Ne'wma'n. Chi-ides L . and Price. Barbara. "National Jail Resources Study."
prepared under Grant Number 75-N1-99-622. August 18 1975.

This study conducted a survey of drug treatment "sources for inmates
in a sample of county and city jails thrOughout the fifty states. The pri-
mary objective was to/determine the types of services and alternative de#
livery models which are available to inmates. The study was also con-
cerned with the jail's "utilidtion of .community-based treatment agencies
and diversionary programs.

Research Concepts. Inc. "Treatment and Rehabilitation Programs for Drug-
Involved Offenders in State CorrectioTial Systems." 'in Volume III: "The

. Legal Systems and Drug Control,- an appendix to Drug Use in America.:
ProbleM io Perspective. National Commission on Marihuana and Drug
Abuse (March 1973): 810-852.

Warfel, Richard. "A Report of Treatment Programs in America's State Pri-
sons:** in the Proceedings of the One Hundred and Second Anpual Coq-
gress of Corrections of the American Correctional Association. Pittsburgh.
Peon.- August 20-26. 1972. 42-57. ,

Preseng results of a questionnaire survey mailed to 50 -state (with an
80(7 return rate) Data presented includes: (1) the degree of cooperation
bet n the state drug abuse agency and department of corrections in
tfiovi services: (2) the specific modalities-employed in.each state: (3)
the r quency with which services are provided: (4) the availability of-al- .0
terna ves to institutionalization: and (5) thestate of program development

'ini135 states.
The author suggests that many. perhaps most. programs offered within

the correctional setting lack the three elements. which he considers essen-,

7 .
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tiaito successful treatniont: comprehensiveness; coordination, and profes-
sionalism., He stresses the need for the continuation of services from pre-
to post - institutionalization. t

. . 411,

Books
4

Brill, Leon, and Hams, Ernest.' The Yearbook of Drug Abuse. New York:-
Behavioral Rublication$, 19;3.

Conrad,. John P. Crime and Its airrection: An' International Survey of Atti-
tudes and Practices. Berkeley: University of California Prets, 1970. ,

'Based on interviews and :observations ,througfrout the United States,.
Canada and Europe, this book provides a realistic. account of correctional
programs throughout.lhe_ world. The emphasis is on the importance of
developing a more humahe program for all facets, of corrections.

Glascote, Ra and N., et al. The-Treatment of Drug Abuse: Programs, Prob-
leas, NOS s. Washington: Joint Information Service of the Am
p2c.hiatiit Association and the National Association for Mental HOW *

Reports a field study that Consisted of visits to nine programs operating
more than forty facilities. Tfie authors concluded that no single one of the
presently avAlable.approaches can be expected to be successful with more
than a small percenjage of users. Rather than lake a position for or against
any r;artitilay treatment approach, the authors discuss the pOsitiiii and

..ti = 'features of each.
(Editor, British Journal of Addictions). A Guide to Addiction and

/41! ea ment. New York: John Wiley & So Inc., 1974,
dictive personality; etc,., discussed Major. sections are allocated`

to theifferent types of addictive substances, their uses,, their effects and
results. Emphasis on the need for interdisciplinary; approaches to addiction.

etersiiti, D., and Thomas, C. Corrections: Problems and Prospects. New Jer-
sey: Pritiptice Hall, 1975.

Serifs of articles on failure of corrections, ''a critique of several new
tr- ent.approacbes emplOyed by the FBOP's, includiqg drug Rx.

Szasz,* onus. Ceremonial Chemistry: The Ritual Persecution of Drugs, Ad-
. q. dicts :nd Pushers, Garden City: Andersen Press, 1974.

author feels that the religious and political significance of drug
abU has been overlooked. The actual occurrences which constitute our so-
ca ed drug problem Cnsist of the regUlation (by latv, custom, and all oth-
er means of social control) of certain kinds4of6ceremonial behavior. The
a hor states that the answer to-our -drug-problem lies in demythologzinig
an deceremwfiaViing our use. and avoidance of drugs.
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CHAPTER IIIRECOMMENDD READINGd-*

Hughes, Patrick H.; Floyd, Charles; Norris, Gertiude; and Silva, George. "Or-
ganizing the Therapeutic Potential of an Addict Prisoner Community."
The International Journal of the Addictions 5:12 (June 1970): 245-223.

The resistance of narcotic addict prisoners', to traditional psychotherapy
is viewed by the authors as'a product of the group dynamics of the prison-
ers social organization. The authors attempted to bring about more thera-
peutic patterns of interaction within their aMict_prisoner social organiza-
tion that, in itself, was the major vehicle f ?r therapeutic change in atti-
tudes, behavior and self-concept.

Levinson, R and Gerard R. "Functional Unitst A Different Correctional An-
proach." Federal- Probation(December 1973); 8-16.

'Describes an approach to decentralizitions, of institutions into functional
units. Describes both advantages and disadvantages of approach, including.

. re- shuffling of managerial "roles and -responbilities. Also discusses rela-
-).,-tionship to institution-wide funq!ons; i.e., industries.

0' Connor, Galan& 'tStructtiral Impediments in Rehabilitation' Progrims for
$ jay Durg Addicts." 'Journal of Drug Issues. 4:2 (1974): 99-106.

Suggests that rehabilitation programs for drug abusert have been noto-
riously unsuccessful because such programs are 'social control oriented.
Their focds is exclusively upon changing and controlling addicts. 'Argues
That rehabilitation efforts should also be addressed toward fostering retip-

, rocal and complementary changes in isddicts''social
Scott, Joseph W., and Hissong, Jerry B.' 'An Effective S,tructur,e and Program

for Institutional Change'- Federal Ftolitation(Septetnber 1973)
An.organizational structure which can sere as'an effective vehicle for

implementing the treatment is as important and as critical to success as the
tfeatmeni prescriptions themselves because of the peculiar nature of resi-.

t dential institutions and the _demands which ,en*ge from them. includes
recommendations for converting a traditional institutional pkogiram. into a
treatment progiam.

Thomas., Charles W. 'Ihe Correctional Instinition as an Ene my, of Correc-
. Federal ProPition (March '1973).

Focuses on thethistorY of correctional failutes and theneed to.recogniz
thisreakty. The author claiins that,the orjmnizati nal 'structures of many
correctional institutions are the majoi diem tive correctional pro-
grams. He states that it is the enemy because of i s direct relationship with /

t *the type of itunate'Society, which emerges within these- institutions. and
because the attitudes, values, and norms which are transmitted during
each inmate's socialization in 'prison can %ake or break a4 prison Pro-

, gram:
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'Wenk st. A., and Moos, Rudolf H. "Prison Environments: the; Social

(iffy of Correctional' Institutions.". Crime and Delinquency Literature
ember 1972); 591-621. . .

Reports a new way of systematically assessing institutions or parts of
institutions based on the assumption that environment -influences the way
people behave. The authors describe the development of the Cokectional
Institutional Environnient Scale (CIES), an instrument designed to assess
environmental dimensions systematically.

Wenk, Ernst.A., and Moos, Rudolf. H. "Social Climates in Prison: An Attempt
to Conceptualize and Measure Environmental Factors in Total Institu-
tions." Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency (July 1972); 134-

148.
Describes the 'nine scales of the Correctional Institutions Environment

Scate in detail. Norms of a national reference group are presented and
foul unit profiles are shown as examples. Various possible uses of the
ors are discussed with special attention to the' potential utility,of the in-
strument for theinstitutional administrator.

Wenk, Ernst A., and Halatyn, Thomas. "The Assessment of Correctional Cli-

sor mates." Final Report submitted to Center for Studies of Crime and Delin-

quency,, of the National Institute of Mental' Health, Research Want MH
16461, Research Center, National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
Davis, California: June 1973.

A summary of the procedures, findings, and conclusions regarding "The
Assessment of-Corregtional Climates" MH (16461), a research grant pro-
posed primarily to odmplete. the developmtnt° and standardization of the
Social Climate Scale (SCS). The major 'rationale of the study w the
practical and theoretical importance of developing trehrniquPs for tik sys-
tematic assessment of special environments_ in order to measure more\ ef-
fectively the behavioral and psychological effects of different types of mi-

lieus.

Books

Moos, Rudolf H. Evaluating Correctinorni and Community Settings. New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1975. .

This book discusses the developMent and use of new methods for evalu-
atinfthe social environments of institutional and community-based correc-
tioa programs:

Moos, Rudolf H. Evaluating Treatment Environments. New Yolk:. JOhn Wiley

. and Sons, 1974. -

This tteok discusses the ,development and utility of new methods for
evaluating the social milieus 6f hospital-based and community-based treat-
ment programs in the' context a two. new broad conceptual overviews that
identify underlying theories and patterhs of human. environments.

L.
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CHAPTER IV- BIOFEEDBACK RECOMMENDED READINGS

Bibliographies, Biofeedback Research Soc,
Dept. of Psychiatry, C 268

. University o(Colorado Medical Center
4200 East 9th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80220

This organization publishes a cumulative bibliography on biofeedback Which
is available for a small fee.

apt'

Annuals

Kamiya, J.; Barber, T.;;Dicaru, L.; Miller, N.; Shapiro, D.; and Stoyva, J.,
eds. Biofeedback and Self-Control. Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company.

The first edition of Biofeedback and Self-Control contains a collection
of Works in biofeedback prior to 1971. An annual publication has beeiP
printed each year thereafter, containing significant original papers published
the previous year.

Books

1.

. Brown, Barbara. New Mind, New Body. New York: Harper and Row, 1974.
Presents a layman's overview of many biofeedback techniques and pos-

sibilities. .
WarnerlPaperback Library. eedback: Turning on the Power of Your Mind.

New York: Warner Pa ck Library, 1973.

Summaries_

Kamiya, Joe. "Biofeedback Training as a Modality iii the Treatment of Drug
Abuse." in 'A Survey of New Techniques for the Treatment of Drug Abus-
ers 1: prepared for NIMH by Metcor, Inc., 2000 P Street N. ,Wc, Wash- 4r

s i n g t o n . D.C. 20037. S
i

This is an excellent summarizatiotr of what is currently known about the
use of biofeedback techniques with drug abusers. It contains a comprehen-
sive bibliography, as well as a list of individuals and programs doing work
in this arta. Ibis publication may be availaVe thrdugh NIMFI in the fu-

.. ture. , .
b.
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CHAPTER IVBEHAVIOR TECHNIQUES RECOMMENDED
READINGS

/Cautela, Joseph R., and Rosensteel, Anne K. The Use of Covert Condition-
ing in the Treatment of Drug Abuse." The Iriternational Journal of the
Aildictions 10:2 (1975): 277-303 '

Reviews behavioral. approaches to drug abuse and claims that behavioral
techniques show some promise in freatitig drugi'abuse. Good overview of
behavior techniques in drug treatment.

Droppa, David C. "Behaviciral Treatment of Drug 'Addiction: A Review and
Analysis." The International Journal' of the Addictions 8:1 (1973): 143-161.

Reports studies of varibus kinds of behaviof treatment with drug ad.
dicts. Types of treatment studied include: Aversive Conditioning, Aversive
CounterConditionipg, Instrumental Extinction, Positive Counterconditioning,
and other Stimulus-Related Procedures; Devtilopment of Alternative Be-
haviors, and Multiform Treatment of Drug Addiction. Included Relaxation
Training, Desensitization, Assertive Training and Token Economies.

National Institute on Drug Abuse. "A Survey of New Techniques for the
Treatment of Drug Abusers" 1 (January 1975): Qhapter 8. Final report
prepared by Metcor, Inc.; under contract no. ADM-45-74. "

Articles

CHAPTER IV-z-THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITIES ,

RECOMMENDED READ 6/49

Brook, Ed D., and Whitehead, Paul C. "Colloquialisms of the Therapeutic
Community, Treatment of the 'Adolescent Drug User.'' Federal Probatiofi
(March 1973).

Described and explains the therapeutic principles of a therapeutic com-
munity at the Addiction Research Foundation of London, Ontario; Cana-
da. The authors explain that the basic principles take the form of "collo-
quialisms" or cryptiC comments and the article discusses how these have
become part of the program.

Deitch, David A. "Treatment of Drug Abuse in the Therapeutic Community: 1,

Historical- thfluences, Current Considerations and. Future Outlobk," in
Treatm?nt and Rehabilitation, an Ippendix to Drug Use itt America: Prob-
lem in Perspective, the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug
Abuse 1. ..

The mai& focus of this paper is on the psychotherapeutic community as
an approach to\the treatment of drug addicts; its genesis and historical
perspective; its fnet hodology; its efficacy and shortcomings; and its out-
look for the futtre...211.-author, points out that any psychotherape,utic ap-
proach must be viewed in the context of the society in 'which it exists.
Consequently phis paper also deals with the historical dimension of the
drug prqbrein in the 4s,., the.range of various approaches de:veliiped_in ,

thi way of an attempted solution; and the historic influences of these other,.
approaches on the therapeutic community.

Dedsen-Gerber, Judianne, and Drassner, David. ')Odyssey House: A Structural.
Model for the Successful Employment an Re -entry of the Ex-drug Abu-
ser." Journal of Drug Issues 4:4 (1974): 414-427.

1mb
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Describes the program at Odyssey, House, a drugfree psychiatrically ort-
ented residential therapeutic community which claims it has developed
program which has successfully graduated its residents into theeconornic
mainstrstarn'of society. Odyssey stresses the faet- that re-entry is a' proCe,s4
that must begin from,the first day of treatment.

Freudenberger,frlerbert. "How We Can Right What's 'wrong with out fhera-
peutic ComMunities." Journal of Drug Issues (Fall 1974).

Basically; an overview of therapeutic communities and drug treatment
Covers-the early beinnings of the addict resident therapeutic community to
the point today where the typical therapeutic community is a highly
structured environment. .

Rachman, Arnold W., and Heller, .Margaret Er "Anti-Therapeutic Factors In
TherapeuticCommunities.for drug Rehabilitation;" Journal of Drug Issues
(Fall 1974).

Good overview of the therapeutic community. Begins with a history.of
the development of therapeutic communities and covers the phtirkephy,
goals and daily piactice of TC's.

Books

Densen- Gerber, J. We aainliife Dreams e. Odyssey Hose Story. Garden
City, N.Y.: DoubledayA Co., Inc., 1972.

Sugarman, Barry. Daytop Village: A Therapeutic Community. New York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston', Inc., 1974. .

A detailed history,.description and anthropological analysis of what is
noted as "the most successful approach to the problems bf rehabilitating
drug addicts."

Yabfonsky, L. The Tunnel Back: Synanon. New York:,Pefican Press, 1964.

70
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CHAPTER IV SELF -HELP PROGRAMS RECOMMENDED.
READINGS

.

. and Delinquency. 20:2 (Aprif 197.4k 107-1I8. .
The author sees value in encouraging the development of self-help

groups in institutiortr. He acknowledges the problems attendant to their
formation relating to racism, in and out of prison. He seek self-help groups
as potentially helpful in gaining newidentity, working for positive inititu-

,

tional change and pragmatically findings jobs, housing; etc., upon release.
Kaufman, E. "-IA Psychiatrist Views an Addict Self-Fp Program." Ameri-

can kurnaof Psychiatry 128:7 (January 1972).
. The author describes the program and-methods used in Reality 116usea

4
day care treatment center for the rehabilitation of narcotic addicts.,Mem:
'hers of the program move up through five lefiels of treatment which con-
sist mainly of group' Psychotherapy and vocational training. He then de-
scribes l'wokmajor differences in technillue or approach between the pro-
gram at Reality House and other treatment approaches to the -problem
the h d-core addict. -.

Burdman, Milton. "Ethnic Self-Help Groups in Prison an(kon Parole." Crime

so
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CHAPTER IV TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
RECOMMENDED, READINGS

Hearings- BefOre the Select Committee, on Crime, House of Representafives., .0. ..,!
Narcotics:: Research, Rehibilitation and Treatment. Washington, D.C.:

June 1971. - ,

Covers the 'etTectst of transcendentallnieditation as a treatment for drug
abuse. Dtscrib a-study which reports that individuals who. regularly
practiced ,7".M. 1) decreased or stopped abusing drugs, 2) decreased or i
stopped engaging in drug selling activity, and 3) changed their attitudes in
the, direction of discouraging others rim abusing TINgs. rite unique de-

s,
milt of aging T.M. in thissapacity is that since it,is offered as a program
for personal development and is not specifically intended to be a treatment

r /

for drug abuse, the alleviation. of the -problem of drug abuse is merely a
side effect of the prattice. Thais, it. may not threaten those beliefs of the

j committed user who_cOridgnes the use of drugs. .

Kentucky Law Journal. "Trallscendental,Meditation and the Criminal Justice

System." 60 (1972-72) . - ,.\

Discusses:the rise of T..M. with individuals convicted of, crime, including
drug users. ReportS al program at the FttleraltNarcotic Hospital in Lexing-
ton'. Kentucky, utilizi g T.M, with inmates 'there: .1 Vil

.

..."

Sykes. David. "Transcendental Meditation as Applied to Criminal' Justice Re- ...----:
forni, Drug Rehabilitation and Society in General. ". Maryland Law Forum

3:2 (Winrer1
v _

973). '', *. .

Overview of the technique of T.M.,The author points out that the invest
I

'tigations presented on the technique of T. M. strongly suggest incorporating
21. M'into Drip Treatment Programs. .

.,

. . I . .

CH*PTER IVREALITY THERAPY RECOMMENDED
READINGS .

.

,... .y, .

ib

4 ,'
Basiin, AlexanSer: "Reality Therapy at Daytop Village: , V Journal of Drug .

,,

Issues (Fall' 1974):1974): 404-413. .
.-- i

Glasser. William, Raality-Therajpy, A New Apprtiach to Psychiplry,,N ew York, \

, . aarper andov,i, 1965 \ ,

. . _

CHAPTER wGENERAL RECOMM ENDEDNIREADINGS

. .

Articles
4

Mandel, Arnold J. "The So6ology of a Multimodality Stratekyin the Treat;

/ ment orNarcotic Addi*S"." Amnia] of Psychedelic Druik 4:2: ,

,r. The author makes a case for the de%elopment of a intltimodli tfeat-t,

ment system withip a single administrative structure. kis generti stateme0t5.
is that di order IQ stimulate, develop, integrate, obtain and maintain support

. - for narcoticstreatment 'rograms it is essential to-develop a multimodapyi
, treatment system. . j

N
Moffett, Arthur; Bruce, James; and Horvitz, Diann. "New Ways of Treating

Addicts." Social Work-(July 1974): 389-396. -. ,
,,

Survey of R2( methods in drug programs in 'Pennsylvania. Focus, on what
,, doesn't work, Ve., traditional treatinent Suggests increased use of ex2id-

.
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dicts and desCribes the gaps between Iiidtess al stheraipfits and addicts.
Emphasizes the fact that in working with the addict, limited goals seem to

1, be the only feasilile ones. A first step Maybe to :relinqUish the notion that
rehabilitation,is synonymous with total abilinence from drugs and that the
reliance on. chemical is incompatible withjnogressil

Peck, Michael L., and Klugman, David J. "RdhabilitatiOi of Drug Dependent
Offenders: An Alternative Approach." :Federal Probation (September
1973): .41 ;.

This article covers :the' program in L.A. ! with offenders from Terminal
Island, California, in the Federal Correctional Institution there.

Books,

Brill, Leon, and Lieberman, Louis, eds. Major Modalities in the Treatment of
Drug Abuse. New York: Behavioral Publications, 1972.

- Presents descriptions of the major modalities currently employed in the
treatment and rehabilitation of.parcotic addicts and other drug users. Ditik
eusses the state of the art toEy and suggests kinds of additional efforts
required to elp eliminate drug addiction. Under a multi-modality ration--
ale, the editors are not commited to any one approach as the erblusive'
method for treatmtnt.

DeLong, James V. "Treatrnent and Rehabilitation", in Dealing with Drug
Abuse. A'Report to the Ford Foundation; New York: Praeger Pubhers,

71972.
This chapter provides -a' comprehe e dverview of the myriad ap-'

proaches to treatment and rehabilitati, of both opiate and non-opiate
drug abuse, including -free programs,therapeutic communities, multi:
Modality programs, a is antagonists, and other more esoteric ap-
proaches. 'fl author concludes that despite the rapid expansion of treat-
ment approaches within the last decave have ink hard data about the
efficacy of different approaches. The,traiic problem, as he views our
lack of understanding of the nature and causes of. addition. Lacking such

. information, we have no choice but no proceed empirically.
Wicks. Roberti,. Correctional Psychology. San tranctsco Press, 1974.

A Cothpreheiisive presentation of the psychological approach to:treat-
ment of the criminal offender. Tdpics include classification, current thera,
pies, behavio Modification, the use Of norkprofestronars pitisoa violence, f
unusual ,problems in corrections, rehabilitation programs, cominunity-
based correctionsgnd the futurhe of correctional psychology.
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ir CHAPTER V-r-RiCOMMENDED READINGS
If ti S.

,

. .

- Bernstein4Blanche, andtthkula, Anne N, "The Drug 'User: Attitudes and Ob-
4. taclei to-Treatment." New School" for Social Research, Center for New

, . I .. 'w.6,York Gity Affiiirs. Ngw York: 1975 , - ., .

- ' .Interviews over 400 drug tisers on Riker's Island about their experiences
ii, and attitudes toward drug treatntent programs. Deicribes their attitudes ,

concerning therapeutic ."communities,drui-free day .care, and methadone
,A,

di ,._ maintenance which reveal certain obstacles to treatment. Concludes that
w

. .the most iMportant.slagle,treatment factor is attitude (the uper must view
4. .

,.,,' his cirngAgg as a problem)." . -

'is Bogan, Joseph.."Client kgpimulation: Altey Problem in Correciibnal Treat-
ment.''- Federal Progition (March l97;): 4043.

States that client dissimulation is an inherent characteristic of eirrec-

4
v..sional treatment and must be dealt with direCtly. This article focuses 'on

,. I '. ways of coping with client dissimulation and.stregges that its resolution is

a 'key to successful treatment: .' 4. A ,

Kpzel, Nicholas J'.; DnRont, libbert; and Brown, Barry. "Narcotics And
'- Crime: _A Study of NagcoticS Pnvolvement in .* Offender Population."

The International Journal of the AddictiOns 73 (1972); 443-450.

. ,10., ,This article compares addicts and nonjaddiCt offenders in terms of back-
''''# grOund characteristics; antlkwrent functioning and then discusse the ex-

..4 tent RI which addiction and Criminal activity are linked. One of the must
injendings of this study is -the widetipsread use-of heroin, among per-

: sons .eiTtering the D.O. jails-(almost one )but of every two offenders enter-

.- ing the D.C. jail are heroin addicts). .The authors then emphasize the ob-
,.i

. yous- relationship between an feffective treatment, program for addict-
/ clients and an effective program of irimetprevention'for the larger comrini-

A .

- pity. , . , .*. r
Mutual, Agreement Programming: ,An .0vettew. pie- Corrections Project,

American ,CorreCtiona) Avociation,,4321 H wick Road, Suite L-208,
,re College Park Md. 20740;0974. 11

'0 .
. ,

.,4 , This pamphlet summar441es the- basic_ goals and procedures involved in
, MAP, describes the experiences of ,Arizona, Wisconsin and California with

dIferent MAP models;and`provides simple MAP c'bntracts friim those

.. states. TM pamphlet gives good lvervipw4of IIIAP and some of the ils4-%N.
'at

.sues related.to its use. ,
The Parc:Tic-Corrections Project has published a &rids of mopographi

rerated to MAP Which may beRif interest, They include: EL-
The Mutual Agreement Project: A Planned Change in Correctional Service

Delivery., Leon,,Leibefg and .1Villiarti Parker4 American Correctional

;Association, 1973. /''-,- .. ._
..

.
...

- -MAP Markers: esearth, and ,Evaluatidn of the Mutual Agreement Pro-_ .

, gram, by James Robison, American,Correctional Association, April

1975,

4-

'"i?
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An Evaluative Summary of Research: MAP PrOgram Clutcomes in the Ini-
tial Demonstration States, by Anne gosenfeld, American Correctional
Asso9iation, July 1975.

.
-

The Legal Aspects of Contract Parole, U.C.L.A.
.

Law School, American
. Correctional Association, 1976.

MAP with Vouchers: An Alternative for Institutionalized Female Offend-
° ers, by Leon Leiberg and William Parker, American Jotirnal of irrit

, Corrections, 1975. . . . 6

Manual: The Planned Iriiplementatio n of Mutual Agreement Programming4.
in a Correctional System:* by Stephen D. Minnich, American Correc-
tional Association, 19:76.
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CHAPTER Vl-RECOMMENDED READINGS

"A Time to ACT." final Report. of the Joint Commission on Correctional
Manpower and Training, October 1969.

Reports the findingrand recommendations based on the Joint Commis-
sion's three years of intensive research and study of correctional employ-
ees.

Deitch, David. "Evolution of 'Treatment Roles in More Recent Response to
Addiction Problems." Journal of Drug Issues (April 1971): 132-140.

ReViews the recent drug treatment history, the role of the ex-addict and
the professional. Focuses on the use and misuse of the ex-addict and the
professional-in treatment settings. Concludes that Whaps ttr greatest
importance is the-future-structuring of programs that will allow foi heti-
zontal, diagoh , and vertical mobility for the ex-addicf.

Korim, Andrew S. 'Improving Corrections Personnel through Community Col-
leges:" A final eport under L.E.A.A. grant No. 71-DF-1096. August 1973.

Discusses the idea of improving personnel for line functions in correc-
tions through programs in community and jun4 colleges. To.insure that
such educational programs are of the highest quality* reflect the needs of
corrections, and have maximum impact' upon the field of corrections, a
number of standards afire suggetted.

"Offenders as .a Correctional Manpower Resource." Joint Comniission on
Correciional Manpowerand Training, American-Correctional-Association:
October 1970c-

- Reproduction of the papers presentedilt a seminar convened by the
Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training. Includes the
results of a, survey of institutions made by the Joint CommiSsion in 1967

;'Whicit revealed that.both adult and juvenile facilities are 'now using offend-
ers, ex- offenders :and persons on parole or probation in numerous capaci-
ties. sc.

"Perspectives on Correctional Manpower an* Training.% Staff Report of the
Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower .and Training. Washington,
D.C.: Janutkry 1970. a

Presents an overview of the manpower problems of contemporary
corrections. The major objective of this' reporris to design strategies for
the best tnilization of correctional niRpower.

"The Involvethent of Offenders in the Prevention and Correction of Criminal
Behavior." Correctional. Treatment. Massachusetts Correctional .Asisocias-
tion, Bulletin #20. October 197(k

FocUses on the potential joie of the offender in the prevention and
correction of cnmin behaviOr. This isiuedoctunents this trend and exile"

ines both i t s potentia nd Jimiat'ons.
Wheeler, Charles E.; and J nes, isawren lc "Training Former Incorrigible

Inmates for New Careers at Correct onal Counselors: An Evaluation."
Paper presented to the Annual Meeting f the American Society of crimia
nology. November -1973. .

to
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Reports a treatment program in North Carolina using.inthates formerly
labelled asIncorrigibles who had been trained as counselors,' to work with
other inm tes in a therapeutic community yet to be developed. .
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CHAPTER VIIREC MENDED READING

41,J,

.

"Bargaining in 'Corviedional Institutions'. iReg,tructuring the Relatio -Betwe
the Inmate and the. Prison Authority.", The Yale taw Journal 81 (1972):
727-757.

Aitempts to develop a fraMework for understanding a system of control
within prisons, and suggest& a means of. using tKpt system of control to ,

. achieve more effectively the subtle and often incompatible goals of reha-
bilitation, institutional order, and protection from arbitrary punishment.

Ohlin, Lloyd E., and Lawrence, William. "Social Interaction Among Clients as,

a Treatment-Problem,." Social_ Work 4 (April (959).._
"Walpole, Prisoners' Statements:" Walpole, Mass: November 1974. A state- -

ment put together by inmates at Walpole Which discusses the nature,
and cure of crime. Suggests that the creation of a prisoner-co ty
program to cure crime in the community is the first step. Includes', figures
concerning the price of punishment.

a

I

a.
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Articles

4

CHAPTER VRECD

70,

Gottfredson, Don M:; Wilkins, Leslie T.; Hoffman, Peter/ B.; and Singer, Su-, san M,. "The Utilization a Experience in Parole Decision Making." U.S.
4 Department of Justice, L.E.A.A....Grant Number NI-72=0170-6. (November

1974). , 1 * ,

Summary report Qfr the Note Decision Making Prof' t. The aim ,of th1110.
project '§ias the d eiopment and demonstration of el programs to
provide information to paroling authoritie for,imkovin parole decisions
by an increased

LADED *1 LAGS

tiara of experience in t 'se decisions.
.

1Moseley, William H., tind Gerould, Margaret H. . and Parole: A Compari-
son of Male and Female Parolees." Journal of Criminal Justice-a-174TM: ,
47-58. .

.

..- Male and female parolee* released in 1971) wl:th a twoiy' ear follow -ups
were compared on thiee basic factors: personal attributes., time served,
and parole outcomeThe two sexes were `substantially different in fri.,e

* cominitinent offenses, prior prison sentences, age at admission to confine-
me* from which paroled, ,add alcohol and drug inyolvemePt. They were ___.u
relatively similar in the proportion of prior von-prison Sentences. Women,
on the average, serve less time in prison before parole at hen. The pro-
portion successfully continued on prole is the same for both sexes.

Norton, Eleartor Holmes, Chiir, New York City Commission on Human
Rights.."Employment and the .Riehabilitated Addict: Employment Experi-

- ence and Recent Research. Findings." Drug Abuse Council, Inc. (January

.

II

78

1973.)

Thi- report was bas n hearings,held-byte New York City Commis- .
sion on Human Rights. lis.report focuses !in the hearings designed to
probe the playment problems Of those' who have a history of drug use.
Emph zes the need for such a special focus since -drug offenders, who

. ' . have n "rehabilitated" all too Often fmd it impossible to 'get a job. :

Parker, _William.' "Parole." 'Parole ,Corrections. Project, Resource Docurrient
t, #1, Arnefican,COrrectional sAssociation. (Wow 1975.)
',' "This report presents a sumMarization of the parole -statutes in all fifty

states, the Women's .Board.Of Temisfnd Parole, The District of Columbia.
and Oirnada. Tile purpose- of this Idocument is, to ptovidecan information

. source coriterthe parOlepro4ss and its interrelatiOriskiip with Other
agencies in fiystem, currents practices and.parole,rules,, statutes and- ,
regulations.

;- a c ,
Smith, Robeit A.; Wo5d, li:farry P.; and Milan, 'Michael A. "Ex-Offentier,Em-

ployment Policies: -A Nivey. of American Correctional Agencies.`' t'rimi-
.

naliugtice 2nil Behavior (1974): 234-246. ."2 ,

Reports that an 'April 1972 survey of 5,0 state c.prrectional systetns, the
District of Columbia Department of Corrections, t nd,the Federal Bureau ,

of Prtions, indicated that .44 of the 52 aiencies have dropped whatever.
prohibitions they may have had against the-emplOymeht, of ex-offeridefsi

P.
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Of these 44 agencies,. 38 total of 280 ex7cdenders at .the time
of the survey., The most requently stated point was the ex:offenders' fa-
miliarity.with inmates and the criminal justice sl'stem and their resuking
ability to communicate more effectively inmates ttiari with their non-
offender counterparts. . i- . . . < ,

Taggart, Robert. "The Prison of Unemployment: Manpower Programs for.,
Offenders." 1972:' ' .

\
*

.

Books
1

......
,Irwin, John. The'Filon.'Eng,leWood-Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Halr,%70

Written by anex-con socjotogist.. this kook traces the career of,the felon
frOm early ,envirdnment to crime, to prison and parole, frovithe pouit of
view 'of the ,felon himself,'Concentrating on the obstacle course confront-
ing the felon in his attempts to re-enter society, The Felon attests io. the
importance of the parolee-parofe. agent relationship and integrating trept-.
ment with aftercare in the oommonitjt. t . ,.

Pearl, Arthur. and Reismann. Frank. New Careers for the Poor..Nei/ York:
The Free Press-. 1965.- ,

*.
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CHAPTER XRECOMMENDED READINGS

Ankles

Campbell, Donald T. "Reforms as Experiments." American Psychologist 24
,(April 1969): 4()9 -428. A widely cited and reVrinted article on the need for
controlled and quasi-experime evaludlion when we try new methods
of dealing with social proble . It includes descriptions 9f major types of
design and statistical analysis in such evaluation..

Glaser, Daniel. PAchieving Bet r Otiestions: A Half Century's Progress in
Correction Research." Fed I Probation 39 (September 4975): 3-9. An' ,
article on the occasion of 50th anniversary of the federal probation
service that sets forth as major 'lesson from reviewing correctional .

evaluation research in this, period, that the most usefe and cumulatjv4
knowledge will come frOinjesearch-designed to test explanatory y theory on
why a partic4ar treatment should work best with a specific type of client.

Books
._. N

Adasnsuative Research in Corrections. LEAA Prescriptive Pack-
age series. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1.975. A general work on
evaluation Di all_ branchesof corrections, with special focus on research:
adnVnistration strategies and ttctics, and the author's impressions of their
'impact. '

Cato,'Prancis G., Edflor. Readings in Evaluation Resfiteb. 'N.Y.: Russell Sage .

Foundation:1971.A good 'collection of articles on many aspects of evalua-
tion research, but with most ett ample s from outside ,the criminal justice ,...,

, s:ystein(T`i, i -

"Gliser, Daniel. Routinizing E'valuation:)Getting Feedbi ck on .Effectiveness of
Crime and- Delinquency Programs. MIMH Crime and ,Delinquency Issues
Monograph Series. DHEW PublioatiOn No. (HSM) 73-9123.11.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1973. A 'khow,to" manual focusing on making evalu-..

atiou a,routine correctional programs,- and, on integrating research
with oRerations for efit to both. 4

kivlin, Alice M., and P. 1Vlic I Timpatie. editors. Ethical and Legal Issues of
Social Experimerttation. Washington, D.C:: The Brookings Institution,
1975. An excellent collection of essays on the moral arid, !Val problesns.'
that may develop in experimenting with buttons, and on boric) design and
administer experiments so that these,problems are.avoided. -. .

United Nations Social Defence Itesearch Institute. g. v 'a .tuation Research in . t
Criminal Justice. Publisheil .by the Institute,' at Via Guiliiis .52. 00186
Rome; Italy, itx January'19715. Aceedings of a conference on this .subject
with interesting contributions, by people from many different "countries. ,

. Weiss, CariOI H. Evaluation Research. Englewood 'Cliffs, N.1.:Prentice-Hall,
nc.. 1972. Avery conciseialid readable:text disctissing a large varietyV .. -
issues, though with few of its.illustrations from Me cnminal justice field- 76
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CHAPTER XI-RECOMMENDED READINGS'

"Federal Drug Abuse ,Programs." A- report prepared by the Task Force on
Federal. Heroin" Addiction Programs; Drug Abtist Council, Washington,
D.C.: 1972. .

Chapter five describes LEAA's method of operation and assesses its
goals, programs, and administration ofb grants. Cliapter six examines the .

processes .and mechanisms which direct monies into all federal agencies
involved in the drug abuse problem..

"Federal Strategy for Drug Abuse 'and- Drug Traffic Prevention," Prepared for
the President by the Strategy Council pursuant to the Drug .Abuse Office
and Treatment Act of 197t.

This report is the response to the Drug Abuse and Treatment 'Act of
1972 which directed the development of a long-term 'federaltetraegy for all,
drug abuse activities sponsored by the federal government. Pages 87 and

explain that Whenever'possible; programmatic decision-making and allO-
cation of resources should be delegated to the state and local level. Feder-
al strategy has facilitated this policy by asking the governor of each state.
to designate a Single State Agency to be responsible for coordinating
stile drug abust prevention efforts. The ale State:Agency's resPonsi
ities include the coordination of t overall' dnig abuse prevention effort
among the various inv state age s.

Glaser; DanieL _"Strate al Justice Jnines_" Crime and Delinquency
Issues, National Insti e of Mental Health, Center for Siddies of Crime
and Eielinquency. Rockville, Maryland: 1975

., 4

ture for niost current training on criminalliattL planning-are public ad-'
In this-monograph Dr. Glaser exnlains't primary sources,of-liter

ministration and business writings on the planning process. This creates a
problem since, this literature seldom gets'to specifics when exhorting plan-.

ners to think. imaginatively. This monograph provides a supplement for
such training literature by showing criminal justice officials more specifir
tally what they . can learn for policy-Making and strategic planning from

- ,.the social and behavioral sciences, especially -sociology add psychology.
Warfel,. Richard. "A Report .of 'Treatment Programs in America's State Pri-

sons." Proceedings of the One Hundred and Second Annual Congress of ;
Corrections of the American Correctional Association, Pittsburgh, Penn-

vania: August. 1972. 42-57. ,

is article describes the importance of coordination between the
correctional agency and the drug abust agency on the state level. The au-
thor states that only whep both gawps are committed to the task of suc-

,cestful treatment in an organized and Meaningful fashion 'an pr6grams ,

meeting the cliensl needs be developed. He presents tht results pf a clues-
tionnaire suvey mailed to 50 states. The data presinted includes the degree
of cooperation between the state drug abuse agency and department of .

corrections in providing services.
.

::
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PRESCRIPTIVE PACKAGE: "DRUG-PROGRAMS IN CORRECTIONAL INSTUTfONS"

To help LEAA better evaluate the usefulness of Prescriptive Packages, the ..

r
/eader

is requetted to answer and return the following-questions..
..

.

1. What is your general reaction to this Prescriptive Package?
[ ] Excellent. [ ] Above Average [ ] Average [ ]-Poor [ ] Useless

2. Does this packgrrelireient best available knowledge and ixpefience?
, No better single document.available 1 . r '.

'

' Excellent; but some changes required (please coTment)
Satisfactory, but changes required (pleaSe commit)
Does not represent best knowledge or experience (please comment)

U.3.
US

t

S

3. To what extent do you see thepackage
one box on each line)

Highly
' Ustful

Modifying existing projects
'Training personnel -

Adminstering on-going projects .. '

Providing new or important-information
Developing or imp emeging new projects

.

'4. To what spedific use, if any, have you
particular package?

Modifying existing projects
Administering on -going projects

[ Others:

as

C*41

1

put,

[ ]

[,]

being Useful
_.

' Of :Some-

Use

[ ]

[

''i i

] ]

] ]

i

or do you

Training persondel
Developing,or.implementing
new projects

in'terms

Not''

Usef41

'

ikan

of

? --

[ ]

[ ] r

[ ] '

to out.this

0

..

5: In what ways, if any, could the package be.imprOved: Ulease specify), p)
e.g. structura4prganizatiow, content/coverage; objectivityk writing

style; other)

Do you feel that, further training or techn
and desired- en this' topic? If so, please s

,

1 assistance is needed
ify heeds.

7. In what other specific areaslof the criminal justice system do you

think a Prescriptiye Package is, most'needed? . .

.
A/

8. How did thislIckale CT to

LC0E:a irc V14 t EAIA)a staff

LEAA Newsletter :1
Other (please specify)

I 4

our attention ?; (cheek one or more
]

f

your library % '.

Nationalnal Criminal Justice Referenek
Service 44

/ -
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4
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O. Check ONE item below which best destrihes your affiliation with law

enforcement or criminal justice. If the item checked has fn as risk

* , please also check the related level, i.e. . .

i

Fe4era [] State [ i County- [ ] Local

Headqu rters', LEAA [ "Police *
egional Office Court *LEAAAA

State Planning Agency Correctional Agency *

Re§i 1 SPA Office Legislative Body *

,

Coll e/UniversitY Other GoVernment Agency *

rcial/Industriai Firm' Profeisional Association *

cv zen Group *
..

Crime Prevention Group *

to. Your sle- . ,
.

Ak

Your,P kition 4

_ Organ zition or Agency'
Addr s 4

Telephone Number

tT.

.Area Code: Nurter:

U.S. DEP TMENT OF.JUSTICE
LAW'resaim ASSIST/04q[ ADMINISTRATION

INOTON. D.0

IAL BUSINESS

PSNA FOPI PlISVATt USE. MO

I

I.

(fold here first),

POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

AS436

THIRD CLASS

Direct'

Office of Technology Transfer
NatiooalInstitute of Law Enforcement

and Criminal Justice
U.S: Department of Justice

Washington; 20533, t

. . ,

13. ,If ybu are notturrentlY.registei,ed., th NC.)

placed op their mailing list, check I e. [

:71. N 1. f.. - '..._/- - - .--. i
, ; tfOld),

.

\
!!'

would like to be
,

would

I

1

2

9:3
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